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INTRODUCTION

An administrator relies on skilled staff to carry out the missions
of the facility. Insuring that staff possess the skills to complete the
facility's mission is a primary management function. An administrator attempts
to hire those persons best qualified to carry out job assignments. Because
the required skills, however, are only partially existing when a person
is hired, facility . managers must use training programs to supplement skills
that new staff members bring to the job and that staff presently possess.

A facility manager can choose from three types of training programs.
Training can be provided while !staff are 'working, generally known as "on-the-job"
training. Training can be provided off the job but within the facil ity,
known as "in-service" training. Finally, training can be provided away
from the facility itself, generally known as "education." This publication
will limit its presentation to those activities known as "in-service" training.

In-service training provides specialized information to staff to meet
three basic organizational information needs: knowledge of assigned tasks,
skill to carry out assigned tasks, and motivation to complete assigned tasks.

In-service training helps staff meet these needs in three ways. First,
in-service training provides data that relates task completion to the fulfillment
of the facility's mission. Second, in-service training develops the skills
necessary for staff to complete their assigned tasks. Third, in-service
training can provide a morale building system leading staff to be mOtivated
to produce good work:



Defining In-service-Training

In-service training is defined in three major ways: (1) as the improvemant
of job performance by the provision of organized staff activities, (2) as
a tool for preventing and correcting facility problems, and (3) as a tool
for completing facility missions. In-service training programs are often
provided as the result of managem.ent concerns that staff are not as productive
as they could be. In-service training is designed to improve job performance
by_ either providing information- about better -methods to ca-rry out assigned
jobs or providing reorientation to the "correct" method. In addition in-service
training, defined _as organized activities to improve job performance, is
usefol to provide job orfacility orientation. Orientations provide information
that new job holders will need to carry out their assignments in an efficient
manner.

In-service training programs can also be provided after the discovery
that staff problems eidst. Low morale, high absenteeism, high .turnover,
high material spoilage, failure to meet accreditation standards, difficulty
in justifying the length of training periods, low success rates for placement
activities and many other discoveries lead facility_administrators to provide
inservice training in an attempt to solve the problems.

In-service training is a management tool that leads to the fulfillment
of the facility's mission. To meet mission objectives facility administrators
rely on the collective effort of all staff. When staff do not work efficiently,
the fulfillment of the facility's mission is delayed. When inefficienc
(defined as a gap between desired job performance and actual job performapce
becomes apparent, in-service training can be provided in an attempt to reduce
the difference. This will then result in changes in staff work behavior.
By allowing staff to gain knowledge, skills, or attitudes that enhance their
ability to meet performance standards,- tne fulfillment of facility mission
is advanced.

The Goals of In-service Training

Administrators provide staff in-service training to meet specific goals;
the general goals of improving personnel job performance, preventing and
correcting problems, and completing the facility's mission form the basic
definitions of in-service training. These goals meet specific facility
needs. In-service goals can meet facility needs to:

Increase productivity
Increase cooperation and understanding
Increase effective service provision
Reduce staff turnover
Reduce facility costs per service unit
Cut waste
Improve delivery systems
Lower absenteeism
Retain staff for longer periods
Speed basic information transfer



Lower overtime costs
Reduce staff grievance reports
Improve quality of service delivery
Reduce accident rate
Develop supervision talent
Strengthen internal communications
Improve worker satisfaction

Every-facility administrator asks-the developers of in-service training
programs to meet training needs unique to their facility. _However, the
developers must be careful to identify needs that can be solved by in-service
training.

In-service Training Cannot Meet All Facility Needs.

Facility administrators sometimes provide in-service training in an
attempt to find a quick cure for facility problems. Rushing into "quick-fix"
training with high expectations often leads to letdowns for both staff and
management.' "Quick-fix" training often fails to measure up to the expectations
held for its .use and leads to the rejection of further training programs.

In the excitement of a "quick-fix," administrators may fail to recognize
that not all facility problems can be solved by the use of in-service training.
Training alone cannot offset problems

. generated by inadequate salaries,
provide staff with skills when prerequisite abilities are absent, or produce
motivated employees without other management assistance.

The excitement of "quick-fix" is often coupled with a desire to get
staff to. do ...their jobs "right." This may create resistance and resentment
from staff. Staff can perceive in-service training as a management ploy
forcing them to perform their jobs in new, unfamiliar, and possibly more
difficult ways. Staff-resistance and resentment to training produces unsuc-
cessful trainipg programs. -Of course the in-service program gets the blame.

Other administrators who rush into in-servite training for a "quick-fix"
are administrators reluctantly providing in-service training either, because
other facilities are doing it or because an accreditation or funding agency
said -that they should. Lacking .real conviction for an in--service program,
the administrators develop programs that are poorly planed and, therefore,
fail. _Once again, the in-service training program receives the blame for,
the failure.

_Effective in-service training programs are developed to_meet specific
facility needs that (I) can beEolved by staff training_and (2) are designed
to 'produce a specific end' result. In addition, the development of in-service
training- programs must be responsive to each facility's changing needs for
staff 'training.

This publication is designed to allow each :Facility to identify its
own unique training needs and to develop individualized training programs
to. meet 'these needs. In addition the programs developed can be adapted
to meet new needs as the facility's training requirements change.
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IN-SERVICE PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Conduct a Needs Assessment.'

Needs m5essment is the identification and validation of needs and
establishment of need priorities. An assessment can cover the entire operation
of a fax:flirty or be confined to one specific area. Whatever the scope of
an assessment, there are two steps in determining needs: problem identification
and competency modeling.

In problem identification, facility administrators look for deficits
in staff work peTformance and attempt to determine the deficit causes.
The problems are then written into action steps to provide needed solutions.
Solutions involving training are written as training objectives, a curriculum
is developed, and-the training takes place.

Inperformanceproblemidentificationadministrators depend upon competency
modeling (a deScription of desired staff performance) to help them pinpoint
"problem°. areas. Present staff performance is compared with the competency
model to identify areas where performance could be improved. Without using
a competency model, any performance activity could be considered adequate.
Problems exist only when present performance is considered less than the
performance required by the competency description.

The emphasis of meeds assessment for developing in-service training
programs is, thus, dependent upon discovering gaps (or differences) between
the desired level of competent performance and present behavior. This approach
to needs assessment must start with.the determination of competent performance.
An examination of facility performance objectives and of the staff's present
competency to 'carry out those objectives defines the areas in which the
in-service training program will be developed.

Needs assessments must also provide data on future performance needs.
New skills shoula be integrated into the assessment information. This data
may. take the form of known legislation effecting the facility, changing
accreditation standards, or the provision of new services.

Facility administrators considering expansion into new areas of service
delivery may find it desirable to provide training for staff involved in
the service delivery. For example, a facility providing client training
in janitorial tasks may desire to expand into communitycontractingofjanitorial
services. It would, therefore, be desirable to provide the janitorial training
staff-with training in contract bidding and administration.

There are three broad groups of contributing to the description of
competent performance: management, third party payers, and community.
To form the criteria for the development of competent performance, assessments
must take into 'account the concerns of each group. This requires an organized
effort .to collect competency data.

McCready (1979) presented a data gathering process that is useful in
needs assessment:
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A. Conduct a preliminary and brief investigation by making a
few telephone calls to gather competency opinions. Evaluate
the situation before beginning a major data gathering effort.

B. Decide what data is needed by making a preliminary listing,
of the competency areas to investigate. Develop clearly written
statements reflecting these data needs. Too much data confuses
the issue; insufficient data frustrates the achievement of
accurate results._

Evaluate available resources. Determine the amount of time,
energy, and people that the facility is willing to expend
in the gathering of competency data.

D Determine a data gathering method by examining what data is
to be gathered and the resources that will be expended.

Data gathering for determining competency performance can be accomplished
in,many ways. Brainstorming sessions with persons knowledgeable in the
competency area, published sources of information, such as standards written
by accrediting agencies or certification councils (CARF or CCWAVES) and
assessments completed by affiliate organizations are useful data gathering
sources.

In brainstorming sessions, competency data are gathered through group
exchange of ideas. A group of people knowledgeable in the competency .area
meet together and use personal knowledge about the area to state their ideas
of tompetency. As each participant discusses their ideas, other group members
build upon the data presented. The resulting consensus descriptions of
competency has benefitted from the insights of many.

While gathering competency data, administrators should search for infor-
mation from already published sources. Accreditation and certification
sources are primary reference mediums, but others may also exist. Job data
can be obtained from sources such as:

Job Service Offices
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
Federal and State VR Offices
Colleges and universities
Other rehabilitation facilities
Textbooks

Organizing competency data can be accomplished using a method developed
in Canada bythe Nova Scotia Newstart Program, DACUM (Developing a Curriculum).
To identify competency areas, a chart is prepared that represents the 'tasks
that staff are required to complete. The identification of these.competency
areas is assigned to a committee made up of persons with expertise in the
position requirements. This committee has access to the data gathered from
brainstorming,publications, and assessments. The committee begins by writing
.the gathered competency data on cards. To ensure that the definitions are
behaviorally based the following format is used: "Staff must be able to...."
followed by a .verb (see Appendix B). The committce sequences the skills
but the sequence is not based on educational or learning prerequisites.

4
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The sequence is determined by deciding the tasks that an employer wants
the employee to acquire first. The committee places on the left of the
chart those skills an employer wants an 'employee to learn early so that
the employee may quickly perform the most important tasks in the completion
of the job. A final inspection for changes and additions is then made.
When no further changes or additions are suggested the definition task is
complete. (Jones, 1978)

Competency data will be used to identify gaps between desired and present
'performance. The data will also be helpful to determine possible training
frequency such as sessions to be offered on a regular basis, as a single
training opportunity, or sessions that will be offered as needs indicate.
Competency data also helps to determine who receives training.

Determine Present Performance

After collecting information about desired work performance, it is
necessary :to compare this desi.red performance with actual performance..
Job analysis is the primary source of actual performance data. The data
resulting from the comparison of job analysis and the desired performance
are used to determine the objectives', content, sequence, emphasis, and means
of conducting and-evaluating in-service training. programs.

Job data must be collected under the supervision and control .of facility
adarftristratorsto enable the coortliAation of such related actions as recruitment,
selection and.assignment, and facility planning. The gathering of job analysis
data is accomplished in three phases: planning, collecting, and forming
job task matrices.

Preliminary planning based on needs assessment inforMation must be
'completed prior to the collection of job data. The performance area to
be analyzed must be selected, the staff who will complete the job analyses
must be chosen, and data collection forms muSt be developed in the planning
phase. The actual collection of data is accomplished by interview and obser-
vation of staff. further information is gathered through interviews' with
supervisory personnel. During job analysis, data -are collected--deScribing.-.
the job, .conditions under which the job is performed, and standards of acceptableperformance.' The final consolidation phase incorporates individual Sob
analysis inte one job task matrix describing similar and different aspects...of many facility positions. Job task matrices are formed by listing-tasks
identified through job analysis in rows on the left of a grid (see Figure.

.Each job is listed in columns at the top. Each task occurring in- ajob will receive a check under the job title. The resulting matrix clearly
indicates similar and unique job tasks.

The statements of job duties collected during job analysis must .be .

written in a format that allowsthem to be used to develop training curriculums.Each statement .describes present staff work behavior, the conditions under,
which the performance is expected, and the quality of performance.

Analysis staff should make statements that describe what staff actuallydo. This is usually an observable action. Statements should begie with
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an action verb, such as writes, evaluates, or performs. The description
should also indicate those factors that directly affect staff performance.
After the verb will be a statement that indicates the tools, equipment,
supervision, or assistance needed to perform the task. Finally, where acceptable
performance can be easily described, the statement of job performance should
include a judgment of quality and/or quantity. A job task statement such
as assesses client performance on the operation of rip saw three times per
shift, incorporates all three elements of an analysis statement. Assesses
client performance is action oriented, operation of the rip saw indicates
the tools needed, and 3 times per shift indicates the standard of acceptable
performance.

Prepares instructions for
vocational learnin-
e ivers _essohs wi in
p o-ram leTing

serves ah_ retor_S-CIf&rit-
erformance of ro ram 'ob tasks.
valuates client per ormance an

p-e ares remedial instruction.
-ssigns wor egOerience as s
sheltered clients.
upervises the activities of
staff working with clients.

0 0
4-2
Id

Assesses client movement to an
from oro rams. X X

X

Figure 1: Job Task Matrix
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Determine That Deficiencies Exist

To this point facility administrators have gathered information about
the skills needed by staff to carry out their jobs. This information has
been gathered by polling expert opinions about the skill areas needed, investi-
gating future needs indicated by field trends, and adding planned facility
service expansion. The administrators have also analyzed present staff
performance. Now the administrators need to decide if gaps exist between
desired and demonstrated performances.

If an administrator discovers a gap between performance and competency,
several major decisions must be made: Does the gap warrant the expenditure
of facility resources to close? If so, is the gap a performance problem
that can be solved by training, and is in-service training the best method
of training to use? Mager (1970) developed a question/response strategy
that can aid administrators in considering alternatives to gaps that they
may believe exist.

Figure 2 presents Mager's questions for the analysis of perceived training
problems. The questions listed under each decision point (diamond shape)
are proyided to guide administrative thinking to answer the question posed
at each decision point. _Determined by the "yes" or "no" answers to each
decision point question, the administrator is lead to another decision point,
an action statement outside of the scope of this investigation (square shape),
or an action statement that completes the investigation (rectangular shape).

When faced with a possible performance problem the administrator first
must decide that a performance problem does exist and that changing the
performance is important. Then the administrator considers two major lines
of investigation. The line of investigation correctly used is based on
the decision that the performance problem exists as a skill deficit. If
the problem is a skill deficit, the administrator must decide if staff can
perform as desired or if simple changes in the job will solve the problem.
The use of in-service training as a possible solution is based on the adminis-
trator's conclusions. If the problem is not skill related, the administrator
must decide if staff find performance punishing, rewarding, or if obstacles
to perfomance exist and take other-than-in-service actions to solve the
problem;

Using Mager's strategy with each perceived training gap, the admini-
strator compiles a list of identified problems to be addressed through the
use of in-service training. The length of the list and the critical nature
of the items on the list dictates the resources allocated to the development
of in-service training curriculums.

Some facility administrators have access to training gap information
gathered by their state association of rehabilitation facilities, state
vocational rehabilitation agency, or county office of social service. Data
from these °thew-than-facility assessments is best used to prompt areas
for facility investigation as it may not be competency based. This information
therefore, should be used to provide a starting point for the facility to
determine individual needs.

7



An example of a useful but not competency based information gathering
attempt was conducted in Iowa to determine staff opinions of their training
needs. Produced jointly by the Iowa Association of Rehabilitation Facilities,*
the 14wa Association of Private Residential Facilities for the Mentally
Retarded,* and the Iowa University Affiliated Facility, this survey gathered
data from Iowa facility staffs to determine opinions of training needs that
could_be then used by the cooperating organizations to develop a resource
clearinghouse and update training packages. Data was gathered by mailing
and tabulating a survey questionnaire. The survey form (see Appendix A)
requested that each respondent react to need areas with a numerical answer:

I = information we need
2 = the information would be nice, but not essential
3 = no need for training in this area
4 = not applicable to our agency

When the surveys were returned, the numerical scores were tallied resulting
in a frequency for each of the four rating categories. Further processing
created a mean score for each subject area. These means were used to compare
eacn training need topic area with others. For example, administrators
ranked their need for "Orientation to Advocacy" training higher than their
need for training in "AC/MRDD Accreditation," since their mean score was
7 for the fomer, but 6 for the latter (see Appendix A

*These groups have consolidated to form the Iowa Association of Rehabilitation
and Residential Facilities.
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Look for other causes of
the apparent problems.

Ignore the discrepancy.

He isn' t doing what
he should be doing.
I think I' ve got a

training problem.

DOES A PERFORMANCE
DISCREPANCY EXIST?

Why do I think there
is a training problem?

What is the difference
between what is being
done and what is supposed
to be done?

What is the event that
causes me to say things
aren't right?

Why am I dissatisfied?

IS IT IMPORTANT?

Why is the discrepancy
important?

What would happen if
I left the discrepancy
alone?

Could doing something
to resol ve the discrepancy
have any wort hwh I e

result?

IS IT A SKILL DEFICIENCY?

Could he do it if he
really had to?

Could he do it if his
life depended on it?

Are his present skills
adequate for the desired
performance?

Figure 2: Analyzing Possible Training Problems

From Analyzing Performance Problems by Robert Mager and Peter Pipe, copyright
19 y Pitman Learniq Inc., Belmont, CA 94002.
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Transfer or
discharge.

Figure 2: con inued

10 17

DOES HE HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES?

Did he once know hvelow
to perform as desinn?

Has he forgotten uOw
to do what I wantlalhim
to do?

Cou 1 d
job?

learn zhe

Does he have the physic---zical

and mental potenti, fial

to perform as desing

Is he over-qualifiNed
for the job?

IS THERE A SMILER
SOLUTION?

Can I change thejeflob
by providing some kirrind
of job aid?

Can I store the nedotled
i nformat on some oway
(written instructivirris,
checklists) other thiian
in someone's head?

Can I show rather thinan
train?

Would informal (Le- e. ,
on-the-job traiqin rig
be sufficient?

Are any solutions inlep-
propri ate or impo sibrole
to implement?

Are any solutions plainTaly
beyond our resources

What would it "call"
to go ahead with 011ie
solution?



F i gure 2: continued

1 I

What would be the added
"value" if I did?
Is it worth doing?

What remedy is likely
to give us the most
result for the least
effort?

Which are we best equipped
to try?

Which remedy interests
us most? (Or, on the
other side of the coin,
which remedy is most
visible to those who
must be pleased?

Implement other than
training remedy to
the performance problem.

Commit to training
and begin investigation
of program development.

IS DESIRED PERFORMANCE
PUNISHING?

What is the consequence
of performing as desired?

Is it punishing to
perfornas expected?



Yes

Figure 2: continued

12

Does he perceive desired
performance as being
geared to penalties?

Would his world become
a little dimmer (to
him) if he performed
as desired?

Remove punishments.

IS NON-PERFORMANCE
REWARDING?

What is the resultof doing it his way
instead of my way?

What does he get out
of his present performance
in the way of reward,
prestige, status, jollies?

Does he get more attention
for misbehaving than
for behaving?

What event in the world
supports (rewards)
his present way of
doing things? (Are
you inadvertently rwarding
irrelevant behavior
while overlooking the
crucial behaviors?

Is Pe "mentally inadequate,"
so that the less he
does the less he has
to worry about?

Is he physically inadequate,
so that he gets less
tired if he does less?

1 9



Arrange positive rewards and
remove non-performance rewards.

Arrange transfer
or discharge.

Yes

Figure 2: continued

13

Arrange non-performance
consequences.

DOES PERFORMING MATTER?

Does performing as
desired matter to the
performer?

Is there a favorable
outcome for performing?

Is there an undesirable
outcome for not performing?

Is there a source of
satisfaction for performirg?

Is he able to take
pride in hisperformance,
as an individual or
as a member of a group?

Does he get satisfaction
of his needs from the
job?

ARE THERE OBSTACLES
TO PERFORMING?

What prevents him
performing?

Does he know what is
expected of him?

Does he know when to
do what is expected
of him?

Are there con licting
demands on his time?



Figure 2: continued

14 .21

Does he lack the authority?
...the time?
...the tools?

Is he restricted by
policies or by a "right
way of doing it" or
"way we've always done
t" that ought to be

changed?

Can I reduce interference
by improving lighting?
...changing colors?
...increasing comfort?
...modifying the work
position?
...reducing the visual
or auditory distractions?

Can 1 reduce "competition
from the job" - phone
calls, "brush fires,"
demands of less important
by more immediate problans?

Remove obstacles to
performance.



DEVELOPING AN:IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM

After discovering a staff related performance problem and establishing
that the problem may be eliminated by providing in-service training, facility
administrators must begin program development. Figure 3 presents a development
path for the starting of an in-service training program and shows the cyclical
training path that allows programs to be responsive to changing facility
needs for training. The cyclical path results from "feedback loops" at
two points. First, after assessing the facility's need for in-service training,
a negative answer to the question - "Do gaps in proficiency exist at the
present time?" - results in further needs assessment. Periodic assessments
of training needs allow the facility to continuously update the training
provided. Second, following the evaluation of the completed program, the
entire process returns to the selection of objectives for the next series
of presentations. This takes place even if the evaluation of the program
discovers no need to make significant modifications. In effect, the evaluation
of the program helps to identify gross problems and the reconsideration
of program objectives allows the entry of new materials.

Effectivestaff in-servicetraining, therefore, movesfromthedetermiaation
that training is needed, to curriculum development and implementation, to
evaluation and redevelopment. New programs are developed on the basis of
evaluation data and the periodic gathering of training need data. A cyclical
training path results to serve facility in-service needs for many years.

The U.S. Army (1967) created a development strategy aimed at providing
training for precise duties, reducing the number of instructors required
to conduct training, shortening training time, and lowering overall operating
costs. Drawn from that strategy, this publication expands and adapts the
concepts found in the Army's Instructional Development Manual to meet rehabili-
tation facility in-service training needs for time and dollar effective
programs. This publication presents 10 steps in the development of an in-service
training program:

1. Commit the facility to staff training.
2. Select training objectives.
3. Write performance objectives.
4. Set course prerequisites.
5 Select and sequence course content.
6. Construct competency tests.
7. Select an instructional method.
8. Determine instructor requirements.
9. Select_and prepare training aids.

10. Determine equipment requirements.

These ten steps (see Figure 3) proceed through a logical sequence to
arrive at the presentation of an in-service program. This chapter provides
information on each of the ten steps to allow program developers to produce
an in-service program uniquely tailored to their facility. The final steps
of evaluation and change indicated in Figure 3 are covered in Chapters Three
and Four.
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Facility managers look
for other remedies to
productivity or pro-
ficiency problems.

Faci 1 i ty managers experience

problems with productivity
or learn of skill areas
in which facility staff
may be less than proficient.

In-service planners
collect job analysis
and need assessment
information to determine
what proficiency gaps
exist.

Do gaps in proficiency
exist at the present
time?

Could the productivity
or proficiency problems
be corrected by in-service
training?

Will facility directors
commit support to the
develop-fent of an in-service
training program?

Figure 3: Starting a Training Program; a Flow Path
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Training may occur with
limited success. The
directors may search
for other remedies to
problems.

Yes

Facility policies _and
resource planning reflect
the commitment of facility
management to the trainingof staff. Training
is positively received
by staff.

in-service training
developers select training
objectives that will
best meet the present
training needs within
the facility.

Program developers
write performance objec-
tives.

Do skill prerequisites
exist for the completion
of the training objectives
selected?

Figure 3: Train ng Program Development Flow Path, con lnued
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Prerequisites are determined
and staff are screened
for training based
on the prerequisite
information.

Program d.evelopers
select and sequence
course content.

Criterion measures
to determine'satisfactory
completion of course
materials are developed.

Instructional strategies
are selected.

Figure 3: Training Program Development Flow Path, continued
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In-service training
program developers
determine instructor
requirements and select
instructors.

Training aids are selected
and prepared.

Equipment requirements
are determined and
the equipment secured.

The training program
is implemented.

Figure 3: Training Program Development flow Chart, continued
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The training program
is evaluated by analyzing
test results, following
up on in-service partici-
pants, and evaluating
the instructional systems

Does the evaluation
indicate that changes
should be made in the
training program to
increase its effectiveness
or efficiency?

Modifications are made
to any _area of the
program that evaluation
indicated could be
strengthened by changes.

Figure ain ng Program Development Flow Path, continued
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Commit the Facility to Staff Training

The first step in the development of a staff in-service training program
is administrative commitment to providing in-service training. To receive
staff support, in-service training must be perceived as a valuable activity.
For facility staff to perceive training as_ valuable, they must know that
it has definite administrative commitment and see evidence that the training
produces results. To show full commitment .to training, administrators should
ensure that the agency personnel_manual addresses staff training and outlines
the main areas of traihing that will be provided. In addition, job descriptions
should include statements requiring staff participation in training activities
and the facility's personnel file should include information on the completion
of in-service training activities. Facility budgeting processes should
allow input from staff training personnel and should allocate sufficient
funds; to meet facility determined training objectives. When dollars are
allocated to training, staff receive a message that training is important.
Incentives and motivations for active staff participation in training programs
should be devised and provided.

To aim the facility in the direction of strong in-service program devel-
opment, administrators must develop a strong staff training policy. The
policy should be written around statements that:

relate training to meeting facility goals.
state facility commitment to human growth .

describe the facility method of training need assessment .
state that identified needs will not jeopardize job security.
state that evaluations will be based on the evaluation of job perfor-
mance not the evaluation of training performance .

identify training resources as a line item budget category .

specify who will be trained.
state the general scope and any restrictions on training activity .

describe relationships with any other training organizations.
(PlAnniirv, Conductin:- and ..Evall110:ij9 Workshop. Davis, Larry
Nolan. Learning Conce0t-s, Austin, Texas, 1974. Distributed by
University Associates, San Diego, California.)

Select Training Objectives

After identifying areas where training is needed and committirig the
facility to provide training, program developers select objectives. Although
the selection of objectives is based on the following criteria, all criteria
need not be met to include a.task in the list of training objectives; meeting
a single criterion may be sufficient justification for training.

Universal a --lication

The universal application of a job task emphasizes the development
of job skills used by staff wherever they work in the facility. For instance,
knowledge of fire escape routes is required for all staff in the facility.
To consider if a task meets the criterion of universality, ask the questions:
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a. Where is this skill or knowledge used? In which positions?
b. Does it have wide application? (If it occurs only in a few

locations, it may be an appropriate objective for selective
training of some type).

c. Is it so unique that it is infrequently found in the facility
positions?

Difficult to learn indettndently

If the skills of a required task are so difficult to learn that staff
will not be able to acquire them on their own, they may be candidates for
training. For example, although staff could learn to observe client work
behaviors on their own, it would be a lengthy trial-and-error process.
Danger to staff or hazard to equipment may also cause a task to meet the
criteria of difficulty and, therefore, be included in a training program.
The following questions may help identify difficult tasks:

a. Is the skill or concept difficult to acquire?
b. Are staff likely to learn this skill on their own with minimum

danger to themselves, equipment, or clients?

Crucial to acceptablejob performance

Essential skills for acceptable job performance, even though not performed
frequently, are candidates for training under the criterion of cruciality.
For example, training staff in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is often
included in training programs because of its crucial nature. The possibility
that a .staff member would need to use CPR is remote. However, there may
be a time when CPR sAilis are extremely critical. Immediate knowledge of
CPR may be necessary to avoid a person's death. The critical nature of
the infrequently used skill is so great that the training must be provided.
To determine if a task is crucial to job performance, ask the following
questions:

a. How important is the skill when it is called for?
b. What is the impact on mission, the facility, the service,_

the client, or the staff when the required skill is not present?

Frequent use

A frequently used skill is desirable to be taught to staff using in-service
programs. It may be more economical in time and materials to teach a skill
rather than to allow staff to learn itbytA-ial and error. Providing instruction
can also result in standardized performance for service provision. Freqmmtly
used skills can be identifie4 by asking the following questions:

a. How often must the staff perform this task?
b. Is it done often enough to warrant training?
c. Is there a "best waym to do it?
d. Should the method of performing the skill be standardized?
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Economically feasible

The selection of objectives includes a determination of whether the
time and money required for training offset the increases in job proficiency
attained by staff. If the proficiency of staff receiving in-service training
is only slightly higher than that of staff not receiving training, in-service
training is not needed. Training must result in a significantly higher
level of performance or a measurably greater degree of skill than could
be _attained otherwise. For example, training in writing objectives is a
skill suitable for acquisition through in-service training. However, there
is a point where further investment in training results inTittle improvement
in objective writing skill. To continue training beyond this level would
result in investing more than the anticipated gains are worth.

Achievable

Training objectives must be achievable within satisfactory time periods.
Objectives must be comparable with the abilities and aptitudes of the staff,
as well as with the requirements of the job. It is counter-productive to
set standards of accomplishment that are unreachable by many staff. To
aid in the determination that the objective is achievable, ask the following
questions:

a. Can the majority of staff meet the standard prescribed by
the objective?

b. Do staff have the*aptitude, intelligence, maturity, motivation,
or experience required to attain the desired standard?

c. Can staff achieve the standard in a reasonable period of timet

Em-hasize am-a e com etence

Training components are selected which are more useful to staff of
average proficiency than to those demonstrating mediocre or outstanding
proficiency in the job. Training staff for less proficiency than the job
requires will not allow the training to meet facility needs. It is a waste
of facility resources to train staff in skills or characteristics of only
outstanding performers. The investment of training resources requires that
developers ask the following questions:

a. Is this skill required?
b. Is this level of proficiency demonstrated by average performers?

Fre uentl deficient skills

Some tasks are more difficult to accomplish than others. Through needs
assessment .those tasks which are frequently mentioned as being deficient
can be identified. These tasks can be earmarked for inclusion as training
objectives. ForexAmple, if clientmaladaptivebehaviorincidents are frequently
seen th be caused by inappropriate staff interventions, appropriate interventionsmight be a desirable training objective. Ask the following questions to
help identify frequently deficient skills:

a. What tasks are frequently performed poorly by staff?
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b. Which tasks requi e emphasis due to mistakes made by many
staff?

Retention of Skill Over Time

The time interval between completion of training and use of the skill
on the job must be considered when choosing objectives. The degree to which
a skill degenerates through nonuse, and the time over which the deterioration
takes place is considered when deciding to provide training. The amount
of emphasis, practice, and maintenance training required for retention of
the skill at Ue .. required level is important. For example, the ability
to evaluate vocational potentials is relatively difficult to acquire. If
the skill is only rarely used, it may be wise to train only a few evaluators.
However, if a decision is made to train all vocational staff as evaluators,
higher levels of initial proficiency in evaluation will be required to absorb
the deterioration of the skills which is certain to occur.

Write Performance Objectives

After selecting training objectives, theyare written in a form permitting
the development of efficient programs. Often objectives worded "to proyide
staff- with a general knowledge of...," or a "working knowledge of...," or
an "undersanding of..." are open to several interpretations and do not
provide the data needed to develop instructional materials or construct
competency meimpres. Objectives describe (1) the tasks that staff must
perform, (2) the conditions under which they must perform, and (a) standard
of azceptable performance. A useful objective states clearly' a desired
action. The objective, then, is a description of performance which will
be interpreted in the same manner by all concerned with planning and conducting
training activities. To provide a common base of interpretation for many
readers, vague _words such as "know" or "appreciate" are avoided in favor
of more explicit terms. Clear objectives require action-framed statements
which draw_a picture of staff performance after training. Examples of vague
terms are listed in Group 1 and clearer expressions in Group 2 below:

Grot-lasue Terms
c-igeneral knowledge....

To provide a working knowledge....
To qualify....
To know about....
To understand....
To develop an appreciation....
To be familiar with....
To orient...
To rearrange...
To organize...

Group 2: Behavfpral Terms
To eva uate....
To administer....
To adjust....
To modify....
To classify....
To instruct....
To construct....
To select....
To differentiate...
To assemble....

Clear terms identify exactly what staff must be able to do at the end
of a training program. Because the material learned allows for the application
of speccific knowledge or the demonstration of a skill, clear descriptions,
identify: (1) what staff will be given to do the job (tools, equipment,
job aids, references, materials), (2) what theywill be denied (tools- equipment,
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etc.), (3) what assistance they will hcofe if any, (4) what supervision will
be provided, and (5) the physical env-,ronment in which they must perform
(climate, space, light, etc.). Clear descriptions state how well staff
must be able to perform. Standards establish the minimum performance require-
ments for a job. To do this, the objective statement must state the necessary
quality of work in terms of accuracy, completeness, clarity, tolerances,
etc. In addition, the quantity of work produced (where applicable) and
the time allowed to complete the job can also be described.

Clear performance objectives are the foundation for the development
of in-service programs. They also serve other administrative and training
purposes. Some of the more important uses of performance objectives are:

Enhance the selection of appropriate course content.
Permit the selection of instructional strategy.
Help meet training goals.
Help determine competency measures.
Establish standards for training.
Provide an objective basis for evaluating the n-service instruction.
Help evaluate staff performance on the job.

Performance objectives form the topic areas included in an in-service
program. They clearly describe what content is pertinent and, thus, simplify
the process of selecting the instructional method to be used.

Performance objectives permit both the instructor and staff to know
precisely what is required of staff at the end of training. This knowledge
prevents gaps and unnecessary duplication in instruction, enhances motivation,
and makes learning more effective. This also leads to simplification of
the construction of tests. Clear performance objectives allow competency
levels to be established and lead the program developers to set passing
criteria.

Performance objectives help program evaluators determine if training
has been effective by clearly stating what instruction should accomplish.
This permits objective evaluation of the instructional program. In addition,
performance on the job can be effectively measured with the firm and objective
standards provided by performance objectives.

Steps in writing performance ob ectives

identify performance objectives.
State required conditions.

State the criterion of acceptable performance.

Performance objectives describe observable actions. While knowledge,
skill, and attitude all contribute to any observable actions, these elements
must be recognized as components of the desired actions rather than the
actions themselves. Performance objectives, therefore, are statements which
describe behaviors established through training and can be seen and measured
after training. Statements written in this manner assist in program planning
and final evaluation.
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Examples:

_a) "To develop an understanding of the Bennet Hand Tool Work
Sample." This statement does not picture learned behavior.
Rather than describing a learner doing something, it vaguely
states an abstract state of mind which somehow relates to
the work sample. If we attempt to describe the real desired
performance we might state that the learner must be able
to "identify the procedure for observing a client on the
Bennet Hand Tool Work Sample."

(b) Another vague approach to the statement of training requirements
is the use of such statements as: "Staff must have a working
knowledgeofWiaviormodification." Although "workingknowledge"
contains an implication that some acts are to be performed,
the statement does not provide data to describe these actions.
We are left to ponder if the working knowledge is equated
to an ability to write behavior modification objectives or
to an ability to list the characteristics of behavior modifica-
tion._ A clear objective pictures staff doing something with
behavior modification as a result of instruction, as opposed
to leading into some vague intellectual state.

Another essential part of an objective statement is the specification
of conditions ordinarily present in the job setting and are directly associated
with the completion of the task. Conditions are environmental factors such
as extremely high or low temperature levels, humidity, light, or location,
etc. Associated factors may include such things as tools, references, guides,
and supervision or assistance received. Some specific examples of conditions
related to performance are:

"Given performance evaluation X...."
"Given standard behaviors...."
"Given a behavioral outburst Z

Exam le:

II

"Staff must be able to write the ten basic steps in completing
a task analysis." Will staff provide this information from memory,
or will they be able to use notes, a chart, or a technical bulletin?
The statement is not clear because the conditions have not been
specified. Consider this improved statement: "From memory, the
staff member must be able_to list in writing the ten steps in
completing a task analysis."

After required behavior and conditions of performance are described,
the objective should state the degree of performance the learner must be
able to exhibit. The objective =sit state the standard of acceptableperformance
in words that describe minimum acceptable performance, set a time limit
where appropriate, or define quality and/or quantity standards for the work
product or service produced.. Some statements are:

Within 2 minutes....
Without error....
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100% correct....
At least eight out of ten....
Each of the five principles....
All of the following....
To a tolerance of....
The exact techniques of....
In accordance with procedures defined in..
To the standards defined in....

Exam le:

"From memory, staff must be able to list and define in writing
the characteristics of a grand mal seizure." What is acceptable
performance here? How many characteristics are there? How many
must staff list and define? How is the adequacy or accuracy of
the definitions checked? The objective does not provide answers
to those questions. Consider this improved statement: "From
memory, staff must be able to list in writing four of the five
characteristics of a grand mal seizureanddefitie!laiesecharacteristics
as set forth in pages 5 and 6 of the agency first aid manual."

Although it is possible to write a single statement which incorporates
the three essential parts of a true performance objective, it is permissible
to write clear objectives by physically separating the three parts.

Select Course Prerequisites

After performance objectives have been clearly described, development
staff determine prerequisites. Prerequisites are descriptions of the pre-
training knowledges which staff must possess to benefit from an in-service
program. Prerequisites are a prediction of the aptitudes, knowledge, skills,
and experience required for successful program completion. They may be
applicable to all in-service courses or to specific courses of instruction.
Prerequisites are:established to ensure that the in-service training programs
are satisfactorily completed by those staff selected for training. A list
of prerequisites can serve as the starting point in collecting data about
staff. This list helps assure that the data-required for objective evaluation
is obtained. Prerequisites can also serve instructional purposes. Instructors
can use prerequisite lists in planning their sessions and developing instruc-
tional materials. The aptitudes, abilities,- and experiences of staff have
a direct bearing on the selection of appropriate instructional strategies
and the development of instructional materials. To plan adequately the
instructor must have accurate information about the characteristics of the
typical staff member. The trainer needs to know what the staff already
knows prior to training and a list of prerequisites supplies that data.

Select and Sequence Program Content

Staff training programs are developed around two basic facility needs:
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The need to provide training that will help avoid problems and the need
to provide training that will correct problems.

Most facilities orient new staff using problem avoidance training.
Expanded sessions may be held on a periodic basis and include established
staff for sections that convey new facility information. Orientations may
also include basic training in skills needed by facility personnel using
"turnover notebooks" or "position operating manuals." Other problem avoidance
programs_ may be specially scheduled when new processes are introduced into
the facility. An effort to achieve accreditation or new requirements passed
by third party payers may lead to special training programs. Facilities
also provide avoidance training to staff needing knowledge of vital but
little used skills such as basic first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
and client management techniques vital to the welfare of the client population.

Training to avoid problems is usually training that can be planned
and scheduled in advance. The facility can plan avoidance training sessions
to coincide with fiscal plans and thus control the expense encumbered for
the training. This is not always true of the second type of training situation,
the need to provide training to correct problems.

Many first-time in-service training programs are developed in response
to the identification of staff problems. Some administrators rush into
staff training to solve their staff problems and fail to adequately develop
their training programs. Strategically developed through needs assessment
data and following the process outlined in this publication, these problem
correction programs can be incorporated into the facility planning process.
This gives facility administrators control over potential problems and allows
problem correction to be a planned expense category in the in-service budget.

The facility's in-service program will have contents reflecting both
problem avoidance and problem correction. Developers must select the content
of their instructional units and then arrange the contents in the best order
for learning. Although the processes of selecting and sequencing content
are closely related and interwoven, each process will be discussed separately.

Content selection

The following items are important when selecting course contents:

(1) The information to be included should be recent.
(2) The information to be presented must represent an approved facility

position.
(3) The content must be directly related to performance.
(4) The content must be critical to the development of the required

job performance.

The program developer uses performance objectives to focus on learning
outcomes and identify the "meat" of the program. The supporting materials
are selected using these objectives to provide data with which to measure
the above criteria. Performance objectives do not make content selection
a mechanical process, but do simplify the job.
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Course sequencing

Learning is a process built on previously learned data. Changes in
staff performance develop gradually. Sequencing is placing program learning
experiences in a time reference to produce the most learning in the shortest
period of time. Sequencing helps to avoid unnecessary duplication in content.
It also helps assure that all skills have been developed before the program
is completed.

The sequence of lessons in a program of instruction can be based on
job performance order, logical learning steps, or order by ease of learning.
Job performance order is the order in which a job is actually performed.
Logical learning steps are dictated by the inherent logicof the subject-metter,
such as applied first aid. Order by ease of learning provides older learnings
as the basis for new learnings and, when possible, staff move from the simple
to the complex, the familiar to the unknown, and the concrete to the abstract.
All types of sequencing are used in course development. Sequencing decisions
are based on the actual content of the training program and must be completed
before anything else is developed.

Guidelines for s_equencing

a. Place easily learned tasks early in the program.
b. Introduce broad concepts and technical terms which have appl ication

throughout the program early in the sequence.
c. Place the application of concepts close to concept introduction.
d. Place requisite skills and knowledges in the sequence prior

to the-points where they must be combined and applied.
Provide for maintenance and review of skills end knowledges
which are essential parts of later tasks and duties.
Introduce a concept or skill in the task in which it is most
likely or most frequently to be used.

g. Don't "overload" any task with difficult-to-learn elements.
h. Provide for redevelopment and practice of required skills

and concepts in areas where transfer of identical or related
skills is not likely to occur.
Place complex or cumulative skills late in the program sequence.

psinseguenci

1. Examine each performance objective and develop outlines for
each skill component. These outlines must include all of
the major skills required to achieve the performance specified.
The product of this step is a complete outline of all required
learnings including all specific concepts, principles, skills,
or values required.

2. Arrange the objectives and content outlines in developmental
learning order.

(a) Lay out the outlines.
(b) Determine whether each item in an outline should be initially

presented within the task where it first appears.
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(c ) When specific items are obviously interdependent, decide
where in the sequence to place the items on_ the basis
of secondary guidelines such as difficulty of acquiring
the skill or knowledge, or on the basis of an equitable
distribution of difficult learnings among the several
tasks.

After establishing a tentative sequence, start with the first
performance objective and proceed to write a detailed content
outline. Each item in the outline is then analyzed and teaching
points are developed by making declarative statements about
the contents.

4. The final step in sequencing is to examine all of the detailed
content outlines and eliminate any unnecessary duplication.

Construct Competency Tests

Using job analysis and need assessment data, competency tests are es-kb^
lished to measure training effectiveness. Training objectives define thP
tasks which the tests measure, specify the conditions of performance, 401
identify the degree of proficiency which staff must demonstrate for ekch
task. A competency test is derived directly from the objectives and not
from lesson plans.

When using traininvobjectives to develop competency tests, _ sure.

that tests measure each objective in the terms stated by the objectives.
To show that they have met the objectives, staff must meet or exceed tba
level of performance required by each objective. As each objectfve is essential
to performance, unsatisfactory performance on one part of the test cannot
be compensated by superior performance on other parts. Relative grad6
or standings are, therefore, meaningless and standards for competency test
should be set in terms of final grades, scores, or levels of performance
that are considered "minimum passing" or "minimum qualifying."

Because the competency test includes only those behaviors which have
been determined to be relevant to the job, all staff who complete the in-service
program should achieve a perfect test score. Practically, however, arl

in-service average score of 90 percent, with a range from 80 to 100 percent,
might be considered evidence that the objectives of the instruction nava
been achieved. Use the rule of thumb that if 90 percent of the staff receiv1r0
training achieve a score of 90 percent or higher, the instructional syston
is a good one. Although a competency test helps determine that staff 4.a
able to complete their jobs, a major benefit is the testing of the instructional
system by identifying weak elements and providing data upon which to 1340
modifications to the system.

There are several types of competency tests, each with advantages ahd
limitations. We will discuss the three types most likely to be used bf
facility in-service programs:
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Written objective tests

Written objective tests are printed or duplicated. Staff either mark
answers on the test or a separate answer sheet. Questions may all be written,
or there may be printed numbers, diagrams, pictures, or other material to
accompany test items.

Advantages

(1) Scoring is objective.
(2) Scoring is quick and easy.
(3) The tests can be administered to large groups simultaneously.
(4) The tests can be designed to be self-administering.

Limitations

(1) Paper and pencil tests cannot validly measure all types of
behavior.

(2) They are difficult to construct.

Oral ob'ective tests

These tests are similar to written tests in their content and method
of administration except that staff talk instead of write.

Advantages

(1) They are easy to prepare.
(2) They are easy to administer.

Limitations

(1) They must be administered to one trainee at a time.
(2) They are difficult to score unless they are short-answer.

Performance tests

Performance tests require staff to demonstrate a sample of the learned
task. Scores may be based on time to complete, accuracy of work, quantity
of work, or quality of work. A performance test requires staff to use tools
or equipment which will be used on the job or simulated tools, equipment,
or materials. For example, CPR training requires a performance test on
a simulated heart attack victim.

Advanta es

(1) The tests can cover the whole job or task.
(2) They are job oriented.

Limitations

(1) They usually cover only a part of a job.
(2) They require more time to administer per item than other types

of tests.
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(3) They are usually administud
(4) They often require tools, equipment, arad materials which add to

the problems and expense ofaMministratiowl.
(5) They are difficult to des*

Select an Insr-ctional od

Proper selection of an instrational methodE promotes efficiency and
effectiveness of instruction more thanany other meas;ure. Methods are selected
by systematic, objective means to pmmote efficincy and help assure that
objectives are attained. No single best method applies to all learning
situations or instructional objedives. Progr&sri developers must choose
the method MOst compatible with program object-4 ves, training facilities
and resources, and background of thetraining staff.-

Many instructional methods exist. Examples are z lecture, demonstration,
conference performance, programmed instruction, studs," assignment, and coaching,
etc. The approach considered to N the most effective and efficient for
the attainment of instructional djectives is .called a primary method.
Supporting methods are approaches Aich are esseintial complements to the
primary method. Supporting methods helpassure the a_lttainment of instructional
goals. Alternative methods are approaches used as sub titutes when circumstances
dictate.

Each instructional method ha advantages nd limitations. Careful
consideration given to advantages md limitatior-zs helps select the most
effective and efficient method.

Instructional methods

The Lecture Method

Lectures are presentations in Aich the instrt_Ictor talks about events,
facts, concepts, or principles, explues a problem, and/or explains relation-
ships. Staff participate in lectures as listeners;. Lectures are a means
Of_Htelling" staff information theyneed to know. This does not mean that
all the talking done by an instructor during a ci -ass period is a lecture.
The term refers to formal discourse usedto achieve arm instructional objective.
The purpose of a lecture is to provide informat'ri on. The instructor has
data to transmit to staff learners. Appropriate uses of lectures can be
to:

(I) Orient staff to policies, rules, proced,tires, purposes, and
resources.

(2) Introduce a task, indicate its importarice, and present an
overview of its scope.

p) Give directions on-proceduresfor learning activities.
4) Present basic material.
5) Set the stage for a demonstrdion or discusion.
6) Illustrate the applicationofrules, princ-iples, or concepts.
(7) Review, clarify, emphasize,or summarize.
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Planned lectures are effective teaching tools when used appropriately.
Lecture is the most widely used method of instruction.

Advantages_

Saves time.
Permits flexibility of class size.
Does not require rigid space requirements.
Permits adaptability.
Permits versatility.
Permits better control over content and selection.

Lectures save time because the instructor can present more material
quickly than by any other method. Class size is limited only by the size
of the room that is used. Lectures can be used effectively in any type
of training area, requiring only that staff be_able to hear the instructor.
Skillful instructors modify or adjust material to meet the needs of each
program, thereby making it possible to present information differently for
staff groups varied by educational level, training, and past experience.
Lectures can be used for any in-service task, at any point in a program,
and in combination with any other method of instruction.

Disadvanta-es

Lectures involve one-way communication.
Poses problem in skill teaching.
Appeals mainly to one sense.
Contributes to staff passiveness.
Poses evaluation problems.
Depends on the skill of the instructor.

Instructor prepares and presents material; staff sits, listens, and
takes notes. Lectures permit little or no interchange between .the instructor
and staff. Lectures are not appropriate for skills such as equipment operation.
As most learning takes place through the visual sense, and the lecture,
even if supplemented by training aids, appeals mainly to the auditory sense,
results are likely to fall short of the instructional goal, unless the content
is interesting and challenging enough to hold the attention of the class.
During_a lecture, attention is difficult to attract and retain. Outside
disturbances and daydreaming easily distract staff. Most people acquire
the ability to appear attentive to lectures, although they may not be listening.
L,eciturers receive very little feedback. The instructor must be sincere,
enthusiastic, and employ effective speaking techniques to maintain staff
interest. The success of a lecture depends on the skill of the instructor.

The Conference Method

The conference method uses group discussion to reach instructional
objectives. Discussion techniques include questions, answers, and comments
from the instructor in combination with answers, comments, and questions
from staff.

There are three interrelated types of conferences: directed discussion,
training conferences, and seminars. A directed discussion helps staff acquire
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the ability to apply facts, principles, concepts, policies, and procedures.
The instructor guides discussions in such a way that the facts, principles,
concepts, or procedures are clearly articulated and applied. Training confer-
ences pool the knowledge and experience of staff to gain tmproved knowledge
of principles, concepts, policies, or procedures. Topics discussed in training
conferences are less likely to have easy answers than the topics in a directed
discussion._ The instructor elicits contributions from the group based on
past_experiences. Balanced participation is the_goal. A seminar attempts
to find answers to questions or solutions to problems. Instructors do not
know the best -or correct solution. Therefore, the group seeks an answer.
The primary functions of the instructor are to describe the problem and
to encourage free and active participation.

The conferene method is applied to:

Develop imaginative solutions to problems.
Stimulate interest and thinking.
Emphasize main instructional points.
Supplement lectures, readings, or exercises.
Determlne if staff understand concepts and principles, and

if they are ready to proceed to new or more advanced material.
Pszgnz:tagallriy1:411gl,i=X4.theory or procedure.

Prepare staff for further instruction.

Advantages

Increases interest.
Increases staff acceptance and commitment.
Utilizes staff knowledge and experience.
Results in more permanent learning.

The opportunity to express views and to hear the opinions of others
is stimulating. Interest is high in well-planned conferences because staff
actively participate. Participation leads staff to accept the importance
and validity of the program content and commit them to the solution proposed
or decisions made.

Instructors can make effective use of staff backgrounds, knowledge,
and experiences in theconference method. The entire group benefits from
the experience and thinking of all staff involved. The learning that takes
place is directly related to the participation in the conference._ Conferences
demand participation and promote better and more permanent learning.

Disadvantages

,Requires highly skilled instructors.
Requires preparation by staff.
Limits content.
Consumes time.
Restricts size of group.
Requires selective group composition.
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The most serious limitation for the use of conferences is the lack
of instructors who are capable of conducting discussions. Conferences require
resourcefulness, initiative, and ability from instructors. Instructors
must be able to guide discussion and:

(a) Keep discussion on track.
(b) Minimize debate over unimportant details.
(c) Relate comments from different people.
(d) Avoid reopening topics already discussed.
(e) Encourage full participation.
(f) Prevent domination by a few staff.
(g) Summarize each topic.
(h) Bring discussion to a close.

Conferences often require advance thinking and study by the participants.
Thorough preparation improves the quality of discussion and the outcome
of the conference. However, no instructor control exists over the quality
of staff preparation. Staff readiness for conference training, therefore,
varies.

In-service topics appropriate for discussion are restricted. Manipulative
operations, functions, procedures, or introductory material do not ordinarily
provide suitable content for a conference. Conferences also take a lot
of time. Because of the amount of time needed for conferences they_are
often ruled out as methods of instruction. Conferences cannot be used effec-
tively with groups larger than 12 to 15 staff because the opportunity for
individual participation is too limited. Reticent members will be left
out of the discussion and denied learning experiences. A conference group
must also possess the proper background, maturity, and motivation to profit
from discussion.

The Demonstration Method

In demonstrations the instructor shows staff what to do and how to
do it. Through explanations the instructor then brings out why, where,
and'when the demonstrated task is performed. Sometimes staff are expected
to be able to repeat the job or operation after demonstration. Demonstrations
are used to show how something is done and to:

(1) Teach problem-solving skills.
(2) Illustrate why something works.
(3) Teach the operation of equipment.
(4) Teach staff to work together.
(5) Teach safety procedures.

Advantages

Improves learning.
Minimizes damage and waste.
Saves time.
Can be presented to large groups.

'Staff learn faster and more permanently with a demonstration because:
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(a) Demonstrations give meaning to explanations.
(b) Demonstrations show relationships between steps of procedures.
(c) Demonstrations appeal to several senses.
(d) Demonstrations arouse interest and attention.

Equipment can be damaged and clients can be injured by improperly trained
staff using unfamiliar equipment and procedures. Injuries can be prevented
by the use of demonstrations during instruction. Planned demonstrations
take much less staff time than other methods. They reduce lecture time
and help prevent misunderstandings concerning how procedure is to be implemented
or a piece of equipment used. Class size is limited only the ability of
the group to see the demonstration. The use of models or role plays makes
it possible to teach many operations to large groups of staff.

Disadvantaui

Requires careful preparation.
Requires special classroom arran-ement.
Requires equipment and aids.

Demonstrations should set performance standards for staff. The procedure
shown must be technically,correct and performed with competence. The instructor
must insure that equipment is in working order for nothing fails as completely
as a demonstration that doesn't work. The demonstration room must be set
so that all staff can clearly see the demonstration. The purchase or con-
struction of models represent a significant investment of time and money.

The._ Performance Method

Using the performancemethod staff are required to duplicate the procedure,
skill, or movement being taught. Performance is learning by doing. The
method ha$ the same applications as the demonstration method and can be
used as follow-on instruction to:

(I) Teach operations or procedures.
(2) Teach the use of equipment.
(3) Teach team skills.
(4) Teach safety procedures.

Advantages

Builds confidence.
Increases learning.
Enables learning evaluation.
Reduces damage and injury.
Promotes safety.

Given the opportunity to apply knowledge in a realistic situation,
staff may develop confidence in their abilities and a positive attitude
toward in-service training. Active staff participation increases interest
and- attention and thereby increases both the amount and the permanence of
learning. Using the performance method, instructors can observe the learning
attained by staff, locate staff having difficulty, and determine if there
are weak areas in the presentation. Because performance is guided, staff
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are less likely to make mistakes which damage equipment or irdsure clients.
Guided performance allows emphasis to be given to the proper methavd of perfor-
mance, thereby, preventing accidents.

Di_sadvantages

Requires aids and equipment.
Requires large blocks of time.
Requires more instructors.

Aids and equipment must be available in sufficient quariMity for the
size of the group. A well-run performance exercise can be Onne consuming
in its requirements for setting up the room and equipment and for performance
of the procedures presented. Unless the group is small, several instructors
are required to check progress, give assistance when needed, rild evaluate
the quality of performance.

Pro rammed Instruction

Programmed instruction is self-instruction. Staffwori: through a sequenced
series leading to the acquisition of knowledge or skills. Steff proceed
through programs at their own rate, respond to each step in sewVence, and
receive feedback on the correctness of their response before proceeding
to the next step. Programs are designed to permit the staff to Master the
desired knowledge or skills. Programmed instruction is used to:

(1) Provide remedial instruction.
(2) Provide instruction for late arrivals or absentees.
(3) Maintain skills which are not performed frequently eeriough

to insure -an acceptable level of proficiency.
(4) Provide training in revised procedures.
(5) Upgrade production, administrative, or other types of EsOlis

and knowledge.
(6) Accelerate capable staff.
(7) Provide a means of insuring common background data.
(8) Provide review and practice for previous learning.
(9) Provide training in a time limited situation.

(10) Give instructions in an individual self-paced way.
(11) Provide training for only one person at a time.

Advantages

Reduces failure rate.
Improves end-of-course pro iciency.
Saves time.
Standardizes instruction.
Requires no special facilities.
Provides for self-instruction.
Provides adaptability.
Improves efficiency and economy for group or individual instrucction.

Reduction in failure rate occurs because programs are self-pacing and
staff are exposed to material at an individual rate. "FerceV response
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and confirmation gains attention to the material, helps to immediately correct
wrong responses, and prevents misinterpretation of the presentation. Thus,
end-of-course proficiency is markedly increased by the use of programs.
Developing programs that eliminate unnecessary content reduces the time
required to learn critical material. Because the instructional content
and sequence of a program are predetermined and are not subject to the whims,
preferences, experiences, or biases of an instructor, the quality of the
instruction does not vary from day to day nor from instructor to instructor.
Complete control exists over the content, the sequence, and the form of
staff response. Instruction can be standardized and repeated without change.
Programmed materials can be used anywhere at any time. No specially equipped
rooms or facilities are necessary. Programs can be used as substitutes
for instructors. As the programs do the teaching, they are effective even
if qualified instr'uctors are not available.

_Self-instruction programs can be designed for wide differences in aptitude,
ability, speed of learning, prior training, and experience. The needs of
individuals, whether for more or less exposure, detail, or practice, can
be met. Thesize of a group is unimportant. Programs can be used to achieve
group or individual progress. Self-pacing also allows great efficiency
and economy. In addition, programs free instructors from routine, repetitive
teaching tasks, and enable them to spend a larger part of their time on
more difficult or more demanding aspects of instruction.

Disadvantages

Developers are difficult to find.
Increases expenses.
Requires considerable lead time.
Requires mature staff.
Poses administrative problems.

Although programs such as RATES exist, developed by the Ellsworth Community
College, Ellsworth, Iowa and distributed by the Materials Development Center
(see Chapter V), most commercial programs do not match the instructional
needs of local facilities. Programs, therefore, must be developed locally.
Very few trained developers are available and only a smell percentage of
trainers will become competent developers. Program developmentis, therefore,
costly.. Materials cannot be developed overnight. Even a considerable amount
of lead time is required to screen and select appropriate programs from
those thait are available. If programs are developed by facility staff,
the lead time for production is even greater.

Self-instructional programs require staff who are mature and motivated
to work independently. They must also possess reading ability at the level
required for full understanding of the program. Programmed materials create
unique administrative scheduling and assignment problems. The self-pacing
of the programs results in different program completion times resulting
in scheduling difficulties.

Study Assignment

Assigned readings in" books, periodicals, manuals, or handouts; the
completion of a project or research paper; or the assignment of problems
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and exercises for the practice of a skill is the study assignment method.
This method poses difficulties in choosing worthwhile learning activities
and anticipating staff problems. Study assignments are used to:

(1) Orient staff prior to lectures or demonstrations.
(2) Capit_alize on individual strengths in ability, background, or

experience.
(3) Provide for the review of material.
(4) Provide enrichment.

Advantage§_.

Increases coverage of material.
Reduces classroom time.
Improves learning.
Permits individualized attention.
Reduces instructor interpretation.

Study assignments allow more material, in more detail to be covered
in shorter periods of time than any other means. Assignments.are substitutes
for lectures and provide a common body of knowledge, making lectures, demon-
strations, and conferences meaningful and productive. As practice is essential
to the development of skills, assignments can allow practice leading to
skill. Study_assignments also are equalizers, making use of the experience,
special skills, or interests of staff, to remedy individual deficiencies
in knowledge or skill.

Disadvantaps

Unmotivated staff are not likely to do assignments. Instructors must
plan and assign work to make objectives clear and the instructions easy
to follow. Instructors must later learn if the assignment was completed.
Study assignments are difficult to evaluate for effectiveness. Variations
in reading ability and differences in motivation produce varying results
with the use of study assignments. Where _standardization of learning is
essential, study assignments may be inappropriate.

Coaching

In the coaching method, instructors work directly with individuals.
Coaching is used to teach complex skills or procedures which involve danger
to staff or clients.

Advantages

Permits adaptive instructions.
Stimulates active participation.
Promotes effectiveness.
Promotes safety.

Coaching is the optimum in individualized instruction. Instruction
is tailor-made to meet unique individual needs. Coaching allows direct
staff involvement in the learning process. The ability of the

. coach to .

adapt instruction to individual needs and the.high degree of staff participation
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makes this method an effective tool for reading instructional objectives.
Close control over the performance of potentially dangerous procedures results
in the prevention of injury to staff and clients.

Dlsadvantages

Requires highly competent instructors.
Demands time and money.

Coaching is a demanding type of instruction. Close student/instructor
contact requires complete mastery of the skill being taught. Coaching is

the most expensive method of teaching because instructor preparation and
presentation time are essentially the same as they would be for a whole
group though only one staff receives instruction.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

Computer-assisted instructional systems (CAI) regulate the difficulty
of problems, rate of presentation, and type of material presented based
on _individual performance. As staff progress, the speed and difficulty
of the program increases; if staff slow down or exceed a predetermined error
rate, the computer adjusts the program accordingly. Computers allow a record
of responses to be maintained. Computer-based systems engage staff in a
responsive conversation through a keyboard.

Advantages

CAI systems facilitate instruction on complex analytical tasks. They
also provide individualized drills for manipulative skills and teach advanced
proble6-solving techniques by interaction and/or simulation.

The CAI system has the same learning advantages as programmed instruction.
Computers have additional advantages in speed of reaction and ability to
adjust to the individual learning rates.

Disadvantages.

CAI systems require a large investment for purchase of equipment and
software development. Programs are difficult to design because of their
complexity. Programmers are hard to find that can meet facility training
needs. This is a blossoming field, however, and low cost hardware and software
may soon be a reality.

ILIJEOLiZETLIE

Videotape systems consist of television cameras, lighting equipment,
and videotape machines. Videotape recordings have several characteristics
of great significance for training purposes:

(I) They can be used with many classes.
(2) They communicate sound, sight, and motion.
(3) They are ideally suited for showing processes and maneuvers.
(4) They heighten "real-world" presentations.
(5) They can transmit all other audiovisual materials.
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Videotape

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(8)

3dvahtages

systems can be used to:

Teach the operation of equipment and sequence of procedures.
Teach individual and group skills.
Bring demonstrations into the classroom.
Give close-up magnification of small parts.
Allow staff to troubleshoot their own performances.
Integrate films, graphics, or othert)'.a[ining aidsinto an instructional
sequence.
Handle large groups.
Repeat instruction.
Provide a means of exchanging programs with other facilities.

Personal contact.
Magnifies or reduces.
Provides selected attention.
Provides for identical instructions.

The ability of videotapes to provide immediate feedback for individual
performance is of primary importance. With videotape everyone has a front-row
seat to their own skills.

Lessons taped by the television camera force selective attention.
Staff attention is directed to the screen and reduces the random attention.Videotape is selective, representing edited reality. Prepared lessons eliminate
extraneous material and deal only with significant instructional pointsand examples which illustrate them. Once a lesson has been recorded_on
videotape it can be replayed as frequently as necessary. Every staff member
is therefore exposed to the identical instruction.

Disadvantages

Restricts material.
One way communication.
Single paced.
Costly.

Videotape primarily uses medium range and close-up shots. Wide images
are used rarely, and then only for viewer orientation. This limitation
restricts the amount of written material presented and makes necessary theuse of very simple charts, diagrams, and other visuals. The most commonly
noted limitation of videotape is the fact that it is one-way communication.The instructor does not obtain immediate feedback from the staff and theclues it provides for pacing, for increasing or lessening the amount ofdetail, and for repetition of difficult concepts or ideas. Staff is cutoff from personal communication with the instructor. A videotape lessoncannot be interrupted, slowed down,-or speeded up. High purchase, production,
and maintenance costs make it necessary to select carefully the instructional
materials to be presented by videotape.
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Combined Instruction

Using two or more basic instructional approaches is often desirable.
For example, one program might include a study assignment on seizures, a

lecture_ in which safety precautions in handling a client undergoing a seizure
are emphasized, a demonstration of intervention procedures by the instructor,
and,_ performance of the procedure by staff. Combination programs can be
used to meet almost any type of instructional objective in any training
situation. They are most appropriate where skill development is involved.

Advantages

Increases interest.
Promotes flexibility.
Improves learning.

A variety of approaches used in a combination provide an interesting
instructional period. The use of several approaches frees the instructor
from the restricting or limiting aspects of any single method. Approaches
are adjusted to the needs of the class and the requirements of the situation.
Combinations maximize the advantages of each method and allow the instructor
to use approaches which complement each other. This results in improved
learning.

Disadvantages

Requires highly skilled instructors.
Requires smaller groups.

Instructors must be able to use each method used with skill. A combination
of methods requires closer control and supervision. To obtain control,
groups must be kept small.

Team Teaching

Team teaching is a method of instruction using several instructors.
One instructor is the team leader and the others represent differing subject-
matter and method competencies. They jointly plan, conduct, and evaluate
all learning activities for a relatively large group of staff. The total
staff group may be taught simultaneously for some lessons and divided into
smaller groups for other instruction. Team teaching is used to handle large
and diverse staff groups, to maximize the use of instructor knowledge and
skills, and to deal with individual differences in staff achievement, ability,
aptitude, educational level, prior training, and experience.

Advantages

Team teaching increases effectiveness, promotes efficiency and promotes
flexibility. Instructional effectiveness is gained by cooperative planning
with a team of instructors. Instruction is provided using the most technically
qualified instructor allowing the use of the best method and increased oppor-
tunity for staff participation.
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Disadvantages.

Team teaching requires quality planning. Each instructor must be able
to work with the other members, know their assignments, know what other
instructors are doing, and be able to interact with the team.

Selectins the A ro riate Method

Method selection is based on several analyses: instructional objec ives,
subject-matter, staff to be trained, available instructors, instructional
facilities, equipment and materials, time, and costs (see Comparison Chart
in Appendix C). The objectiveof instruction is themost important considerati.on
in method selection. Objectives of a program that deals with job knowledge
may require methods different from those chosen to develop job_performance.
Objectives must be examined to determine if the instruction job is tot

(1) Introduce a subject.
(2) Provide remedial assistance.
(3) Accelerate, enrich, Or build skills.
(4) Teach manipulative skills.
(5) Build concepts.
(6) Teach operation and functioning of equipment.
(7) Develop teamwork.
(8) Stimulate interest.
(9) Improve reasoning and problem-solving ability.

The size of the staff group, the educational level, prior training,
aptitudes, maturity, reading and speaking ability, and the teaching location
are considered in .selecting a method. The use of some methods need the
establishment of maximum and minimum class sizes. Where class sizes_ exceed
or fall short of the established figure, an alternative method is used.

The competencies of instructors is an important factor to consider
in selecting a method. For example, if qualified instructors are not available
to handle staff in-service training, programmed materials must be used.

Each instructional method rewires specific facilities, equipment,
and materials. When facilities are not available alternative methods are
used. For example, videotape is the most effective media for the presentation
of material, but the videotape machine is broken, an alternative approachis required.

The time available for instruction also influences the method selected.
Conference and performance methods demand more time than lecture and demon-stration methods. If time is extremely limited, an alternative to the most
effective method is required.

Cost is also important in training programs. Time, facilities, and
materials have price tags. The cost of the method used must be reasonablewhen measured against effectiveness. If the expected gains in learning
effectiveness of a particular method do not offset the costs incurred bythe use of that method, a less costly, even less effective pethod is used.
Savings, however, must not-jeopardize the instructional intent% Regardless
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of its cost, the chosen method must provide adequate training with sufficient
savings to the facility to justify its use.

Determine instructor Requirements

Research ranking the importance of background elements in the success
of instructors was conducted by Chappell (180). Successful instructors
were found to be thosewho had content competency and engaged in self-development
activities, such as reading about staff in-service training. (See figure
4

Self-development (reading, etc. 4.149
Business experience 3.806
Seminars/workshops 3.522
Experience within organization 3.463
College undergraduate degree 3.433
In-house training 3.284
Technical experience 3.060
Continuing education 3.000
Experience in teaching 2.925
College graduate degree 2.642

Unimportant...I Important...3 Essential...5

Figure 4: Chappell's Rank Ordered Indicators of Trainer Success

Instructor strengths relative to the instruction method to be used
are primary to the choice of instructor. Technical knowledge, experience,
instructional skills, and preferences for methods of instruction all vary.
Administrators need to select the best instructors, possessing both technical
competency and instructional skills. Instructional methods make different
demands on the instructor. Whatever method used, the basic requirement
is knowledge of the subject matter. An instructor cannot teach what is
not known. The following information lists skills and abilities critical
to the successful application of various methods:

Lecture

The instructor must be able to:
Organize for effective oral presentation.
Speak clearly, forcefully, and effectively.
Stimulate interest and enthusiasm.
Vary the presentation, in terms of vocabulary, sentence structure,
and illustrations, to fit the staff audience.

Use skillfully a variety of training aids.
Check the adequaCy of the presentation.

Conference

The instructor must be able to:
Speak clearly, effectively, and formally.
Stimulate interest and participation.
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Maintain an informal atmosphere.
Convey teaching points and instructional objectives.
Keep the group aware of how well it is meeting its goals.
Summarize discussion points quickly and clearly.

Demonstration

The instructor must be able to:

Organize the demonstration to provide efficient learning.
Use tools, equipment, and aids skillfully.
Speak clearly, forcefully, and effectively.
Adjust commentary to the group.
Diagnose group difficulties.

Performance

In addition to the skills of demonstration, the instruc or must be
able to:

(1) Diagnose individual staff learning difficulties.
(2) Function effectively as a coach.

Pro rammed Instruction

The instructor must be able to:

Diagnose individual learning difficulties.
Conduct coaching instruction.
Motivate, counsel, and guide staff.
Determine the appropriate pace for instruction.

Instructor requirements must also be based on instructor work loads,
staff-instructor ratios, and preparation times. A reasonable work load
is essential to effective instruction. Instructors must be well prepared
and rehearsed and time must be provided for these activities. Instructional
methods require different amounts of preparation time. The complexity of
content, the availability of reference materials, and the amount of research
required are variables which must be considered. The number of staff that
can be handled adequately by one instructor is a function of the method
employed.

Select and Prepare Training Aids'

Instruction is supplemented and reinforced by the use of a variety
of training aids. Training aids are essential for increasing the efficiency
and effectiveness of training by reducing the number of words _required to
communicate ideas. Aids help stimulate interest, increase attention, promote
understanding, and provide experiences that cannot be obtained in other
ways.
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Training aids are anything that assists the instructor. When used
for training purposes, the following are training aids:

Printed or Duplicated Aids. Books, manuals, pamphlets, guidelines,
and handouts.

Braphic Aids. Pictures, drawings illustrations, photographs,
chalkbeardS, bulletin boards, easels, charts, and diagrams.

Three7Dimensional Aids. Models, synthetic trainers, and displays.

Projected Aids. Slides, transparencies, filmstrips,motion pictures,
sand-videotape.

Auditory Aids. Tape recordings and records.

The instructor assumes the responsibility of selecting or developing
training aids which complement the basic instructional method.

The following guidelines will aid in the selection of training aids:

(1) Select aids which fit the maturity, interest, and abilities
of the staff group.

(2) Selec_t aids which are most appropriate for the particular
learning activity.

Maintain a balance in the types of aids selected.

(4) Select aids which complement, rather than duplicate, other
learning activity.

(5) Avoid the over-use of aids. Do not use an aid just because
it is available.

(6) The major criterion of selec ion is: "Will it advance learning;
is it needed?"

(7) Check copyright laws; can the materials be used?

Determine Equipment Requirements

Most_training equipment is expensive and requires lead time for procurement
or installation. Therefore, the equipment needed to support instruction
must be determined in advance of use. Equipment used in training consists
of standard classroom furniture and specialized training equipment associated
with training for particular procedures, such as an "Annie" for CPR instruction.

Standards for determinin trainin e ul ent re'ujrements

Three factors determine the choice of training equipment: cost-per-stal,
universal application, and projected utilization.
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Because equipment may be expensive, costs must be budgeted and limits
set. The cost-per-staff index is used because the procurement of expensive
equipment may be justified by the number of staff to be trained annually.
This index is computed by dividing the actual cost of the equipment by the
annual number of staff that will use the training equipment.

Once the expense of the equipment is justified, the next consideration
is to determine the amount of equipment required. The number_ of pieces
of equipment required to conduct training efficiently is reduced by rotation
of_groups and careful scheduling. For lectures or demonstrations involving
only equipment recognition, nomenclature, and technical characteristics,
one item of equipment is sufficient. For the demonstration of equipment
operation, one item of the equipment per group in concurrent sessions is
sufficient. For the performance of individual skills, one item of equipment
per staff receiving instruction is necessary.
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EVALUATE THE IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM

In-service training can be visualized as a "tune-up" for facilities,
just as auto owners regularlytuneand lubricate their vehicles. Themaintenance
costs are justified by the future lack of problems. If, however, the auto
owner performed the maintenance incorrectly or only maintained part of the
automobile, the expense may be wasted. In-service training programs "tune
and lubricate" staff members for job performance. Badly "tuned" and improperly
"lubricated" by ineffective in-service training, staff members will fail
to return the investment made in their maintenance.

Automobile owners rely on test equipment to assure that mechanics have
maihtained the vehicles properly. Facility administrators are also interested
in designing tests to assure that in-service training programs provide cost
effective results to the facility.

Use Test Results

Tests serve a variety of purposes. They may be broken into three cate-
gories: determine if training is effective in reaching objectives, improve
the training system, and take administrative measures.

Determine effectiveness of training in reaching ob'ectives

In-service planners need specific information regarding the quality
of the instructional system and its effectiveness in attaining objectives.
This is the requirement with the highest priority. The data derived from
tests is primarily used to serve this purpose.

Improve the training system

Tests also provide in-service planners with the data needed to improve
the program and its segments. Test results can be used to:

(1) Motivate staff to learn as much as they can in the shortest
possible time.

(2) Identify staff that require extra instruction.
(3) Assure that minimum standards of performance are achieved.

Take administrative measures

Tests also provide a sound basis for taking administrative actions
such as:

(1) The counseling of inadequately performing staff.
(2) The recycling of staff into training based on facility require-

ments and staff needs.
(3) The elimination of-incompetent staff.
(4) The assignment of staff to positions based on competence.
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The analysis of test results provides an important measure of the effective-
ness of a program. Test statistics that include measures of central tendency,
measures of tests variation, and measures of reliability should be used.
Statistical analysis cannot be completed until becomingfamiliair-with statistical
techniques. Consult textbooks on statistics for this informaion.

Post Program Follow-up

In-service training programs are presented to increase staff qualifibations
for the performalce of their jobs. Proof of in-service value is ultimately
staff performance. To determine the effectiveness of the program and to
provide information for revisions and improvements, on-the-job performance
data of staff aftelr in-service trzyhling must be collected.

Follow-up evaluators are selected to interview staff and their supervisors
and to_ observe performance. Interview and observation are the primary means
of collecting evaluation data. However, questionnaires may also be used
to collect data. Questionnaires ask staff and supervisors to rate their
performance- before and after training.

Information about the in-service program gained through the data supported
by tests and follow-up is then used to determine the effectiveness _of the
system and each of its components in operation. Training programs involve
staff, instructors, content, sequence, time allocations, instructional methods,
materials., equipment, and facilities. The end result of the training is
affected by each element and effective evaluations must consideT all elements.

Staff

Some program failures can be attributed to staff backgrounds. If staff
do not possess the prerequisite aptitudes, skills, and knowledges needed
for the in-service training as designed, they will not be able to acquire
the job skills and knowledges the program aims to develop, at least not
with the materials provided and within the time frame established. If the
follow-up data indicates that staff did not possess the prerequisites for
a program, changes must be made in the program or the prerequisites. Careful
evaluation of the first program presented is vital to the continued usefulness
of the program.

Instructors

The program Instructor must be able to adequately convey the knowledge
and skills offered by the program. By observing instructors as they present
materials and by gathering information from staff participants, problems
with instructors may surface.

Content

Duplication of content is avoided in the development of instructional
materials._ .However, duplications and omissions may occur and these weaknesses
must be identifikad. Classrbom observation supplements obvious problems
in the implementation of training.
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Sequence and time_allocations

The only way to determine if the sequence and time allotted to programs
is correct is to try them out. Staff will report sequencing errors and
improper time allocation when they attempt to learn the material presented.
The comments of staff and instructor, as well as observation provides the
data needed to improve sequencing and time allocations.

Instructional method

The best instructional method is deterred by experimental studies in
which different methods are compared. Because these are expensive and time
consuming, the adequacy of the instructional method selected is usually
obtained by observation of the program. Observer judgment is relied upon
to determine the method's effectiveness.

Materials, equipment, and facilities

_The adequacy of materials, equipment, and instructional facilities
is also evaluated by observation of the on-going program. Part of the job
of an observer will be to note deficiencies in these areas and make recom-
mendations for improvement.

Evaluations Can Fail

Program observation must not be the only method -of evaluation. While
this type of evaluation may be the best method in some situations, it cannot
provide complete data on the effectiveness and efficiency of the program.
The observations and evaluation of staff and instructors must also be included
to get a rounded view of the program.

Failure to correctly evaluate a program and make useful changes can
be attributed to planning, lack of objectivity, and improper interpretation
of data. Some of-the most common mistakes are:

(1)

Planning

Failure to plan data collection instruments, specific procedures
to be followed, and the timing of observations, surveys,
and interviews.

Failure to train evaluators in the principles and techniques
of evaluation, including the use of data-gathering instruments.

Failure to make clear to all concerned the purposes of evaluation
and the uses to be made of evaluations and recommendations.

Lack of Objectivity

Failure to select evaluators who are impartial and capable
of making objective judgments.
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(2) Failure to look at all of the components of the program.

3) Focusing on unimportant details and "nitpicking" instructors.

Improper_Interpretation

Assuming that consensus in one group, such as instructors,
provides a valid judgment.

Concluding that an observation.or judgment made by only one
observer is inaccurate or invalid.

Taking comments at face_value, and not considering the nuances
of language and the problem of semantics.

Failing to take into consideration the perspective of the
individual making the observation.
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RESPONDING TO CHANGING IN-SERVICE NEEDS

_ 4
Interna and External Changes'EfTect Training Programs

The effectiveness of in-service training programs is influenced by
nges both within the facility and external to the facility. The program's
Fectiveness can be influenced even if no changes are made in the program
tself. Potential environmental changes that could negatively influence

the effectiveness of in-service training programs are:

Internal changes

1. Staff become fully trained in the areas covered by the in-service
program.

2. Procedural techniques are _altered after new training or behavior
modification methods are learned.

3. New staff bring to the job an increased or decreased level
of expertise.

4. The size and compley of the facility changes.
5. The attitude and interest of administration or staff toward

training alteys over time.
6. Admirristration chooses to provide service in new markets.

External chan es

1. Legislation passed at the local, state, or federal levels
changes the required instruction in facilities most likely
in the medical or safety areas).

2. Accreditation agencies or funding bodies mandate changes
in the types of training offered.
Changes in_ funding levels result in the decrease or increase
of referrals, changing the relative need for training.

4. Changes in funding priorities alter the types of facility
programs offered.

5. Contracted work opportunities are lost or added changing
the.skills needed within the workshop.

6. Technological changes in rehabilitation lead the facility
to_use different remediation methods.

7. Labor force demographics alter, changing the types of programs
that facilities offer.

To react to these changes and keep the facility's in-service training
program responsive to the needs of staff, program _planners must provide
for ongoing evaluation (see Chapter III) and must use the information gathered
by the evaluations to quickly alter the training that is offered.
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A Facility Example of Responding to Changing Needs

Area Residential Care, Inc., is a private, not-for-profit, Iowa based
corporation located in Dubuque, Iowa. The facility founders charged the
organizational leaders with the mission of providing services and programs
for disabled persons. Clients are provided with a complete training program
including developing independent living and vocational skills. Beginning
operation in 1968, Area Residential Care has provided formal in-service
training to staff since 1977.

Gary L. Gansemer, Director. of Professional Services_ and Prevocational
Training, at Area Residential Care, has provided the following description
of the development of training programs at the facility, including start-up
problems, the rationale behind_ management support of training, why major
changes in approach occurred, and the identification of curriculum components.

The Develoi ent of an In-service Trainin P ()tram

h does Area Residential Care do staff trainin

Area Residential Care began to train staff based on management conviction
that:

1. Staff training is good for staff morale.
2. Staff training could help provide qualified personnel.
3. Staff training could help reduce personnel turnover.
4. Staff training was required by licensing bodies.
5. Staff training was required by accreditation bodies.

One basic reason for starting staff training was to improve staff morale.
The need to raise morale was coupled with the need for highly qualified
staff. With a high turnover rate at this facility serving mentally retarded
persons-, a solid program was needed to guarantee that staff were adequately
trained at all times. By providing good staff training it was hoped that
turnover could be reduced in some direct care positions, presuming that
when staff are properly trained they gather more satisfaction from their
job and stay in their positions longer.

Some facilities look at licensure and accreditation standards and develop
the minimally required in-service program. However, such a procedure will
require continuous "fire fighting" and may not meet facility needs. The
training developed at Area Residential Care exceeded the standards obligated
and was morecomprehensive than required.

The Iowa Department of Health requires in-service training. Their
standards imposed on facilities serving mentally retarded persons are vague.
Stanchrrds rl!quire a monthly in-service program for staff and completion
of ten approved training hours each year for activty coordinators and adminis-
trators.

The Iowa Department of Social Services also requires an in-service
program. These requirements include only four items: coverage of facility
philosophy, an introduction to the organitational structure, a presentation
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of previous program practices (undefined), and discussion about the goals
of the facility.

Area Residential Care is accredited by the Accreditation Council on

Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (AC/MRDD). AC/MRDD standards

have a complete section pertaining to staff training. The standards require
mierage of the following items: facility orientation; supervisory and
managemerA training; the individual program plan process; the principle
of normalization; first aid training including the Heimlich maneuver; CPR
for appropriate staff; seizures for thoseworking withepileptics; documentation
of training in the personnel files; and professional contact training for
nurses, occupational therapists, speech therapists, etc. approved by respective
state governing boards.

The Deve o ment of Formal Pro ram

Prior to 1977, Area Residential Care did not have a formal staff training
program. 1n-service training evolved as training needs changed:

The ibformal_days

Each department explained facility procedures when new staff .members
were hired. There was no common requirement within the facility. Specialists,
such as behavior modifiers, speech and music therapists, and nurses provided
training to staff on a consulting basis but not as part of regular training
for new employees.

First trainin- -ro ram instituted

The first formal attempt to provide a staff training program which
combined goals of orientation and skill building was instituted in 1977.
An overview of the services available from the support services department
was offered. The training aimed at the preparation of staff to use the
various techniques and procedures available. Three different methods were
used to provide the training: videotape, workshops, and self-instruction.
The objective was to provide staff with an opportunity to obtain training
within their first few months of employment.

The first method developed was a black and white videotape presentation.
A series of tapes covering several subjects was produced. The first tape
was half-an-hour overview of support services specialties, describing what
each support area did and how their services could be used by staff. Second,
came .an overview of the human rights committee, presenting the steps staff
could take-when ,:oncerns regarding the rights of clients arose. An overview
of sex education was developed third. This tape presented mentally handicapped
persons as sexual beings with the right to sexual feelings and a need to
express themselves sexually. The fourth tape was an overview of hand signs
in current use by facility clients.

The second in-service method was a series of four workshops, each workshop
about four hours long. One workshop presented behavior modification, a

second presented first aid treatment and nursing policies, a third discussed
sex education, and a fourth trained staff in crisis intervention. Each
workshop was offered once every four months.
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The third and final method used provided individual program planning
in a self-taught manner. It was a twelve hour training program using the
Individual Program Planning (IPP) training package developed at the Texas
Tech University Research and Training Center in Mental Retardation. Groups
of 8 to 12 staff met for six, two hour sessions, read through the materials,
and did exercises as indicated.

Tours of the facility for new staff members were also scheduled whenever
there were three to five people who needed orientation. This was provided
at staff convenience.

The three methods of training were used for approximately two years,
but flaws in the program design were discovered. The program failed to
provide information on needed topics and not all staff received timely training.

Evaluations left administrators feeling that the program did not cover
enough areas and give enough attention to some topics. The evaluations
also showed that staff were not completing their training program within
a six month period. Some staff members had been employed an entire year
and had not attended the required in-service training sessions. Finally,
it was discovered that the videotape format was subject to frequent equipment
malfunctions and was not very motivating or interesting for staff.

The use of need assessment marked our next o ram

Facility administrators decided in 1979 that the facility needed to
change training directions. Area Residential Care departmental directors
did not feel that the training was broad enough and Saw that training policies
did not compel staff to attend in-service sessions. A survey of staff was
conducted to elicit information about previous in-service sessions and to
allow them to state priority areas for future training. Staff members were
asked to evaluate a list of possible topics and rate (on a scale of 1 to
5) the topic's importance to the completion of their jobs. From this survey,
top priorities for further training was developed and a three day, 24 hour
in-service for staff was proposed.

This new in-service package was offered for three consecutive days
in a location away from the facility in order to minimize interruption.
New staff members would only be excused from scheduled training sessions
through written permission from a department direct3r (see Appendix E for
sample forms). The three day in-service added the perspective of a client's
parent, a presentation by occupational therapists defining their role in
the facility, and a presentation by the executive director on the history,
philosophy, and goals of the facility to training areas expanded from theinitial training program. The 12 hour IPP training program was trimmed
to give the meat of the program planning in a shorter period of time. In
addition, an introduction to developmental disabilities was provided.

This three day in-service program was offered once every three months
allowing all new staff members to complete in-service training requirements
in half the time needed for earlier programs. Evaluations of each in-service
session were carefully obtained to allow assessment of the quality of training
and the importance of the training to position tasks. From the evaluations,
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alterations in the in-service program were routinely made. This allowed
the program to be responsive to staff needs.

This program met the facility in-service training needs for three years,
but concerns surfaced in 1982. Problems with staff not receiving training
necessary for the completion of their jobs was continuing. When staff were
ill during their scheduled three day period or scheduling conflicts arose,
the staff would need to wait three months until the next scheduled program.
Some staff therefore waited six or nine months before they completed formal
training. The three day sessions also required too much consecutive time
away from the job.

Scheduling problems motivated more revisions

Assessment of the problems indicated that the program needed to be
changed to a monthly basis, but that the system must allow all component
sessions to be completed within three months. Program expansion was also
necessary as staff needed to receive training in areas that were not being
provided within the facility (the Department of Health had moved to require
a 60 hour, resident attendant course for all staff passing medications

Incorporating the requirements for resident attendants with many of
the training presentations of previous programs, a 66 hour training program
was developed. Approximately 36 hours of the program formed a core course
for_ all staff with the remaining hours required only of those staff with
resident attendant responsibilities. This program was instituted in January
of 1983.

Two or three in-service sessions were scheduled for each month throughout
the year and the dates of all 1983 in-services were posted. When a staff
member was hired, their department director scheduled them for in-service
training by referencing the master list. The director would list those
sessions they wanted each staff member to attend. This would .be submitted
to the Professional Services Director for scheduling. Copies of the formal
schedule were then forwarded to individual department directors for their
records and to the staff member scheduled for training. This system allowed
training to ensue as.soon as possible after an employee was hired (see forms
in Appendix E). :Each staff person would begin training at different points
in the system, but over a three month period they would receive training
identical to their peers.

One week prior to each training session a reminder note would be sent
to the staff member scheduled and department directors. The reminder gave
the in-service date and location. This prompted regular attendance- (see
form in Appendix E). Most courses were offered in the afternoon hours with
exception of two full-day sessions. Training was given priority status
and attendance was required. Compensation was given if the training sessions
were offered outside of regular work hours.

Self-taught methods were also offered in the areas of seizure disorders,
introduction to mental retardation, and introduction to behavioral techniques.
Each had a pretest and a posttest. Pass criteria on the pretest was established
and if a staff member met or exceeded that criteria, they did not need to
complete the training materials. If they did not meet passing criteria
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in the pretest, their supervisor was responsible for providing training
materials and administering the posttests. Pretest and posttest scores
were turned in to the training staff for documentation.

Program Evaluation is a Key to Success

Evaluation continued for all in-service programs. The evaluations
were a very useful way to discover needs applicable to staff positions.
Evaluation allows the improvement of training techniques. After each program,
evaluations are tabulated and shared with instructors.

Evaluations provided information that led to changes in 1984. Using
a format similar to 1983, scheduling was changed to a different frequency.
Sessions that are required of all staff members are scheduled on a three
month rotating basis and sessions required only for resident attendant staff
are scheduled once every four months.

Frequent assessment of facility training needs allows quick changes
to be made. Assessments led to changes that now reflect heavier emphasis
on first aid, training in medications, and training in seizure disorders.
Evaluation data that indicated that self-taught programs on behavior techniques
are not as effective as lectures led to method changes in that_area. These
self-taught programs may have greater value as screening devices (see AppendixF for current curriculum).

Chan es in trainin- must be accommodated to kee rams vital

The facility's philosophy has changed regarding staff training sincethe first programs were offered. Initially it was difficult to get staffto attend training programs and to have supervisors _and directors appreciatethe fimportance of in-service training. Now staff are open to attending
the sessions. Other employees tell new staff that training is worthwhile
and helps them carry out their jobs. Also, department directors are now
very supportive of the programs and encourage their staff to attend. the
in-services. They also rearrange staff schedules to make attendance possible.

In order to avoid scheduling conflicts with trainers coming into thefacility from other training resources in the community, all instructors
are full-time facility staff. The instructors know what staff members experienceeach day and understand their needs. As all areas of training cannot be
covered by these regular programs, special training sessions are offered
throughout the year. These sessions are sometimes presented by community
specialists. For instance, local dentists talk about dental care, a podiatrist
talks about foot and nail care, and other specialists provide managementtraining.

Management training is an expanding area. A program that continually
provides new options for present management staff and also orientation forstaff initially entering management positions would be very desirable.It is very common in this facility .as in other human service organizationsto promote managers without formal management training. Cooperative trainingwith other area organizations is another big interest area. This can havethe effect of lowering training costs for many facilities.
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Throughout the six and a half years that Area Residential Care has
provided formal staff training, the philosophy of providing training that
meets staff needs has been followed. Therefore, revisions of content and
method are made to keep the program current. This is a continuous process.
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MODELS OF TRAINING PROGRAM ELEMENTS

The following models of training program segments are presented to
show examples of materials that can be used for group training sessions,
individual orientations, or combined group and individual learning. The
Stanton format provides a learning exercise for use in training a group
of staff members. Rottier's training package is designed to be used as
an orientation for new staff members and is read by the individual as time
permits. Finally, the RATES module and training exercises can be used either
as individual training guides or as a reference module for group training
sessions. The choice of format to use in your facility depends largely
upon the training tasks you wish to present. (See Chapter II in the section
titled "Select instructional. strategies" for more information).

The Stanton conferencin instructional -acka-e for -rou instruction

Training packages, often called modules, can be used within the rehabili-
tation facility to provide training staff with lesson plans. These packages
are to be built around specific facility needs. Such a training module
follows. Developed by Allan R. Stanton, the training packagepresents materials
for providing staff with information on staff conferences in work adjustment
programs. The format that is followed could be utilized by facilities for
many staff in-service training needs. Stanton developed the training material
as eproject conducted for completion of his master's degree in vocational
rehabilitation at the University of Wisconsin-Stout in 1978. The training
package is not available commercially.

INTRODUCTION

TITLE - Staff Conference in a Vocational Rehabilitation Facility Adjustment
Program

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This training package on holding staff conferences in a vocational
rehabilitation facility focuses on the progress staff conference _within
a work adjustment program. The package is meant to provide an introduction
to the relationship of the progress conference to other conferences which
may be held in a rehabilitation facility and the position it occupies within
a program of adjustment services provided to facility clients. Some of
the techniques considered effective and some essential considerations for
the conference are presented for discussion.

The format given for structuring the sequence of the conference process
is based on a working model in an actual facility. The structure is not
proposed as a rigid model to be followed without deviation; on the other
hand,- adaptation should not substitute looseness for structure.

Following an initial presentation on the classification of conferences,
participants in the training session will be given a case history including
client background information, work evaluation results, and an adjustment
plan with progress data. The case history material will be used in two
role played conference exercises following the initial presentation. In
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addition, a third role play exercise is suggested, in which_ the training
participants themselves act out conference member roles. Given the participant
evaluation form, each participant will answer the questions to 80% accuracy.

Based on the actual presentation of a preceding version of this package,
the_proposed time for completion of this package is one hour and 45 minutes,
including a break and the third role play exercise.

INTENDED TARGET POPULATION

The package is designed as an introductory in-service training program
for staff in a vocational rehabilitation facility adjustment program. Other
personnel within the facility or from outside agencies who participate in
an adjustment (progress) staff conference should also find the training
program useful.

RATIONALE

The sta" conference procedure can serve several functions in a program
of services, ncluding:

1. program accountability and evaluation requirements.
2. standards-set by C.A.R.F. (Commission on Accreditation of

Rehabilitation Facilities); and,
3. a vehicle for information-sharing, problem-solving, decision-

making, program-planning, and client involvement in his/her
program.

Used within many rehabilitation facilities, the conference is considered
an important tool. As a tool, it has_ a purpose and appropriate ways pf
handling it to perform the required task. Like a knife, it has a keen edge
which can be dulled or broken by misuse.

PREREQUISITES

Since the target population consists primarily of facility staff and
outside agency professional personnel, the qualifications required for these
positions are considered to be sufficient evidence that participants possess
the level of academic skills needed to successfully complete the program.

Possession of skills in the following work-related areas is suggested:

1. making and recording behavioral observations.
2. writing behavioral objectives.
3. developing individualized work adjustment plans.

INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAINER

TRAINING AREA CONDITIONS

Make sure the arrangement of the area where this training session is
held is such that all participants will have a clear view of the actors
in the first two role play exercises; make sure also that the participants
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will be able to hear what is going on. A rela_ively quiet, distraction-free
setting (such as a conference room if available) is suggested.

PRESENTATION AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT

The following equipment and materials are required prior to the presenra-
tion:

For the training leader - this training package one copy), and Case
History (one copy).

For each participant (including training leader

1. Chair
2. Staff Conference Report Form (one copy)
3. Staff Conference Observation and Evaluation Form
4. Participant Evaluation Form (one copy)
5. Pencil

h ee copies)

For each (group of) four participants -

1. Staff Conference Report Form (one copy)
2. Staff Conference Observation and Evaluation Form one copy)
3. Case History (four copies)
4. Refreshments are suggested.

SETUP

The session is divided into the following activities with proposed
time frames:

1. Introductory presentation by training leader. (5-15 minutes)
2. Role play of a "bad" staff conference, with the following

parts: facility adjustment specialist; referral counselor;
and, client. (15 minutes including orientation)
Critique of role play by audience and discussion with training
leader; .training leader presents additional material if appro-
priate (points not covered during critique). (10 minutes)

4. Second role play, with same roles and actors as before; this
.

time the role play incorporates feedback from the critique
and discussion period to portray a "good" staff conference.
(10 minutes)

5. Critique of second role play by audience. (5 minutes)
6. Presentation by training leader or additional considerations

involved in holding a staff conference; summary. (5 minutes7. Break. (10 minutes)
8. Suggested third role play exercise for participan

a. Orientation and formation of groups (5 minutes)
b. Review of case history by participant actors (5 minute-)
c. Role-play (10 minutes)
d. Observer feedback within groups (5 minutes)
e. Debriefing (final summary by training leader ) (5 minutes)
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9. Completion of Participant Evaluation Formby each participant.
(5 minutes)

In preparation for the training session, the following tasks should
be completed:

1. Make up the required number of forms as listed in PRESENTATION
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT. Note that each participant in the
session to receive at least one copy of each form; additional
copies of two of the forms are also prepared for use in the
group role play (third) exercise. These forms may be saved
by participants for future reference as guides for preparation
of presentatiorys in actual staff conferences. Note: The
Staff Confi:irence Report Form is the guide for sequencing
the presentation of materi_al in a staff conference. This
format is suggested as a model for structuring the conference
process. The Staff Conference Observation and Evaluation
Form is used to_ record behavioral observations on group perfor-
mance in general and thework adjustment specialist in particular
(since this person generally functions as the leader in a

progress staff conference). The Participant Evaluation Forms
are handed out to each participant at the end of the training
session, to be collected and graded by the training leader
upon completion.

Prepare the required number of copies (refer to PRESENTATION
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT) of the Case History. Two ways of
approaching this are possible, depending upon the preference
of the training leader._ A fictitious Case History (Siettman-
Parlin and Stori, 1977) has been provided with this package
which may be used. Or, the leader may wish to prepare case
file information on an actual client with whom the training
participants are familiar. Of course, if this option is

chosen,_legal and professional ethic requirements pertaining
to confidentiality must be met. In general, a fictitious
name (care must be exercised to prevent the real name from
"slipRing out"), and deletion or change of other positive
identifying information (such as address and social security
number) taken from the case file, should be sufficient.
To be complete, case file information should include:

a. Background (general description) statement;
b. Evaluation results: educational, medical, psychological,

social (living situation, for example), and vocational
(if available); and,

C. Adjustment plan'.

The case file exclusive of the adjustment plan need only be 1-2 pages
(single-spaced). A useful adjustment plan.format is the Esser model (Esser:.
1975). However, standard forMats used by your facility may be used as long
as they provide useful reference data.

3. Select staff members or others who will play parts in the
first two role plays. Through experience, the functioning
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of the training leader in the dual capacity of leader/actor
has been found difficult to manage, since it requires switching
back and forth. For this reason, a person, other than the
leader, with experience in staff conferences is suggested.
A practicing referral counselor is suggested, although not
considered essential, for that role; the counselor (or other
person) selected should be one who, in the experience of
the training leader, takes e iery professional "business
is business" stance in actua ...conferences. This type of
professional will most likely be able to work cooperatively
with the training leader in drawing out inappropriate and
appropriate conference participant behaviors. There_ is a
possibility that getting a counselor to spare some time to
participate may be difficult; however, a bit of fancy public
relatioms footwork can be used as bait in convincing the
person of the potential benefits to be reaped from cooperation.
Since time is valuable, an increase in effectiveness of the
conference process_ will result in less "wasted" time during
the conference and subsequent follow-up actions. The client
role can be relatively undemanding; the role may be played
passively or actively at the whim and discretion of the training
leader and/or actor (another staff member).

4. A final key point in preparation is familiarization with
the material in this package. As in the conference itself,
being prepared helps maintain a smooth, structured flow of
events.

Rehearsal for the role play is not essential if the role play actors
feel pretty secure about the material; however, the training leader and
actors should discuss possible ways of handling the role play. The key
to a good role play, whether of a well or badly run conference, is that
each actor attempt to be sufficiently attuned to what another actor is attempting
to accomplish while the role play is in progress. In other words, play
it by ear; be imaginative. And, remember that mistakes (which are unavoidable
in any situation) offer perhaps the best opportunities for learning. Suggested
behaviors for handlirilg miferences inappropriately or appropriately are
listed in PRESENTATION in the instructions to trainer paragraphs preceding
the role play sections-;

The content of the training session is given in PRESENTATION.. The
material may be covered in as much depth as time permits. The overall-length
of 55 minutes (up to the third role play) has been suggested but is not
mandatory. If you get some good discussion going, don't cut everyone off.
On the other hand, keep in mind that time is a precious commodity and should
be used to provide structure to any meeting. If going beyond an hour is
required by the amount of discussion generation, make sure a break is provided
at the one-hour point to help avoid fatigue.

For the same reason, the Staff Conference Report Form passed out for
the third role play is filled out prior to the training presentation. The
training leader may take the option of having the actor playing the part
of the work adjustment specialist (or the subgroup as a whole) fill out
the form prior to the actual role play; in the interest of reducing the
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length of the overall session the suggested method is to have the Report
Forms filled out beforehand by the training leader, using the Case History
information.

PRESENTATION

PART ONE - INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATION (5-15 minutes)

Notice to leader: the narrative to be delivered to the participants
in PART ONE is arranged in sentence/paragraph format.

In_ the General Introduction section, headings are given to indicate
only the purpose of the narrative given. In the Specific Introduction,
headings (A., B., C., D.) are intended for inclusion in the narrative.

I. General introductfon (material given in parentheses in this section
May be selected or deleted at the leader's discretion.)

A. Ice-breaker

1. Thank you for_ all for attending this session today (even it

if was required).

2. I did_a dry-run of this material last nfght at_ home. I just
talked to the walls, who were pretty (damned) unresponsive,
but they were there, and a captive audience. I discovered my
planned five-raW7fe introduction was going to take at least
15 minutes, but I have a lot of material to present that I think
will provide a useful background for our activities today.

B. Importance of material to be covered

1. Each of us has something to learn about participation in a staff
conference.

2. The enormous amount of literature on the following topic indicates
we all have a great deal to learn, since all these areas have
a bearing on how conferences may be run:

a. groups (and the staff conference is a group; a. group of
people with a common purpose, to reach a certain objective

b. group dynamics, leadership techniques, and responsibilities
of group members;

c. decision-making theory;

d. program planning;

e. communication theory;

F. organization theory and business management;

.g multidisciplinary teams; and
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h. report-writing (to name just a few).

3. Feedback from professionals in the field who have been to poorly
run conferences (and personal experience - I have been to and
led bad staff conferences myself) point(s) to the need for training
IT.this subject.

Specific Introduction

A. There are two general forms of staff conferences.

I. The formal staff conference is scheduled and structured. It
is scheduled to meet at a certain time and place, and various
people are invited to attend. It is structured in the what
and how of the presentation.

2. The informal staffing is unscheduled and unstructured. Two
or_more staff members meet by accident or by design, and discuss
clients and/or program concerns. The key differences here .are
that the meeting is spontaneous, impromptu (or if held by design,
not much preparation or advance timing is usually involved
and that an adherence to a process-structure is involved.

B. There are two general categories of forms.

1. The client-centered conference involves discussion of clients
at the facility, their programs, objectives, progress, results,
recommendations, and other aspects of programming and services.

2. The administrative conference generally takes one of three forms:

a. program development (expansion of existing programs, addition
of new ones);,

task-force problem-solving (the staff identify a problem
area, such as too much time spent to write reports, and
come up with alternatives in the search for a solution);
and,

C. supervisory/administrative staff regularly scheduled meetings
of departmental supervisors and :,.?.cutive staff to discuss
department performance, throw roblems out to the group
for_input, discuss department performance, discuss overall
facility programs, activities, events, and other common
concerns).

Types of formal, clientcentered staff conferences (classification
scheme proposed by the developer of this training program); a process-
descriptive nomenclature.

I. Selection (eligibility, initial-planning, intake are other terms
which may be used): occurs in either evaluation or adjustment.
The referral counselor and agency staff (and possibly other
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involved persons) discuss client background, referral reasons
and questions, and begin program planning. The client may also
attend (perhaps I should say, "should attend!").

2. Program: usually confined to adjustment programs _and is the
type to be discussed in more detail here today). Involved personnel
meet to discuss a client's program plan, objectives, _progress
to date, and propose recommendations for contimation or alteration
of the plan and/or additional services.

3. Evaluation: occurs in both evaluation and adjustment programs.
Involved personnel meet to discuss the client's program, results,
and recommendations for future services to be planned by referral
counselor.

4. Consultation: an outside uninvolved (impartial) grouRof_represen-
tatives of community social service agencies (school system,

family planning, mental health, welfare, state employment service,
and others). This group may already exist or be called together
especially for the purpose. In either case, the facility staff
ask to present a problem case before the group; the staff have
encountered a roadblock in the program for a client, such as
lack of success infindingeffective adjustmeftmethods. Background
information is presented (with concern for confidentiality),
program objectives outlined, treatments explained, and results
discussed. Input from the group on alternative approaches is

requested.

5. Interdepartmental coordination: ameeting of department supervisors,
of areas in which clients are working, and rehabilitation staff.
The staff present information on program set-up for the clients.
There are two purposes for this. First, the aid of the supervisors
can be enlisted in assisting the client to meet his objectives;
they can take an active role in the client's programs. Second,
with knowledge of client objectives and the techniques being
employed, the supervisors are less likely to unwittingly interfere
with client progress (for example, if the staff and client are
working to reduc:e the client's handshaking behavior towards
all pemms who enter the area, the supervisor will know to
keep his hands at his sides)

III. Summary of Introduction

A. We have explored the different forms and types of staff conferences;
an attempt was made to give an introduction to the relationship
of the adjustment process conference to other conferences which
may be held in a rehabilitation facility and the position it occupies
within a program of adjustment services provided to facility clients.
A classification scheme was introduced and a brief description given
of types of formal client-centered staff conferences.

B. Since we have a limited amount of time available here, we will now
move on to the "hands-on" portion of this program.
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PART TWO - FIRST ROLE PLAY (5 min. orientation, 10 min. role play)

Notice to training leader: The leader's narrative for the remainder
of this_package is given in a boxed-in format; since instructions to guide
the trainer are interspersed with the presentation narrative, this format
was chosen to assist in distinguishing the two types of material.

The schedule for the rest of this program begins with a role-play
of a "bad" staff conference - a lesson on what not to do.

Name and identify the role of each of the role play participants.

You (the audience) will observe what goes on during the conference
programs with the purpose of identifyi_ng problem areas in the
presentation of material and participant behavior. Your observations
can identify problems on the part of any of the roles, but since
the adjustment specialist is the chairman of the conference, focus
on him/her.

Discuss the purpose of the forms provided (refer to SETUP). Ratings
need not be assigned; the important feedback is observations, behaviorally
stated as much as possible. The report form may be used by the audience
as a guide to the sequence of presentation in the role play, if desired.

After the role play, we will have an opportunity to share obser-
vations and feedback, and discuss methods of improving theconference.
Then we (the actors up here) will hold a "good" conference: at
least we are going to do our best to -k_y- to hold a "good" conference,
so bear with us. Hopefully we will use what you have given us,
and demonstrate our learning ability.

After the second role play, we will take a few moments to critique
the "good" conference: as far as negative points are concerned,
we hope this critique won't take very much time. Then a few more
consideratims pertaining to staff conferences will be thrown
in, followed by a general wrap-up. And then, a much deserved
break!

Since the role play is a dynamic process, the course of events can
and will vary;_the role play may never be duplicated exactly. The following
questions are_ intended to serve as a guide for -ways of handling a conference
inappropriately.

1. Hesitate and/or bluff through questions.

2. Be funny (not precise) with details.
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3. Talk all around the point at hand - don't be concise.

4. Be subjective; use labels in discussing the client
hostile, nice guy, etc.).

azy,

Don't establish eye contact and/or maintain it through sweeping;
instead, count the tiles in the ceiling, or the tiles on the
wall.

6. Make it seem like you haven't done your homework; this is

related to hesitation and fussiness, but also includes over-use
of (dependence on) reference material also. For example,
read case file information right off the files instead of
just glancing at it occasionally.

7. Don't give information freely which you know the counselor
will want; make him ask you for it.

8. When giving recommendations, be "off the wall": recommend
only one job, and/or the same job at which the client is working
at the facility. Recommend a job such as shopkeeper for a
person who is habitually absent, or a job in drafting for
a person who exhibits "frustration" behavior on precision
work.

9. Be non-specific in recognizing Or accepting follow-up obligations
in response to comiselor requests for more information or
programming; if you've handled well this role playing of a

"bad" conference, you should end up with a whole bunch of
things the counselor will want you to do since you don't appear
to have done them already!

10. Be lavish with extraneous material: weather, personal activities
planned for the weekend, transcendental meditation, politics,
the state of the economy - the works. Other topics are more
subtly extraneous, such as the current condition of the local
labor market and anything else that may seem important and/or
relevant at the time but isn't since you can't do a thing about
it anyway.

The actor playing the role of adjustment specialist should plan for
wrapping up the "conference" about two minutes before the end of the role-
play. The "specialist" should ask the "counselor" if he/she would like
to have the client-come in. The specialist then should get up (assuming
the "counselor" said "yes"), go over to the training session audience and
ask the actor, selected for the role of client, to come in. (Note: allowing
each role-play actor to observe as much as possible of the entire training
session as part of the audience is recommended).

In a real-life situation, the involvement of the client at this point
of the conference can take many forms; restricting the part to the barest
minimum appropriate is suggested for the role play in the interest of saving
time. The specialist should review what was discussed (briefly) and highlight
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results and recommendations. With the client in attendance, this is also
an opportunity for staff to "stroke" the client (praise him/her for progress).
The client's presence can provide opportunities for the staff conference
to go badly, so play it by ear; the actors should remember however, that
they have two minutes.

When the role play is finished, the leader should orally thank the
actors (at least, smile or nod) for their participation; you want them to
come back for the next role play.

PART THREE - CRITIQUE AND DISCUSSION (10 minutes)

What happens here depends on the amount and type of feedback you get.
All participants including the actors may provide input.

As a guide for appropriate discussion, the ineffective behaviors attempted
in the portrayal can be used as starting points. Any inappropriate behaviors
portrayed but not noted by the audience should be pointed out. Also, any
behavior listed previously as suggestions which were not demonstrated may
be included in the discussion.

PART FOUR - SECOND ROLE PLAY (10 minutes)

Now we will attempt to use all the information you have provided
to hold a "good" conference. Again, record your observations
on the staff Conference Observation and Evaluation Form; mark
the sheet "good" (mark the one you just used, "bad"). You may
record weaknesses as well as strengths.

Nowthe actors, drawing from their experience, including al 1 the information
provided through the critique and this training package, portray the way
a "good" conference should go. Thorough preparation in reviewing case file
data, and a disciplined adherence to a. lonical and efficient structure will
be the keys to a role play of a "good" conference, as well as to a "good"
staff conference itself!

Turn all those inappropriate behaviors (suggested in the section on
the first play) into positive ones. For example:

1. Answer questions with minimal hesitation, even when you don't
know the answer. If you don't know, admit it.

2. Be specific.

3.. Be concise, to the point.

4. Be objective; leave out the labels.

5. Maintain eye contact through sweeping (keep eyes moving from
person to person, focusing on each person for a few moments).
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6. Be prepared.

7. Volunteer information you know the counselor will want to
have.

8. Be imaginative and reasonable in recommendations.

9. Accept follow-up obligations; specifically state what you
will do and that you will get back to the person with the
question.

10. Use extraneous chit-chat only as a beginning ice-breaker to
session.

Again, as before, the actors should call in the "client" when about
two minv"c' nf the role-play remain.

PART_FIT - CRITIQUE (5 minutes)

You guessed it: what happens here depends on what went on in the role
play. Again, behaviors you attempted to portray (or did so inadvertently
if inappropriate ones) would be identified by you as training leader if
not by the participants.

PART SIX - ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SUMMARY (5 minutes

Some additional considerations pertaining to the staff conference
are:

,

1. As part of preparing for the conference, know your counselor
(his/her hang ups, or idiosyncrasies). BuilaOriThis/her observed
strengths, and play to his/her weaknesses with the objective
of providing that logical efficient structure. Play to, don't
surTender to; the conference chairman (the presenter often
takes on this role) has primary responsibility for the struc-
ture.

2. Notes should be taken during the conference, especially of
what will later be important when attempting to remember what
was said and what was not said. Note-taking should be kept
1T-a minimum; however, -to minimize distraction and increase
active listening. There is no definition of minimum; however,
all information presented which is prepared prior to the conference
should be duplicated for distribution to conference partici-
pants.

The staff conference serves an important function as a vehicle
to satisfy several C.A.R.F. (Commission on Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities) standards, in addition to the CARF
requirement for staff conferences themselves. Those standards
inClude:
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a. evidence that persons involved in a client's program are
aware of their role in carrying out the plan section
3.4.3.1.2.2); and

b. evidence of client participation in decision-making section
5.1.2.14).

I just mentioned client participation. What about this issue?
Should the client be present throughout the conference session,
during part of it, or not at all? The answer to this involves:

a. client rights for participation in decision-making,

b. the extent to which a given facility encourages a client
to make decisions (at least one facility in the States
train clients to act as chairman in their own staff confer-
ences); and,

c. how presentation of information will differ when the client
is present as opposed to when not there; for example, certain
information such as medical or psychological evaluation
data and diagnosing labels may be deleted in the client's
presence.

Confidentiality of client information shared in the conference
must be protected.

In summary:

-1. We have gotten some ideas of how the progress staff conference
fits in with other conferences held in a facility;

2. We have seen examples of "bad" and "good" staff conferences
and have gotten an idea of what makes a conference "bad" or
"good."

Some of the key points made are:

a. The staff conference is a group of .people meeting with
a common purpose, to reach a certain objective;

b. The basic foundation of the conference is information-sharing.;
this foundation requires ingredients of ifOr7(Y17-0 and adequate
preparation of material and an orderlystructure for presenting
this material.

C. The foundation of _informa ion-sharing (giving and receiving
by all participants) supports all other goals of the conference,
such as decision-making.

d. Reaching the goals of the conference can be thwarted by
off-tracking; extraneous material must be limited in extent,
and to use as an ice-breaker to begin the process.
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PART SEVEN - BREAK (10 minutes)

If the third role play exercise is schedule to take place at this tIme,
invite the participants to take a 10-minute break for refreshment. If the
training session is to conclude at this point, pass out the Participant
Evaluation Form and allow 5 minutes for completion. Collect the forms and
thank the participants for their time, attention, and input.

PART EIGHT - THIRD ROLE PLAY

instruct the audience to split up into groups of four; if there are
any participants left over, they may join any of the groups formed, but
there should be no more than one extra participant in any group. If necessary,
the training leader may join a group to bring up the number of group members
to four. Allow 5 minutes for the forming of groups and the following orien-
tation.

Now you will have a chance to practice what you have heard
today'on effective conference participation. Each group_will
be given a case study, a Report Form already prepared with client
program data, and observation forms. The roles to be played are
as-follows:

1. work adjustment specialist;
2. referral counselor;
3. client; and
4. observer.

_Each group will decide among themselves who will play what
roles; if there are more than four members id a group, the extra
members may act as observers also. You will be given 5 minutes
to review the case history, and will then hold a 10-minute role
play_in eachgroup. Following the role-play the observers will
provide feedback within the group on participant performance.
We will then get back together for a debriefing and a brief quiz.

You will be attempting to portray a good conference; however,
don't worry too much about making mistakes, you will anyway, and
thls is often the best way to learn if you are aware of what you
did and how it could have been done better. Good luck!

The training leader should nowpass out therequiredforms (StaffConference
Observation and Evaluation Forms to the observers; Staff Conference Report
Form to the adjustment specialist; and, Case History to each member). Allow
5 minutes for review of the case file information, then instruct the groups
to begin the role play.

When the allotted time is up, ask the observers in each group to provide
feedback to the group members on their performance. Allow 5 minutes for
this.
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We have explored the topic of staff conferences here today
and have gained some "hands-on" experience in holding a conference.
May the next conference you lead or participate in be a "good"
one.. The last thing on the agenda today is a quiz on the material
presented; please take a few minutes to answer the questions.

The leader should now pass out a Participant Evaluation Form to each
participant; allow 5 minutes for completion. Thank all the participants
for their time, attention, and input.

EVALUATION

CRITERIA

Scoring consists of simply comparing responses on the Participant Evaluation
Form to the responses listed in Answer Key. A score of 80% correct is considered
acceptiible mastery of the material. For performance below the 80% level,
the training leader may wish to have the person review the copy of the training
package, and retake the quiz.

ANSWER KEY

The following responses are considere correct:

1. False
2. False

False
4. d

5. d

6. b

7. True
8. True
9. False

10. b
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The Ro tier "turnover notebook" St le of instructional
acka e for individual learn n

The Rottier manual conveys basic information in a "turnover notebook"
fashion. The manual would be provided to line supervisors as part of an
initial orientation period. Information provided in such manuals would
be specific to the facility designing the orientation. Therefore, this
manual is presented as an example of an orientation manual and is not intended
to be used without revision.

The manual was developed by Dorothy A. Rottier as a project for her
master's degree in vocational rehabilitation from the University of Wisconsin-
Stout in 1980. It is not available commercially.

A TRAINING MANUAL FOR WORKSHOP SUPERVISORS

I. Purpose of Rehabilitation Workshops

II. Role of the Workshop Supervisor

III. Confidentiality

IV. Rehabilitation Programs Offered in Workshops

A. Evaluation
B. Work Adjustment
C. Placement
D. Sheltered Employment
E. Work Activity

V. Wage and Hourly Certi: cates

VI. Subcontract Work

VII. Time Studies

VIII. Training Clients

IX. Observing and Recording Behavior

X. Quality Control

Xl. Production Records and Inventory Control

XII. Safety

XIII. Profess onal Commnications

XIV. Summary

XV. Resources
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The guide provides a general description of each topic, followed by
suggestions for supplementary information to be supplied by each individual
facility. The format chosen to relay this additional material is optional.
IndiNcidual meetings with staff members possessing expertise in specific
topic areas may be beneficial, though time-consuming. An alternative approach
would be to gather the information in written form and incorporate it into
th.,1 guide following the appropriate chapter.

Purpose of Rehabilitation Workshops

Workshops help handicapped and disadvantaged people improve their ability
to work. Many have little or no work experience and would be unable to
gain competitive employment in the community. Others may have a strong
work history which was interrupted by an injury and, due to the injury,
need to seekanew occupation. For all clients, theworkshopprovides vocational
services. The workshop is also a business entity which supplies a realistic
work environment for the handicapped individuals.

Populations served within specific workshops may vary. The clients
may be limited to one disability group or could include a wide range of
individuals with physical, mental, emotional, or social problems.

Many workshops are private non-profit organizations operated by a Boardof Directors. This group of directors supervises the Executive Directorof the facility, sets policies, and assures that the workshop meets setstandards.

To be certain that facilities supply effective services to clients,the Commission on the Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF)has established standards for workshops. A CARF survey team can be asked
to use these standards to review a facility. If all areas of the workshop
are functioning adequately, the CARF team issues accreditation certificates
for up, to three years.

S ecific Faciljt Information_to be Di cued:

1) Population served
2) Role of Board of Directors
3) Role of Executive Director
4) CARF certification status

le of Workshop Supervisor

The workshop supervisor is the staff member who has the most clientcontact. Responsibilities include working as a member of a team to serve
the needs Of the clients and the workshop as a whole.

The person in this position has duties which involve both trainingwork skills and behaviors and assuring that quality standards and productiondeadlines are met.
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The workshop supervisor acts as a model for the clients. The manner
in which the supervisor dresses, acts, and interacts with others serves
as an example of how aworker should present himself in a competitive employment
setting.

One of the goals of the workshop is to provide a realistic work environment
(Greenleigh, 1975). The workshop supervisor is the boss or the authority
figure on the work floor. He or she is responsible for training clients
not wily in appropriate work skills, but also in proper work behaviors.
Efforts need to be made to assure that clients are corrected when errors
are made, and even more importantly, praised for positive performance.
Each client has an individual plan which outlines specific goals and methods
to be used to reach those goals.

Production responsibilities involve organizing work stations, following
safety guidelines, quality control and inventory control. The workshop
needs to operate as a business entity with many of the same demands as a
business. By building a reputation for quality products the workshop can
become a reputable part of the business community.

A delicate balance needs to be developed in determining how much of
a workshop supervisor's time should be spent in training clients compared
to time spent in checking for quality and completing production records.
As a supervisor becomes familiar with the clients and the subcontract work,
he or she can estimate individual training time needed and weigh this.with
the deadlines to be met. Although this can be a frustrating balance to
attain, the challenge of meeting the dual demands can be the most satisfying
and rewarding aspect of a workshop supervisor's job.

Specific Facility _Information to be Discussed:

1) Job description of the workshop supervisor
2) Organizational chart

III. Confidentiality

Workshops have strict confidentiality policies. This safeguards the
client's right to privacy by requiring that staff not disclose any information
concerning the client to unauthorized persons. Each staff member has a
personal responsibility to respect the client's rights.

A file is kept for each client receiving services. It contains medical,
social, and psychological information pertaining to that individual. Often
the workshop supervisors will not have access to the files. All information
that Hthe supervisor needs about a client will be supplieci- by that client's
cOunselor. This protects the client by providino personal information to
only the person in charge of his/her programming.

According to the Privacy Act of 1974, also known as the-Buckley-Amendment,
individuals are permitted access to records maintained by agencies receiving
federal funding (Lylian, 1978; UW-Stout, 1976). This law applies to clients
being-served in rehabilitation facilities receiving federal monies. Important
information supplied by the workshop supervisor may be entered into an individ-
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ual's file by a counselor. Accuracy in reporting and recording observations
is vital because the file is open to review by the client.

Specific Facil:ity Information to be Discussed

I) Confidentiality policy
2) Access to client files
3) Form used to provide c ient information to the workshop supervisor

IV. Rehabilitation Programs Offered in Workshops

Each workshop has a specific mission or goal. Depending on this goal,
certain rehabilitation programs may or may not be a part of the facility's
operation.

Five specific progragm commonly found in workshops are Evaluation,
Work Adjustment, Placement, Sheltered Employment and Work Activity. The
role of the workshop supervisor is briefly mentioned in regard to each program.

A. Evaluation Program

Most clients entering a workshop for the first time will begin in the
evaluation program. The goal of the evaluation process is to assess the
person's strengths and weaknesses, and determine his/her maximum potential
for vocational functioning.

A referring Counselor supplies background information about the individual,
and asks specific questions that need to be answered during the course of
the evaluation.

Throughout the evaluation period, certain procedures are used to gather
information abOut the client's skills and abilities. The evaluator may
administer psychometric (paper-and-pencil) tests and work samples. Actual
performance and behavior on production work can be observed while the person
works on various jobs in the work area. Observations and recordings are
completed by the workshop supervisor to assist the evaluator in accumulating
vital information about how the client functions as a worker.

The evaluator compiles all_the data, and outlines recommendations for
the individual. These might include one of the following: Work Adjustment
Services, Placement Services, Competitive Employment, Sheltered Employment
or further training or education. A staffing is held to exchange information
with the referring counselor. A written.report is then completed, detailing
the evaluation process and the results.

Specific Facility Information to be Discussed'

I) Referral agencies
2) Psychometrics used
3) Work samples used
4) Use of production work within the evaluation process
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Work Adjustment Services

Following an evaluation, certain clients may enter a work adjustment
program. Work adjustment focuses on increasing or decreetsirtg specificbehaviors
to better prepare a person for competitive employment. The maximum time
period for those involved in this program is usually twelve months. During
this time, work adjustment might also include skill training in a specific
occupation to provide the client with a marketable skill.

During the evaluation, specific limitations may have been noted which
interfere with the person performing a job successfully. In adjustment,
a plan is developed which outlines methods to change specific behaviors.
The workshop supervisor again plays a vital role in carrying out parts of
the behavior change plan and observing the results. Any ideas that are
contributed on how to improve the person's behavior within the production
setting can serve as guidelines in developing the plan. Observations and
recordings from the workshop supervisor serve as documentation of progress
within the program.

It may have been decided that the client has certain needs which can
only be met off the work floor. This person may then be involved in classroom
activities and only participate in the work program part-time. Examples
of additional services might include driver's education, Job-seeking skills,
or grooming classes. A schedule is devised to meet each client's individual
needs.

Specific Facility Information to be Discussed.

I) Referral agencies
2) Examples of current adjustment plans
3) Behavior change techniques used_
4) Special services available to clients
5) Use of production work within the adjustment program

Placement Services

A placement program assists job-ready clients in attaining competitive
employment in the community. Efforts are made to find a job which matches
a client's interest and abilities.

The placement staff spends time contacting local businesses and developing
relations between the facility and the community. Concentration is placed
on providing .qualified employees to local companies. After a client is
placed on a job, the staff keeps in contact with the business and the client
to assure that the placement is successful.

The client in the placement program may need time off the work floor
to visit local businesses to complete job applications and to interview
for positions. Observations noted during working time are important to
the placement staff to use in finding the suitable job for the individual.

Specific Facility information to_be_Oi_scussed:

1) Referral agencies
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2) Placement process
3) Use of production work within the placement process
4) Follow-up procedure

D. Sheltered Employment

A sheltered employment program provides paid employment for an indefinite
period of time to individuals who are unable to be competitively employed.
A percentage of the established minimum wage is guaranteed to these clients.
If their production rates fall below this percentage, the workshop subsidizes
their pay to meet that percentage.

Each client has a case manager who is responsible for developing plans
to improve the client's work skills and work behaviors. Theworkshop supervisor
miatke!; observations and records significant events. This information is
used to develop the client plan and to monitor its effectiveness. Periodic
r.eviews and reports are completed to document the individual's progress
within the program.

Specific Facility_Information to be Piscussed:

1) Established production rate for sheltered employees
2) Funding agencies
3) Criteria for entrance and termination in the program
4) Examples of sheltered employees plans

E. Work Activity Program

In a work activity program, the actual production of an individual
is called "inconsequential." This means the production rates are likely
to be lower than that of clients in other programs and the person may be
involved in.activities besides work.

A work activity program may include classes in remedial reading and
mathematics, physical fitness, socialization, and cooking. Leisure activities
and crafts may also be provided as part of the program.

Although work may not be the primary emphasis for these clients, efforts
are made to increase work skills and improve work beha:iors. By dividing
tasks into small increments, a gradual improvement in skills can be accomplished.

Each work
. activity client has a case manager who is responsible for

outlining a program plan for that client. These individual plans are developed
and monitored with the assistance of the workshop supervisor. All observations
and recordings are used to design appropriate objectives that can be worked
on with the client. Periodic reviews and reports are completed to document
the client's progress.

Specific Facilit Information to be Oiscussed

I) Funding source(s)
2) Services provided by the work activity program
3) Examples-of work activity client plans
4) Use of production work within the work activity program
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V. Wage and Hour Certificates

Department of Labor Certificates are necessary to legally pay workers
less than the established minimum wage. There are five categories of certifi-
cates that may be required for a facility operation. These are evaluation,
training, work activity, sheltered work and individual certificates (Corthell,
1980

The evaluation certificate covers a client for no longer than six months.
Each individual is paid basedon his/her rateof production. Non-workactivities
result in no pay for the client.

A training certificate covers a period of no longer than twelve months.
During this time a client must be in a training program. Curriculums_are
necessary for any non-pay activities to verifyrthat skill training is_occurring.
This certificate cannot be used to displace other employees that would normally
be performing the work that the client is being trained to perform.

A work activity certificate is needed if clients average from 0-25
percent of'minimum wage. The work done is not the primary emphasis of the
client's programming. A separate set of records and separate staff are
needed for a Work Activity Center within a facility. Curriculums are needed
to detail activities provided when the person is not in work.

An entire facility could function with a sheltered workshop certificate,
or this may apply to only a portion of the population of a workshop._ A
certain percentage of minimum wage is guaranteed to each employee in this
program. This might range from 50 percent to 90 percent of minimum wage.
Pay would still be based on production rates; however, if the client falls
below the established percentage, the workshop is responsible to subsidize
the needed amount to raise the person's wage up to the certificate rate.

Individual certificates can be obtained which allow a facility to pay
as low -as 25 percent of minimum wage. Each person's name and disability
must be documented and the disability must cause severe limitations to the
person's production rates.

S ecific Facility Information to be Discussed:

1) Certificates currently held
2) Rate of pay for sheltered employees

VI. Subcontract Work

Businesses contract with other companies to do portions of their production
for several reasons. Storage space is often at a minimum; so it is helpful
to have extra space for their products and supplies. A business may lack
enough employees to complete a job or it may be financially beneficial to
have others produce an item instead of using highly paid employees to perform
the work.

Workshops provide a needed service by performing subcontract-- work.
Industry looks to workshops to provide quality work in repetitive jobs.
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The quality of the product is of primary importance to the company. If
delivery deadlines are consistently met, the workshop can build its reputation
as a reliable business enterprise. Price is another reason companies do
subcontracting with workshops. Help can also be provided for emergency
runs for which a business may not have the personnel to complete on its
own (Corthell, 1980).

The workshop supervisor is in the perfect position to aid the facility
in building positive public relations with the businesses that subcontract
work by assuring quality and on-time delivery of products.

Specific Facilit Information to be Discussed:

1) Process of obtaining subcontract work
2) Businesses that subcontract from facility

VII. Time Studies

Time studies are done in workshops to determine the amount of money
a client will earn for the work he/she completes. A standard rate of pay
pee unit is then established for each task. The first step is to assure
that a work station, including any necessary supplies, is efficiently organized
to provide the most effective setting for accurate, fast production.

Varying methods may be used to calculate piece rates. The following
steps provide an example which can be followed to attain accurate rates:

1) Set up efficient, organized work station.
2) Have at least three non-handicapped persons with "average skills

and abilities practice performing the task for as long as they
wish until each person feels that they have developed a smooth
working rhythm" (Caddick, 1968). Staff members are often asked
to participate in the time studies.
Time each person for exactly 50 minutes. Records need to be kept
of exactly how many units are produced by each person during the
50-minute- period.

4) Calculate the average number of units produced by the three people.
5) The 50-minute period is regarded as one working hour to compensate

for fatigueability, breaks, and other factors which prevent a worker
from functioning at a maximum level in an eight-hour day.

6) Using the one-hour as a numerator, develop a fraction with the
average units per hour being the denominator.

7) Multiply this fraction by the wage per hour that a worker performing
this job in the community would be paid (the prevailing rate).

8) Multiply the two fractions. The number arrived at will be the
piece rate, the amount of money a client will be paid for each
unit completed.

Example:

Step 3 Person #1 produces 200 units in 50 minutes.
Person #2 produces 300 units in 50 minutes.
Person #3 produces 400 units in 50 minutes.
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Step 4 Average produced = 300 units

Step 6 300 units in 50 minutes becomes

1 hour.
300 units

Step 7

Step 8

the prevailing rate paid is $4.20 per hour, your second
ction is:

$4.20
1 hour

1 hour
300 units

$4.20 = $0.014 per
unit

Determination of accurate piece rates can be a complicated process.
Caution should be taken to assure rates are correct. More in-depth information
on this topic can be found in the publications by Caddick (1968) and Iverson
(1978). (See Chapter XV).

Specific Facilit -nlormation to be Discussed:

Method of setting rates
Minutes of Wage Review Committee meetings
Prevailing wage information

VIII. Training Clients

A significant portion of the workshop supervisor's time is spent in
training clients to produce quality items. Depending on the disability,
a client may need work station modifications, written instructions, prompting,
or one-step directions.

One Approach in preparing to train is for the workshop supervisor to
actually perform the task several times. A written taskanalysis,astep-by-step
breakdown of physical movements necessary to complete the job, should be
completed. Not only will this written account be useful with.slow learners,
it can be filed and referred to if the same, or similar, jobs return_to
the workshop in the future. It also serves as a reference sheet for other
staff in the absence of the workshop supervisor.

Tratning requires patience and creativity. Immediate feedback should
be given to the client as the steps are performed. Praise and/or constructive
criticism arefundamental. to the learning process.. If one teaching technique
fails, try a different approach. Possibly demonstration of the motions
would be more successful than verbal or written instructions. Modeling
a person's hands to model the necessary movements may be beneficial.

_As _training progresses, feedback should continue. Graphs, charts,
or listings of daily piece rates may be motivators and act as immediate
reinforcers for some clients. Records of the techniques which work best
with individuals serve as resources for training in the future.
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ecific_Faciltty Information to be Discussed:

1) Amount of training time required of the workshop supervisor
-) Training techniques currently being used

Examples of task analyses

Obse ving and Recording Behavior

Throughout the descriptions of the various workshop programs, emphasis
was placed on the observing and recording of client behavior. The workshop
supervisor is the staff member with the most direct client contEct in the
workshop and is therefore in the position to gather the most information
about the client in the work setting.

Observing and recording behavior provides a means of gathering information
and determining if treatment methods are effective. By immediately writing
down significant events about a client, there is less error when trying
to recall what actually happened. These notes can be used to establish
a pattern of how an individual handles situations within a work setting.
The information is valuable to the other staff members who need detailed
information to write their reports and to update the client plans. It is
also helpful for the workshop supervisor because the information will be
used to develop more effective, workable client plans on the work floor.

Certain situations provide important information about a client. Reactions
to new jobs, amount and type of training needed, reaction to praise and/or
criticism, and responses during special events, such as tours or fire drills,
may supply worthwhile data as to how the client would function in a competitive
work place.

Recordings should be brief, concise, and understandable. Remarks includinl
the behavior and the situation in which the behavior occurred will be more
complete and comprehensive. A test of writing intelligibly is to have staff
members who did not see the behavior read the supervisor's notes and relate
what they think happened. It will be readily apparent whether the recordings
listed behaviors or-interpretations. Personal interpretations and judgments
are best left out of the notes. Remarks should address the behavior and
the situation, not the "why" of the behavior.

Specific Facilit Information to be Discussed

1) Observation and recording techniques used
-2) Forms used-for recording

X. Quality Control

The primary reason businesses rely on workshops is to provide qualitywork in repetitive tasks. This presents a somewhat ironical situation.
Industry attempts to keep errors in quality below five percent. However,if one item is delivered from a workshop with an error, it could easily
be said: "Well, what do you expect? It was made by handicapped people."
Because of this stereotyping, the production errors in a workshop need to
be kept at the barest minimum.
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Each facility has set standards for quality control stating how often
items need to be checked on each job. When training a client on a new task,
checks should be one-for-one on every item. The sooner an error is noticed,
the more quickly it can be corrected. A workshop supervisor can gradually
develop a system for checking which fits into the daily routine. Familiarity
with each task decreases the time spent in checking items. Another client
could act as a quality control inspector and check the first person's work.
Care is needed if this is done; the workshop supervisor must remember to
check the inspector's accuracy.

Specific Facility Information to be Discussed:

I) Process of determining number of quality control checks needed
for each task

2) Detailed listing of quality checks for each task

XI. Production Records and Inventory Control

Complete records are necessary to pay clients correctly. Time required
to complete each task must be watched closely and written down immediately.
The number of items produced on a piece-rated-job is essential to know what
the client earned.

If counting completed products is difficult for some clients, tally
marks may be useful. Mechanical counters are available, which automatically
add one number to the counter when a small lever is depressed. A person
who understands a one-to-one relationship can easily be instructed in the
use of these counters. The workshop superilisormayneedto check the production
totals to assure accuracy in wages and inventory records.

Many on-going jobs can be simplified by devising an inventory record
for parts and_ completed products. A perpetual inventory, updated at the
end of each day, provides a useful list of products ready to be shipped
and a reference sheet for parts that may need to be ordered. This also
serves as a guide for monthly and annual inventory reports.

S ecific Facilit Information t- be Discussed

1) Production records
2) Inventory control

XII. Safety

A workshop must meet certain .safety. standards. Many precautions which
decrease the possibility of an accident are basic commonsense. Objects
in aisles, blocked fire extinguishers, and sharp machinery without guards
are examples of noticeable hazards.

A workshop soervisor needs to learn -to be attuned to more than _the
"obvious" safety fazards. If working with individuals on medication, find
out from the counselors if special precautions need to be taken on the work
floor. When a client is learning a task for the first time, especially
if it involves machinery or sharp objects, make sure the added supervisory
time is available.
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A helpful practice is to do a routine check of work stations each time
one enters or crosses the work floor._ The time spent in thinking up ways
of making each work station safer will save in the amount of accidents to
be dealt with later.

Safety glasses and ear plugs should be available to the clients. The
workshop supervisor serves as the model for the clients in the use of safety
equipment.

Specific Facility Information to be Discussed

I) Safety standards
2) Safety equipment available
3) Fire, tornado, and disaster plans
4) Accident report forms

XIII. Professional Communications

The workshop supervisor acts as a resource person for the counselors.
A supervisor's observations of client behaviors are essential for their
reports and staffings. The supervisor can assist the counselors in learning
about the subcontractjobsAich increases themeaningfulness of thesupervisor's
recordings. In the same way, the supervisor needs to be familiar with the
various programs and services to understand why observations are needed
and what kinds of information are most helpful. A workshop supervisor might
be more motivated to write observations if he/she knows how the information
is used. Possibly reading a counselor's report or attending a staffing
will clarify the overall process occurring within a workshop program.

When working as a member of a staff to reach a common goal, it becomes
each person's responsibility to make the working relationship within the
group as smooth and functional as possible. Respect for each other can
increase the morale and communications within the workshop. The interaction
between staff members sets an atmosphere which clients can model with their
peers.

Specific Facilit Informa_ on to be Discussed:

I) _Formal and informal communication systems
2) Opportunities for learning more about other staff members' responsi-

bilities and the overall process occurring in the workshop

XIV. Summary

A beginning workshop supervisor can approach the job in many ways.
Suggestions follow which point out important factors in performing this
job effectively.

I. Know the subcontract jobs. The best way to do this is to -do the
job yourself several times. Study the steps involved in each task.
Learn the correct names for all items so you can refer to the pieces
clearly and consistently.
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2. Know the client. Each person has individual needs and an
individual learning style. By pinpointing a client's strengths
and weaknesses as a worker, important factors as to how the
person learns best can be determined.

Organize your time. Be realistic when determining how many
clients you can train at one time. Remember that training
requires not only one-to-one supervisory time, it increases
the amount of recordings that are necessany.

4. Beware of becoming too comfortable. When training stops,
a large portion of the learning process stops. _If a supervisor
relies on only one client to perform a task, problems can
increase when that client is absent from work. Have back-up
workers trained for each position.

5. Attempt to set up jobs so the smallest chance for error is
avoided. Think about what could possibly go wrong and devise
methnds to prevent errors before they occur.

6. No awards are given for the lengthiest recordings on clients.
Brevity, conciseness, and completeness are the important factors.

7. Train back-up staff members in your duties. It provides a

peace of mind when gone on vacation to know that others are
capable of keeping your paperwork up-to-date.

8. Avoid comparisons of your work load with other staff members.
Each person has a variety of duties and it it easy to think
the other person has the easier job.

9. Learn to appreciate even the smallest &mount of progress a
client makes. It is all the small steps of improvement that
add up to a satisfaction and a pride in being a workshop super-
visor.
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The RATES Modules develoued for either individual or _group learn_ing

The following module and instructional activities are part of a multiple
topic package for in-service training developed by Ellsworth Community College
in Iowa Falls, Iowa. RATES (Rehabilitation Associate Training for Employed
Staff) contains modules in the areas of behavior modification and management.
RATES focuses on the knowledge and skills necessary for bringing about change
with disabled clients. RATES modules are printed and distributed by the
Materials Development Center.
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BEHAVIOR

List the steps in systsmatic instruction,

Describe the role of de IPP in systematic in-

struction.

iletermine whether ornot short-term objectives

have been written correctly.

Describe 2 reasons for ae use of task analysis.

List 2 reasons for Nese of measuring behavior

in implementing a sygmatic instruction pro7

gram.,

1[111

List 2 reasons for gghring baseline data be-

fore implementing appam.

7
Determine behavior principles being illustrated

.

in specific situations,

MAUI TION

Class Test

9 Class Test

Class Test. Will be given 10 short-term objec-

tives to make determinations of.

Class Test

Class Test

Class Test

7
Class Test1 will be given hypothatial situa-

tions identifying behavior, procedtmand effect:

. . . and must make determinations.
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Many.professions follow what 1)c 1 " TAard bper,

ating procedures" which outm, ..to, follow in

-,acdoMplishing their respec L''L. for in:a*, Emu.

gency Medical Technicians ivitruel ,1 to ''.oltlow the

(Airay, then Br ii 'arculation) in

establishingpriorities fo.c ,L k KL,'.ent victims.

Mechanicsourgeofts, constron wo).. etc all have

general,.gUidelinesto foL L. w1d ence has shown to

, provide' "the most efficienc '! LctI operations.

Sy6tematiC bigAnctioP . 21'4]. the "standard oper-

.:.,.ating.9rocedures" for. beh4Olt ,eclr,ians. They are

steps' and guidelines that experi4,y4 has shown to be most

effective......inclient. training, A8 intheother profes-

'sions,"they are genuai procedures amnd which more de-

'AaVed printipleS,are built, They.providethe framework

-:around which to,4o good training.

This module is an introduction to this format for client

training. It will provide you with a basic understanding

of the important features of Systematic Instruction, in-

cluding what objectives should look like, the purposes of

, task analysis and data collection and the principles of

learning.

Completing this module will not make you an instant expert

in any of the above topics. The module is intended only

as an introduction, a chance to learn or review some of

the concepts and language needed for this as well as other

training courses. More detail on specific components is

covered in other modules (i.e., Task Anal sis, Behavior

, Observation and Measurema

p)L9cedttke4 4
beilanoA te

oP L Y c/tah6.

The first thing we ought te do is describe what .Systemati(

Instruction is not. Systematic Instruction is not a' ctirric-

ulum pr set of materialL You and I both kneW that dif-

ferent clients are working on different objective's and
.

have different needs. Systematic Instruction is,nt 'a'set

of procedures that will automatically get every client to 'T

follow directions and work hard, Again, ybu andJ both

know that different clients work for different reasons and

no one set of methods works for everyone,

Well then, what is it? Sotematic TRAstkutioe4 a

phanophy and a puce& *_ it is the philosophy that

when someone has a llehavi ?t_roblem or handicap, the best

way tt deal with it is to directly teach or imProve skills

needed to overcome it, It is a process that leads you .

through a series of steps to ask the questions and make

the deoiajoas which will lead to the most'effective and

efficient teaching procedures for your 'clients, -,

We have given pames to the steps, or components, of the

Systematic Instruction process to make it easier. to =MU '

nicate. Don't worry about the name; look at the functieu.

of each component.' You may find that you arc already us

ing much of thiS process, although you may callit some-

thing else.



41batever you call it, Systemntic Instruction

following stePs:

1

Assess skah which th died ha4,

includes the

2
[In the Individuat Rogaam P/an IIPPI ptocess to

detekmine the tong-teu goats and shod-tetn ob-

jectives neeessaty to teach the goats.

(Mae the shokt-tum objective invotves Leaning

Ok impkoving a shitt, task-anatyze the skit/ into

itS neeessaity components,

4
Choose a pkacticat and asqut way to me me the

behaviok.

5
Measute the be,havioA tb do_tP4X.ie ito budine

tent.

- P

o/mess the enviAonmegt in uhich4:1 bekaviot is

to be used.

7iEstab/ish and mite an instAuctionat pkocedute.

In/gement the ptocedme and assess its q6ect on

ehavioa.

Mod4 the ptan ,q necessay.

I (y

I\L

RA-I

Estabtish pugurs to maintain and geneAdize

the Waned 40,

11

1 Communicate the kesults to peopte who shoug

AZt than wat. old pod, but

it seems awP,Uy tong and what

does ;(it at mean, anyway?

Keep Aeading!

When a client enters your facility,

s/he already has a label pinned on;

tetaded, tow iunctioning, mentatty

ataohotic, bthavioa pAobtem,

kueu physicatty ditabted. The list is al -

most endless. What does the label

tell you about the client's skills? ,

Not much. You have probably seen

the severdy retarded client with an

1.Q. of 28 who can't talk, who took4 _

severely retarded, but who can per-

form all necessary hygiene tasks and

who attends to his assigned tasks for

long periods of time and works con-

scientiously and catefully. You may

have seen another client with the

same label who ean talk, but she wanders around aimless-

ly. In order to know what to teach, you need to know,

the client's skills, strengths and weaknesses.
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Remember in assessment that a skill deficiency does not

mean a limit (except in clear cases 'of organic problems,

such as blindness or loss of limb). A skill deficiency

nearly always means an oppottunity to teach. Thus, as-

sessment is not for the purpose of discovering limits, n r

is it for assigning people to jobs within their present

capabilities. It is for findiDg out what skills clients

still need to learn and where to start teaching

A gat dqieiency 4howl6

the assemot whete t4 6taAt

teaching!

If your:agency is accredited, it al-

readyhas a procedure for preparing

goals and objectives .for clients.

This is a transdisciplinary proce-

dure in which the client is involved

as well as at least one staff mem-

ber. "In.addition, parents, ther-

pists, counselors and other staff

Members may be part of the team.

oals and objectives are determined

by the team. They are negotiated,

not dictated.

The goals and objectives should be

based on the assessment of the cli-

ent's wishes. Long-term goals are the guides by which

staff and clients determine where they are going. They

provide a ,consistent viewpoint for developing programs.

The,estahlishment of long-term goals is like taking a

trip.' First you figure out where you are; tharis the

purpose,of assessment. Then you decide where you want

y .to go;-that is thOurpose of long-term goals. As

Zgager (1962) said,

1 you don't know

whate you aae

going,

you'ke iiabte to

end up 6omeptace

et6e

When you teach, the ase4sment iJtOkiflO fl te114 yo whae

you ate, The tong team.goah descaihe witme yoaon going

Where you are going is the business of the pls.
The goals are determined by a whole team, Dot bogy one

person. The client and, if appropriate, hia/her Vatdian

describe what they want the goals to be. Therap:es and

other professionals propose goals which they feelta he

important. The instructors/trainers/supervisors0 work

with the client each day tell what they feel are isportant

goals for the client's daily functioning. Then thgwhole

team negotiates and sets priorities which will guidE the

rest of the Systematic Instruction process for that client.

From the long-term goals you need to establish alma-term

objectives. Shoitt-teAm objective4 ate thou bdievbk

change4 wkLch need to occua on the way to teachiOng-

tetm goatz. Short-term objectives are usually thue which

you think can be reached in about 90 days. Theyhdld on

each other on the way to the long-term goa

.Long-team go

duaibe 'what
afte going.

.Shott-tW.obOu.e4

atong. the.04).



%A-analyze

the

The clioas we deal witt *ten have

great difficulties in lestking new

skills, limy of the sklll they are

to be thtt must first roken down

nto erg teachable ste110,.. These

stepout be sequeriod thin both a

legiad and effective tOmder. FO/t

egO, the task of bolrting two

metal Oces together M104 include

steps Oicking up and ot3toenting one

piece ou jig, picking [ta washer,

puttlagit on a bolt, ptittPung the holt

throughlhole in the Met41 piece,

pickingfhe piece end 1)61 kicup, picking

up theofher piece and OftVing the hole

in that piece over the bolt; Acking up a lock %masher and

putting it over the holt, Ong up a nut aol lirlhand-screw-

invit on'the bolt and tigialing the holt, course,

this1ask might be broken dm into more stept tfor a par-

ticular client otmay be tsqh to otayhte0 Pir four

steps tpanother clieritir behaviors suck asas self-

carp and hygiene skills, vUestioa skilla sq even so-

cjal skills such asIteetinpperson can helOcoken down

into teachable tteps in jusIthe same way,

Rhal

on: Task inIOS

shows the insngtor the st_leps at which the Clot can and

cannot suCce0 ft clarifietls what subskills thoclient

has yet to Iwo, i.t,, whLt skill must be tatIO. It al-

so allows clifits to work Lt their own rate ofpgress.

Ev M Task analr=zis provides one ware measure

a client's provess toward :short-term objectiv& Pro-

gress can be mgured in te7-Ins of the number ofgeps

Aid a cliewun do indepomendently
or in tertiof the a-

mount of help ocient need:s in order to compldosteps,

his type of evaluation is manuch more precise thoesimply

megurin tht :omplete task,.

IALtj1021AL,11&=ka: The task enelp makes

it easier to oznicate viectly which steps ambeing

te4gbt and hosifhty are tasking taught,

Because of ;haft= advaniatages, it is often Oul to

task analyze sinis to be teanght. This may ncarbefore

or after settiogthe short7lterm objectives,

There are several reasons Otask analysis i; 54Juseful,

Task analysis makes teachiqmsier, It alloW instruc-

tiOn to be adapted to the iodividual client's problems,

barriers and skills. It prolkles an objentivt kiday to e-

valuate whether the teachitlis working. It 40LAes it easi-

er for another person to coghlue the tratnint ilin other

settings or when the usual iostructor isn't

Make4 teachig eaSiet: 10 teaching, wt shaven give

ong instructions and confuoi4 demonstratione, Then we

complain that the student iitoo retarded tO learn the

skill, There have been ma0monstrations thot = handicap-

ped clients can learn very complex skills it tbatsase skills

are broken down into a consigent and clear AP of simple

skills. Then, each simple gal can be taillit %and se-

quenced in a chain, When tkhain of sinipl.a 0:Aills has

been learned, the complex skill has been learri



ou will need to determine how to mea-

ent. There are several reasons for

sure the progress being made by a cli-

nom a measuring behavior. The first and

bchavi,o1 most important is to hap you

meauU ci3i0U on the teaching program3

you are using. Regular, frequent

- measurement of progress will show

you whether adequate progress iS be-

ing made. If it is2 you continue the

program; If it is not, you must re-

vise either the program or the objec-

tive. F04 eXaMpft, if a client has

learned all but one or two steps in a

skill but has made no progress on

those steps, you may decide to break

those steps into smaller steps, to provide rewards for

those steps, tO temporarily pull those steps out and teach

them intensively or to revise the method by which the per-

son does the task so that s/he does not need to learn

those step at all. It makes no sense to waste weeks of

training only to find out that a client has not learned;

regular measurement of the behavior will point out lack

of progress early so that you can change what you are do-

ing. Regular measurement will also show you when you are

making progress so that you do not stop using a teaching

method that works,

!touting ptogte46 he20 you mdx

decL6,4104,6 6,61ce you can tat it yout

teachine methodis ate v'otUng!

A second purpOSe for measuring progress is accountabitit

Accountability means ptoviding documcatation ttat you Ite

doiftg what you 4ay you au doing If you establish a

training program, you need to show that the training pro-

gram works; In other words, your agency is being paid to

do a job and must show that it is doing that job at an

acceptable level. This does not imply that an agency can

Or should be successful in training each client on each

objective. It simply means that an agency should docu-

ment the progress that it makes with client$!

tlea6uung ptogAW pkov_:ez

doemefttation that you ate

accountabtel

I r

Commikaton among staff, parents, clients and other

agencies is a third purpose.of measuring behavior. When

a client asks, "Hu ml docile or another staff member

asks, '76 John maUng pkogtms?' yOu Can show clearly how

well the client is doing.

AIecout61g pkog= aiM

commaicat4:on amoig 6ta

Finally, measurement of client progress i$ kqiited by

acckad4tat4011 6,taa4a44, Although these standards vary

among accrediting boards and surveyors, they all require

at least periodic direct mtasurement of progress on short-

term objectives.

Amted4tatLoq 6tanda.th

kequitte memwtcmcnt

pope661

Some people see the measurewa of behavior as lust mre

paperwork; After all, aren't all agencies alrady under-

staffed and buried by regulations? Collecting ddta on

progress does-take time,'"hocit also prevents wasting time

on useless or harmful teaching and supervision procedures.

Because collecting data takes time, you should follow

three principles:



'11OTTOS FOR NEASUREMENT

ppata are,for using, 1i you take dat a, me the

If all you do is file it, forget it,

en taking data, use the behavioA measme which 1

ives you the inlioAmation you need. If you are

interested in speed, use rate. The most common

dimensions of behavior are accuracy, proficiency

(accuracy and rate combined), speed, duration and?)

latency (lateness). Another critical dimension h

is how much help is required from the instructor V,

for the client to carry out the task,
,

3

e the easiest behavim measute you aan iind

that still tab you what you want to know.

lii

!Lieu ate

the

bas cLi.ne

Zev

R.A1/4-1

After you have chosen a behavior mea-

sure, when, how often and for how long

the behavior will be measured and who

will collect the data, you begin to

ctually do the measurement, And thi,5

41,1 veAy "impoittaat you begin to mea-

sure the behavior before ynu ever

try to do the training program for

that behavior; i.e., you take base-

line, You begin cottecting data on

how accutate, ast, Micient, tong

ot We the behavia even beidoke

you tAy to change it:

i

"Now wait a minute," you say. (I know

you are reading this somewhere and I'm probably in my

office or maybe at home, but I can hear you say lt=)

Wow wait a minute!

I don't have time to mea-

4uAe evetything aad any-

way, why 4houtd I measuu

a behavioA I haven't even

staAted waking on?"

ti

You are right. YOU don't have time to measure all the

objectives for all your clients every day. when you be-

gin taking data, start small. Measure only one behavior

the first day and go from there, Of course, you are prob-

ably keeping track of some things now, like production

rates. In that case, add one new one. Which behaviors

do you measure first? Remember the rule: DATA ARE FOR

USING!

Begin with the data which woutd

be mut ue tit in making deci,5ion4!
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Why collect data beio, starting co change the behavior?

Here we go again: ananer list! There are 3 reasons:

The ba4dine alseument Utz you know wheke

aent is often off-task and seems to be goof-

you teeey have a ptobtem. Let's say a cli-

ing around or daydreaming. You want to check

his actual productivity and improve it. When

you take the baseline .data, you may discover

that he is completing his quota of items and

then waitino around for more materials. In

that case, instead of working on productivity

rate, you may wish to teach him how to look

busy when he isn't, a critically important

skill in competitive employment,

b
The only way to ind out ii yout teaching

wod4 i4 tO compate the behavioa beOte you

'Anted teaching to the behaviok age uth=
Aig1 Let's take the situation where you de-

cide to work on reducing disruptive behavior

and increasing production rate by a client.

You may, with the best intentions, choose a

method that makes these behaviors worse*

But you won't know it unless you have base-

line data,

Cre

The ba4etine data may hdp Ahow you uhae o

staat in a pkopam. If a c14.ent cannot

brush his teeth, he may still be able to do

some of the steps. If he can consistently

get his toothbrush and toothpaste, fill his

glass and open the tube, you may not need to

work on those behaviors. You might be able

to concentrate on his skills at using the

brush on the teeth. With a different client

you may have to begin with the skill of i-

dentifying her toothbrush,

dine data shows

whete the ptobtew

ties, attows compatk=

son and shows Alm

-.0 begin teaching!

Ftik-

How long should baseline observations be? That depends,

If you are teaching a new behavior and you are sure it

has never happened before, try a day or two of baseline

If you are not sure how often the behavior occurs, or it

seems quite variable, you may need several days of base-

line. If it seems to be improving, you may want to con-

tinue baseline until.it levels off or is no longer.a prob-

lem. You take baseline until you can make a decizion Aom

it. Do ve need to work on this skill or 1.8 it OK? Is it

getting better or not?

Continue taking baxeine

data untiZ you can make a

eci/sion ,tom it!

Once you have set the goals and objec-

tives and begun to measure the beha-

vior, you should carefully observe the

environment in which the behavior

hould be changed, If you are teach-

ing a new behavior, you need to

look at the environment in which

you want the behavior to occur.

For example, if you are teaching tooth-

brushing, you need to look at the home

environment! This is true even if you

are planning to teach toothbrushing at

an activity center. After all, once

training is complete, you want the cli-

ent to brush her teeth at home, Look-

ing at the home environment helps you in these two ways:

make4 you awau oS any change4 which witt need

to be made liot the natty &wed behavio n. to con-

tine. For example, you might want, right at the

beginning, to emphasize that the client's parentn

require her to do as minch'of the toothbrushing as

independently as possible,

11421
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It atm you to design the tkaining envikonment

60 that it io o4 do6e aL poss&e to the eaviAon-

ment Al which the behavim witt be used. You may

often find that you can teach the behavior right

in its natural environment. For example, you may

be able to teach a vocational task right at the

work station, or you may be able to teach conver-

sation skills in the break area. Even if you need

a special teaching environment, it should be as

similar as possible to the natural environment1

msiii the envikon-

ment 4how4 you what

changes will need to

, ,le made in the pawned

eantonment

If you are trying to reduce a disruptive or otherwise un-

acceptable behavior, you should look carefully and try to

answer these questions about the environment in which the

behavior occurs:

115

a14 theAe a payo Ok the mi4behavioe

1) 14 thae arty payq 011 not doag the mibbehaviVt?

What events seem to consisteaty tkiggek the mis-

behaviok?

Whelte i4 the layo

6ok doing ot 1075-

ing the mabehauiot?

what event

gut the

miisbehavioe

Estabtish

and

mite an

instuction

pkoceduke

Ot-1

Now you are ready to get to the nitty-

gritty. How will we change the beha-

vior and reach the short-term objec-

tives? That's a good question. It is

extremely important to remember

this simple rule: Ptan iiAst, then

do. Many people try one procedure

1 after another, often haphazardly and

without planning. Unfortunately, the

first thing you think of is usually

not the best thing you think of. You

need to plan what you will do.

NOW don't let us scare you. You don't

have to stop and plan carefully every

word you say to clients and every little thing you do.

Sometimes clients do unexpected things and you have to

respond to them. Many of the minor problems clients have

can be handled simply and quickly. But When you are

planning a way to reach an identified short-term object-

tive which will require efficient and effective teaching

and behavior management procedures, plan carefully before

you start trying things.

When planning a program, follow these steps:

Set up a avoitailte envitonment: If the client is

low_easily distracted, start out in a luiet place.

Then gradually move closer to the place where he

needs to do the behavior!

Ptovide payoiis &wag and imptoving.

Estab,Ush a cow:gent comectiog pkoceduke. Know

what you will do when the client makes an error.

Atways kemembet to pia

iikst, then dol



Imgement

the

pucedake

ami

a44eLs

it4

e66ect

Well, you are all ready. What are

you waiting for? It's time LO get

started! As you are using the program,

keep looking at the data. See if the

procedure is working. Give it some

time, but don't spend weeks with an

ineffective procedure,

Mod4tj the

Mum
£6

necessam

i I
If the program d esn't work, revise /

it, If it worksiend you reach thei(

objective faster thau you expected,,

go to the next one, Pay attention i

1 1o the data:

btabWh

OW=
60A

maintenane

and

gentAdiutho

Fttit--1

When you spend the time and effort to

teach a new skill or change a client's

behavior, you want to make sure that

the skill is used or the behavior main-

tained in the places where it is

important: That means you must be

concerned with whether tha behavior

carries over to important settings

(that isl whether the behavior change

9i1edtatiza,6 and whether the behavior

1710.-int6t,5 over time. It is riot Onvsti-

al when working with severely handi-

capped people, to discover that beha-

viors which have been taught in one

setting still don't occur in other

settings. You cannot assume that behavior changes will

general' or mantain. If you can't assume it, then

you mus progra or it,

Don't a4ume a

behaviok witt main-

tain iteli!

iodiii th

1040gAam

nec

11

Make snre that the people who need to

know and who have a tight to know a-

bout a client's progress find out,

The hest way to do this is to chart

_he behavior measure for each objec-

tive and share these charts at IPP

meetings, Charts allow for clear

visual displays of progress,

ti Don't just file the results away: If

t people (including the client) are to
. .

make decisions which affect the client's

life, they need to know what kind of

progresS the client is making.

Commotiate

the

AEZuLtS

117
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ehatb commicate ptomea
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Nov you know what Systematic Instruction is all about.

You have at least some idea of what the steps in the pro-

cess are and how to go about doing them, The rest of this

module provides more information and some practice at i-

dentifying well and poorly written short-term objectives

and at identifying examples of the principles of behavior.

Even when you finish all this, you still will have gotten

only a taste of the "how-to-do-it," Remember that this

is only an introductory module. Everything covered in

this module will be covered in more detail somewhere else,

perhaps in the course you are taking now and perhaps in a

different course! If it looks like we think this is all

very simple and you know it isn't, you're right.

Let's see now what you have learned about the components

of Systematic Instruction. Remember, when you implement

a teaching program, you should also assess the effects,

kh-1

The first step in teaching a new skill or in changing a

behavior is describing the desired behavior change, 5e-

haviok lioutd be demibed in a way that attoa yott to

evaLate pkOgtea and daalik when objectLve6 ge 4Cadt=
c.d. In setting objectives, you may go through a series

of steps in which you specify the behavior more and more

precisely.

A behavior will usually come to your attention as either

a comptaint or a goaL A complaint is a statement that

someone is doing something wrong pr is behaving in an in-

appropriate or unacceptable way; a goal is a statement

that someone needs to learn some new skill or behavior.

Goals and complaints are generally stated in vague ways

that do not make clear what the objectives of training

should be.

When presented with a complaint, you should try to identi-

fy in clear, observable terms, what behaviors led to thP

complaint. If, for example, a client is labelled unmoti-

vated, look for some behaviors which indicate to you lack

of motivation. One such behavior for a particular client

might be, "Ftoka watkAs gound the Aoom whan zhe gtotati be

woAking." Alan might work hard during work time, However

"Atan comu in t_ate at tent once a week and m4:46e4 wth
entiAdy at temt once a week,"

Deunibe behaviok in deg,

oheAvaba tam which attow

you to evelate ptogite46 and

deteAmine dun objectiva

'Leached!

2 7



Action..Verbs I

EXAMPLES

Once you have determined what behaviors are causing prob-

lems for the client, you set the long-range goals. Goal

setting is done as a part of the process of Individual

Program Planning. A long-range goal is a statement Q

what the client will be doing (that is, how s/he willk!)

have) when a particular behavior problem is chansed,(

person agglUive. lie can't do aggUivL, but he can

fight, threaten, hit or tease. In writing a behavior

statement be sure to use verbs that involve action.

ag-aange gob indicate

the behaviou oi the died

when tAeatment OA Wining

compteted, OA aiteit about a

gait!

taZk walk

point waite

ight a4k

comptete attend

eAy eat

Zook uty

give

be

i4

4eem

become

have

ha4

lamtect
Nary needs to be more independent on the jobC,'7.

y

Mary will get more materials when she uses

up what she has.

CoPP

Criterion 2: The behaviok Ohetlabte.:

Long range goals should meet several criteria. Then

criteria will be explained briefly, along with a correct

and incorrect example of each.

criterion 1: The gate-mitt iAuotvei action

Verbs used are action verbs, not state-of-being verbs. A

verb of action tells what someone does. For example, the

verb 4ght is an action verb'! Eat involves action'. Vett

involves action. These are different from state-of-being

verbs which may involve the word AA. For example, a

28
121

It can be seen by people other than the client! Por ex-

ample, you may write a behavior statement such as, "Fited

doe4n't think bepae he aet4." Unfortunately, you cannot

really see that Fred does not think, It may be important

to teach him to think before he acts, but you would need

to develop some way of telling whether he does think; you

cannot observe thinking by itself, so you have no way of

knowing whether or not he is doing it.



EXMiPLES
Observable

Exptnin

Pick up

Chome

.01L

knobserveble

Undckstatd

Dactimiate

Lae

Oind

Donna will know how to dress herself.

Donna will dress herself without help.

Criterion 3: The tha4ot i6 the client'

not leoPti

Do not write goals that start with, "Hdp JOhvi to

or 'Teach time to " Simply write what the ctient

will do differently when he has met the goal

Te teach Donna to dress herself.

Donna dresses herself without help.

Criterion 4; The behav,ipa i4 4peci-ici what the

cleanitcLej

How clear is clear? Try to write clearly enough so that

someone else can read the goal and show you what the cli-

ent will do,

Cannot

Jody pays more attention to her work1

jody does her assigned work at the required

accuracy level.

Criterion 5: IhiLloy=iLitar...b_easif

poutue te04, i.e., in terms of

what the client will do instead of

what he won't do:

There are two rea oos for this criterion:

You itealq can't teach

ameone not to do amethag

,

, 1,
!

Ail you cut do 1

Ai4 teach IWJ1 to '1;'.:*1

do 6omething

dii,kent!

ii

If someone is not doing something, then there%s a void it

time. He has to do something and what he does may be ap-

propriate or inappropriate, adaptive or maladaptive. If

someone is not fighting, he is doing something else. He

might be negotiating, walking away, crying or trying to

cOn someone else into fighting for him. You have to be

sure that you target a behavior that a person tan be doing.,

1.24';'3



Luki. 4

Mild, gating the tong

mige goat povety

ma1e4 you mote tikety

1Jo64tive method5

tkangag the bthaviot!

Most methods for increasing behavior ate relatively pleas-

ant. On the other handl stating the long-range goal ifl

negative terms often leads you to punishment. If possible,

you should state a long-range goal tliat is incompatibte

with tue henavior you wish to reduce, incooyatible hena7

viors are those which cannot occur at the same time. (Fat

acopte, answering a problem correctly is incompatible

with making a mistake on it): If you can increase an in-

compatible behavior, the problem behavior will automati-

cally decrease. By targetting an incompatible behavior,

you are more likely to use pleasant teaching methods than

punishment.

Think about how a child learns to walk: We target watk-

not Wing down. We don't punish falling down: We

really aren't concerned very much with how often the child

falls down. We do not want to decrease falling down; we

want to increase walking. A child who is first learning

to walk falls down alot. That's OK, so long as the child

continues to walk more and eventually begins to fall less

often. The same holds true for many other behaviors, We

want to increase appropriate responses to criticism, not

merely decrease talking back. We want to increase coopera-

te woring and playing, not just decrease bickering.

NOTE.,Accasionally, problem behaviors may occur at

such a high rate e my be so severe that they must be de-

creased immediately, If no incompatible positively stated

goal can be found, a long-range goal may be stated in nega-

tive terms, such as "Rex witt nOt pu4h h,i/s tkumb againzt

hiA eye," Unfortunately, it seems much easier to write

negative goals than to write positive ones. if most long-

range goals are negative, a program can become suppressive

and oriented toward punishment; teaching of new skills may

be neglected. Therefore, this handout emphasizes positive-

ly d oals.

a pent 4ule, you 4hodd have 5 pis v

otated gab Pit each negativety gated on

If you are not sure whether the long-range goal is stated

in terms of something thgt the client will actually do,

then you might try the dead man's test. The "dead man's

test," simply stated, is "ii a deM man can do it,

ain't behaviok." For example, a man talks too much in

the workshop and does not get his work done: One possible

target is, "Etmo Witt 4it platy," That sounds positive,

since you want to increase quiet sitting. One way to get

him to sit quietly is to choke him to death (then, of

courseorop him up)! Sorry, this one does not pass the

dead man's test. We realize you would not really try

that method of changing the behavior (although instructors

and supervisors often consider it), but even if you only

used a mild punishment to reduce talking out and increase

quiet sitting, what does the client gain? The other cli-

ents may find it easier to work, but your client has not

learned anything: A better goal would be, "Etmo compte1t e4

migned wotia,"

Inegked:

Juliet will not date Romeo, (The negative

statement here obviously does not meet the

dead man's test. Remember how Juliet stop-

ped dating Romeo? She poisoned herself!

Juliet dates boys other than Romeo,

16 a dead man

can do it

'Rex w ptay quieti "
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Criterion 6: Avoid the wo4dS cwi "4:4 abie to" and

ems to:"

You do not want to Use these in a long range goal (which

is a statement of what the client will do at the end of

training) because they imply that he cannot do the goal

behavior now. That implication may or may not be accur-

ate; given the right conditions, he might perform the be-

havior with no further training. YOU want to state a long

range goal in terms of what the client does, not in terms

of what he caR do.

Sam will learn to make pallets.

am makes pallets.

Sam will make pallets.

For each long-range goal, there may be one or more short-

term, or CA objectiom An en route objective is

exactly what the name implies;_it is mi objective which

mut be met on the way to the iong-Aange goa. If you are

driving from Des Moines to Iowa Falls, first you may reach

Ames; if a client is learning to use the toilet correctly

without reminders, s/he may first learn to use the toilet

correctly when reminded to do so.

There m7 be several possible en routes to one goal. You

can pass Ames on the way to Iowa Falls, or you may ge

toLough Colo and miss Ames altogether. In the same way,

toilet training of a client may involve the en route ob-

jective of doing each step with reminders, or it may in-

volve the en route objective of doing each step with re-

minders, or it may involve the en route objective of mov-

ing bowels after being placed on the toilet (but without

:ider1 The number of enroute objectives and whet

Aectives should be depends on how you will

and how easily the client reaches each objective.

If there is more than one en route objective, you must

be sure that they are sequenced from simpler to more

complex or from easier to more difficult.

An enitoute An objectbe

objective io which mut be

met

the

/tange goat!



En route objectives are written in the form of pinpoints

Before you begin working on an objective, it must be pin-

pointed so that you know exactly what behavior you are

trying to get. If you do not pinpoint, you are liable

to be inconsistent in your teaching. You may accept a

behavior sometimes and reject it at other times, or you

may give unclear instructions and prompts. Pinpointing

helps you teach more consistently and efficiently:

Pinpointing is the very clear and precise definition of

the behavior of interest. A *pat ,i,h a behaviot de-

iined a Wit a way that it can be meautted, with *tu-

mult between independent obsetveu. The criteria for a

?inpoint are the same as the criteria for a long-range

with one change and some additions! First, criterion

41
'he behaviok ifs speciicl needs to be changed slightly.

........ _

riterion 4 (revised for pinpoints )t The diiilo ft

is dem enouih 4o that otivt 4e.

9.4ee on a WAeflc4 0. #e v. oto

In other words, acceptable reliability (agreement between

independent observers) must be found! When you first pin-

point a behavior, of course, you do not know whether you

will get reliable agreement on occurrence, so that you ex-

pect observers to agree. One way to check your poinpoints

is to act it out for people and to see if they can tell

when it occurs. Thee you just investigate reliability by

having two people observe the client's behavior and com-

paring their recording of occurrences. When you are very

experienced ifl defining a particular form of behavior, you

have a good chance of pinpointing it on the first try; but

even when you are experienced, your first attempt at pin-

pointing often will not produce acceptable agreement. In

that case, you need to revise your pinpoint until you can

get reliable agreement. It may take 4 or 5 (or more) but

you'll get it eventually.

36 129

Melinda practice: an AegLatt job interviews

Meliada, in a practice jcb interview, greets

the interviewer upon entering, looks at him

at least 40Z of the time he talks and an-

swers each question with at least a one full-

sentence answer.

In order to observe progress, you need to pinpoint the be-

havior; in order to determine whether a program has been

successful, you need to determine the amount of change in

the behavior which will satisfy the client's needs. The

purpose tor Setting objectives is to clarify when the pin-

pointed behavior should occur and what criterion of perfor-

mance will establish that the behavior change program is

successful.

The main cOmpcnent 0 an objective i4 the pinpoint. In

addition to the pinpoiat, an objective should contain ewo

other elements:

Criterion 7: The con

Aismser-

ons undeA which the

o occuk cited:

Some behaviors are appropriate under sone conditions, but

not under other conditions. For example, a man who washed

his hands over and over would be viewed as a little strange;

people might even label him a "compulsive hand washer:"

However, washing hands is desirable under conditions such

as ageit go,* to the batheom, a6teit wokking in the gak-

deft Ok within two minutes Noke coming to the dinnek ta-

ble. Yelling on the ball field is part of playing, but

yelling in the workshop is usually considered inappropriate.

Some behaviors are desirable under most conditions, but

attempts to change the behaviors are limited. For example,

a woman might be generally friendly and cooperative, How-

ever, when a request she makes is refused, she may throw

rather violent tantrums. The target may involve negotia-
ting (pinpoiated as "Sam descAibe4 whot 4he wants, kequest4



eedbaek, .summizb culy di,seapaacy, utiguts at teut

too atteuatilx sautiou and 6tate6 a ,sation aytzed to

by both paAtia.") The condition under which the behavior

is to occur is "when a Azquat Ls teWed." At other

times, she is not ex ected to go through with all those

steps.

the behavio
,

mem, ,

di4tuabed might accept that lower level; once a client

has been labeled in some negative way, people often as-

sume he can't do as well as others (an untrue assumption);

Would a supervisor consider "attending to task during 80%

of the period" acceptable? Probably yes, so a criterion

of 80% of the session would be appropriate. Sometimes a

criterion is arbitrary: other times, it is determined by

the level of behavior necessary for success at a more

difficult or complicated task, or by the effects of the

behavior on other people (some behaviors are often consi-

dered either absolutely necessary or completely intoler-

able).

Criteria may look like these:

"With 9n accmacy two conanutive daye

"Nith no em.-: ol one day"

"At Zeast 15 time/5 two coilsecutive

meat's"

Criterion : The cLWith to which the behavim mat

peA wed ate sated:

Once you establish what the behavior is and under what

Conditions it will occur, you need to establish how well

it must be done for you to consider it successful. In

other words, at what point will you consider the client

to be ready for the next en route objective?

In other words the objective tells how much the behavior

must change if the program is to be considered successful.

If a client in a workshop attended to his work during 40%

Of the observed period, would his attending to task be

considered acceptable? Probably not, although some sUper-

Visors who have alreadylabelled a clientitoWor emotionatty

Criterion 9: The en Amite objectiuez wte Uoted

in a 4equence which teas towahd the

tong-tange goa,

Of course, the object of preparing en route objectives

is to help your client reach his/her long-range goals.

Most long-range goals (but not all) require more than

one en route objective,



Go ,tom limplea to mote

eomplex b ehavioa4 1
.

1Skom ,simplet to mOU

diWoutt conditou!

aom 6imp/et to mote

icult cattetial

using an example of Xatilde's eating, here are some Exam-

ples:

En route objective 1: OA vadat imattuction4,

demonstutiou and one phy4ical ptompt pet meat,

Alatitda 484 44 1ço.kk by the handte, Rich up

be o oLJd ood and putis tkem in hea mouth

wititout &topping them with ao mote than ,ive

e4A044 PIT 3 consecutive meats.

Posible Sequences
Chaage behaviou

CmroTelbijoTiavned 2o:ne tgiVftot= meat,

tions

fr Matilda holdz het Yak an-d hea 6poon by the han-

ae, pick4 up bite4 ot 4pdciqU2 and putz them

in hek mouth without &Lopping Ok 6pillin9, with

no moae thax ive atom pet meal ioa 3 alum=

tive meats.

_tice that the second objective was cumaative. That is,

when Matilda began to use her fork successfully, we did not

drop it and work on using a spoon. We moved on to using

a spoon and fork. Notice that we didn't have to write that
she used only one utensil at a time. That is #plied.

4 0

133

:.

nance conditbn,s

En route objective 2: Whout hetp, Matda hads

haa pith by the hande,77677-77Tas 0:f1 U!Ud

(Aood aad putz thol in ha mouth without dtopiq

them, with ao mote than 5 eama pea. mee. iol 3

comeautive meats.

En roule objective 2: with vaabat intailettool,

demonbtation6 and oae phpicat ptompt pet mem%

Matilda hotd hek on.k bq the handle, pleb ur

4te4 oi 601id lood and put them in het mout::

without &Lopping them, with no mote tito 2 cA!zo,:,

mee jipt one week.

Bow many en route objectives do you need to write for each

long-range goal? That is hard to say. It depends on how

big the change in behavior is, at what skill leviA the

client is starting, how good you ate at teaching the skill

and how long you 1lave to teach, In general, a ciiat

i6 having gkeat diWcultieis keaching an en ,totb objec-

tive, you need to bteak it down tzttheit,

Each en route objective should be a small change Afth

clearly shows progress from the previous on route objec-

tive.

13
f 7

4



Rmembek the 3 pas oi a

shoat-team objective:

1. Conditionz

2, khavioa (pinpointed)

3. Caitcaia

t I. XL

k:11r

All behavioral objectives should include the following

three components:

1

Behavig: A description of expected terminal be-

havior goal which can be observed by at least two

independent observers.

2which the behavior is to occur,

COnditioW A statement of the conditions under

EXampte: Given a baseball and glove, the student

will throw the ball into the air and catch it

seven times out of ten,

The batZ 4hoad be ,thum at -'t VA, çt ,thit

the aid

Cond4tion4_ Behavioa

Given a baseball

and glove

4 2

Ca,itutia

The student will

throw the ball in

to the air and

catch it.

When thrown in

the air at least

five feet, the

ball will be

caught seven timeS

out of ten.

,

SEE SELF-TEST #2

la this section, we will discuss some of the principles of

behavior. For some students, this will be a review. For

others, it will be new information, In any case, we will

try to keep it simple. Only these principles and items

will be covered: ke.440/LcA, ke,-Ln6o4ceolott, .pud4heit)
pzigmegt, ,stimutto asabliqative

itth and extinction, This section is meant only to give

you a basic knowledge of some terms which will be used in

later modules, It will not teach you how to use the prin-

ciples. It will only help you to be able to recognize

some of the words and to know an example of each when you

see one;

These principles of behavior are well-documented, They

affect our lives each day. Whether we like them or not,

whether we understand the logic behind them or not makes

no difference. Like gravity, they are laws of nature.

But they are not simple. The world is complex and many

things affect people's behavior. For that reason, we

will emphasize over and over that these principles are de-

fined by theit giect.6 on behavioa. If you don't under-

stand yet what that means, don't worry. You will soon.

With that in mind, this brief review of the principles

will start,.

_

% j

Paincipleo

behavio
e tall Q

n 114 .t ed by thei4 qi

.



First, we need to divide events into 4tAladi and wpoue .

A stimulus is arly Chaqe. in the envihanment ahich afiect

the behaviot q a pew, when light hits a person's eye,

his pupil gets smaller; light, in this case, is a stimulus.

If a loud noise startles someone, the noise is a stimulus.

If the person is completely deaf and the loud noise does

not startle her, it is not a stimulus for her. I6 a change.

in the enviunment does not abiect behauiok iok a pemson,

it is not a stimutas that pekson.

A res onse is something a person does. A singe instance

a auim is called a 0:sponse. A response is an

observable change in behavior

A kesponse is a 4ingZe ihztaxce

o behaviod

11

consequent stimuli: A consequence ts 40methiRg which

comez ageA a kesponse. A consequent stimulus comes after

the behavior it affects. How can a stimulus affect a be-

havior which has already happened? It doesn't, really.

It makes it more or less likely that the behavior will

happen again. There are two kinds of consequent stimuli:

reinforcers and punishers.

A consequence is what iottows a mouse
and is eitheA a teinOteet ot punishee
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Reinforcers are consequences that increase the likelihood

that a behavior will happen again. That is, they make the

behavioa happen moke 4tell cot at a gkeatea stungth oil

tenLity. They are usually events that we consider positive

or rewarding. However, sometimes negative events such as

criticism may serve as reinforcers for some people. The

only way to tell if a consequence is a reinforcer is to s e

whether it increases thE occurrences of the behavior it

follows.

Punishers are consequences that decrease the likelihood

that a response will occur again7771aeb make kespon-

ses tizat they have iotEowed ocela Zez4 a(iten ix the Lttivte:,

Punishers are usually events that we would consider nega-

tive or annoying, That is not always true. Some of your

clients, for example, may do more of a behavior it you of-

ten criticize them after they do it. Sometimes any atten-

tion, even criticism, is better than no attention at all!

In that case, criticism may serve as a reinforcer (even

though you intend it to be a punisher). In the same way,

a client who prefers to be alone may decrease a behavior

which you praise. In that case, praise would be a punisher.

Since reinforcers and punishers are both consequences,

there is only one way to tell whether a stimulus is a re-

inforcer or a punisher. Look carefully to see whether the

behavior increases (showing that the stimulus is a reinfor7

cer) or decreases (showing that the stimulus is a punisher).

The very same stimulus may be a reinforcer for one client

and a punisher for another. It may even be a reinforcer

for a client at some times, but not at others (for example,

snacks may not be reinforcing right after dinner).

A keiqotcek A a consequence that

inckeases occuttences ci a behavioe

A punishek i6 a consequence that de-

masa the oceukkences o a behaviokl

13



Extinction: 1(, a behavi 4 which has been aeiqoaced in

-E7d-at ,L no 1onge4 itzin(pteed, the behavio4 witt wh-

en, This process is called extblaiOn. In extinction,

the behavior does not usually disappear entirely but re-

turns to about its rate before reinforcement began.

Extinction may also occur for punished behaviors= IfIey

are no longer punished, they may begin to occur more of-

ten. Extinction does not mean ignoring the client. It

means ignoring a specific behavior.

Extinction occuits ahen a behaviok

not teiqoaced, thus weakening the

behaviot!

Antecedent stimuli: An antecedent is something which comes

before a response. An antecedent stimaus comes beYte

Tiilaaviok it 40.Ct4. The above examples of the light

and the loud noise are antecedent stimuli. An antecedent

may affect behavior in one of two ways:

I. It may calla, a 4e6tex behaviot to occut.

2. It may 4ignat when a behavioa wiit be teinOteed.

An antecedent eimuill4 pke.ce.de4 the behaviot

it q6ects!

Discrimination: If a behavior is reinforced in one situa-

tion for example, the workshop) but is ignored in another

situation (for example, home), it will increase only in

the place where it is reinforced. This is called discrimi-

nation. After a while, the peAson diotiminatu one stim-

atus PLOM anothet, When an antecedent stimulus signals

that reinforcement will occur if the Client performs a

payticular behavior, that stimulus is called a disctimina-

tive stimutus. In the presence of a discriminative

G --
139

stimulus, a response is reinforced (and occurs more often).

In the absence of that discriminative stimulus, the re-

sponse is not reinforced (and occurs less often), To use

a simple example, we learn that green lights signal "CO"

and red lights signal "DON'T CO."

A Makiminative 6tA:mula 4ignat that

taniotcement Witt OCCUA a paticutaA

behaviot putimmed!

A NOTE OF WARNING!!

Remember, these principles work whether you want them to

or not. You may accidentally reinforce (increase) a mis-

behavior that you really don't want. Other clients may re-

inforce or punish behaviors. Working with clients will be

easier if you use the principles of behavior carefully.

Remember also that completing this nodule does not make you

an expert on any of the techniques covered. The module

vas not intended to teach you how to write objectives or

do task analyses or use behavior principles. It was only

intended to clarify the philosophy behind the rest of the

course and to assure that you understand, at least a little,

SOME of the language which will be used in later modules.

Compteting

th24 modute

don not make

ou an expent!

SEE SEL E



OTHERS 15 AOUR MINCE ON

FUNCTION

A GOOD JOB!

4 8

A6k ot /Lep

Demand

Give job to do

Po4t notice

et a golt

lqotm

1n4ttuet

Chatienge
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PtomiSe something

Ptead with ok beg

Encoutage

Remind ok pkom

ThteateR

Expect

Modet ot demouttate

Guide

A GOOD JOB!

A POOR JOS!

WNAT WE CAN TRY

AFTER

Thank

Compeimegt

Commend

Pactia

Conpatutate

Pat on the back

Pay ettntion to

Pa?

Give bonus

Awakd

Show apptecon

Attow ot admit

Get o theit back

Recognize

Puxiish

Ridiede

Give cotd Acacia

Dock theik pay

Iggent

Modet ot demonzttate

Ingtict
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Give two reasons why it is important to measure

behavior.

2What are two reasons for the use of task analysis?

3
What are two reasons for taking baseline data

before starting instruction?

4 List the steps in systematic instruction,



For each of the following objectives, mark whether it has

conditions, a clearly pinpointed behaviot, and ctitekia:

Manuel washes his hands after going 6 the bathroom.

11

okUiaron6

yr NO

2
Manualwashes his hands completely covering them with

lather and rinsing them off, after going tJ the bath-

room.

ttok--7-16

ratTat
cuteua

3
Manuel washes his hands completely covering them

with lather aad riasing them off, after going to the

bathroom, each time for 1 week,

Y t No

CO Ill ons

_

14"

4
Manuel shows a clear understanding of the need for

personal hygiene and cleanliness following urination

and defecation,

eta

Bertine assembles at least 50 widgets per day for 5

consecutive workdays with at least 98% meeting contract

tolerance

ridaons

gazA

Vet

utezta

146
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Ich of the following situations, circle whether the
Lus (underlined) is a reinforcer, punisher or neu-

;timulus. Then look at the answer and explanation

t going on.

Ld spends most of his time looking around, playing
th his fingers or non-work objects and making

:range noises. He rarely attends to his work of

Lckaging golf tees. His floor supervisor, Rona,

leeks him periodically. She tells him that he is

) fill all the compartments in an egg carton with

Lckages of golf tees, one to a compartment. When

has done so, she allows him to sit in an ela
la for five_minutes. His rate of packaging tees

es rom 12 packages/hour to 41 packages/hour

:INFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

swer: This was a consequence that increased the
behavior, so it was a reinforcer.

though Tad is working harder, he is still making

range noises. Now following each noise, Rona

moves_one La_c_kAze of tees from_che p_gg _carton.

s rate of making noises decreases from 0.5/min
0.1/min.

INFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

swer; This was a consequence that decreased the
behavior, so it was a punisher.

While Rona is off work because of illness, John super-
vises her area. Whenever Tad makes a strange noise,
John tells him 0kg_Tlit. His rate of making noises
is up to 0.4/min by the end of the day.

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer: This consequence increased the behavior
it was a reinforcer.

4
Jolene usually looks sloppy. She rarely coMbs her
hair. One morning she arrives at work dressed in
clean clothes and with her hair combed. Rona and
John both_tell_her_that she looks_nice. Rona sa
"Your hair_reall _looks

_qpirlilgit that wet."

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer: The correct answer is "don't know." The
'tuation does not tellwhat happened to the

behavior of combing hair.

In the above situation, Jolene came to work the next
days looking sloppy. Finally, one day she came

with combed hair again. I-EaLg_.sed_eainShe. The
next few days she looked sloppy. When she combed her
hair, she was praised. It didn't seem to matter.

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer: The praise did not affect the behavior.
It is a neutral consequence.

14,3



For each of the following situations, circle whether the
stimulus (underlined) is a discriminative stimulus or not.

4SMel is being taught to dress and undress himself. He
is to do so in the bathroom. The teaching procedure
is working. Mel can now undress himself with little
help. Unfortunately, he does so in the living room,
front yard, and workshop.

YES NO

Answer: The bathroom is not serving as a discrimina-
tive stimulus. The program should be revised
n some way so that it will.

en Frank is told to do something, he sometimes be-
gins to bite himself and shake his fist. Most of the
staff ignore him when he does so, as he does not bite
hard enough to break his skin. John, however, lec-
tures him about how he might hurt himself. When John
is around, he bites himself often. When John is not
around, he rarely bites himself.

YES NO

Answer: John is serving as a discriminative stimulus.
He is the only staff meMber who reinforces
this behavior with attention, so his presence
signals Frank to bite.

Tad, the man who is packaging gplf_tees, works very
hard when he has to fill an egg compartment with
packages in order to earn a break. He is assigned to
a different job, packaging rubber bands. His work
rate decreases at first.

YES NO

Answer: Even though the egg carton is still there and
the break consequence is still available, Tad
has slowed down. Apparently, the golf tees
served as a discriminative stimulus. At least
some retraining will be required in order to
assure that the egg carton, rather than the
task, becomes a discriminative stimulus.
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVI:=FIES

The intructional activities that follow cny be used as they stand, may
be adapted -for special groups or instructors' syles, or may simply provide
ideas upon which an instructor can base learnin activities. Please note a
-F"ew charactristics of these activities:

I. Thre are a variety of instructional rn=deslectures, discussions,
garnes, practice sessions, role-plays, rrid application exercises.
Some modules lend themselves to one mo:a7-le or another.

2. Intructors may take advantage of the v--,ariety of modes by varying
le,a.rning activities. Even a steady dit of games and role-plays
cara become boring.

3. Of-ten, two or more alternative activiti
all ows instructors _to .vary modes or to
ac-tivities for trainees who need extra
neessary, use all the alternatives to

es will be recommended. This
provide additional learning
help. Instructors may, if
reach a particular objective.

Some instructional delivery systems may work better with certain
mooles of instruction. For example, aucl lovisuals (such as films)
ar difficult to use when teaching by timelephone conferencing. Games,
how;ever, may promote both competition ararid cooperation among the sta-
tions (which are otherwise isolated by mot being in the same loca-tio.n)
Sel -F-tests may be checked by the trainem.- in tutorial situations. In
Oa other delivery systems, self-tests r7-nay replace other activities.
Dis cussion of self-tests as an activity is not usually listed in the
IARs, but it is often an excellent exer=ise.

The nex-t section begins with descriptions o.W a few of the standard ac-
tivities tha -t are found in several modules. Thee standard activities are
rferred to 1 n the lAPs Fol lowing the standard acti vi ties are the IAPs
themselves.

S-tandard Acti vi ties

StandarId Activit 0 en Discussion Open c=liscussions (recitations) are
iratended to assure that all trainees have learnecE3 the basic information covered
in a module. Be sure that all trainees participamte. A common sequence for the
d-1 scussion ci=ruld be the fol lowing:

I. Lec-tOre briefly over the module giving personal examples or experi-
encs which relate to the main topics.
of MO minutes.

2. Ask whether anyone has questions. If 5o rneone has a question, call on
ano-ther trainee to answer.

3. Usir-ag the items listed under this activi ty in the IAP or the objec-
tivs listed in the text, ask trainees q uestions. Do not follow a
prea etable routine when cal 1 ing on trainees Occasional ly, cal l on
a tr-ainee twice in a row. Praise correc -t answers and expand on them

Lecture should cover amaximum

1



if necessary. If a trainee makes an error or does not respond, call
on another trainee; then 92. back to the trainee who was unable to
answer and repeat the question.
Note: First ask the question, then call on a trainee. This keeps
trainees from "tuning out."

4. Summarize the major points covered and ask for questions.

Standard Activity: The Objective Game. This game usually serves as an
alternative to the open discussion and serves the sarm purpose. The group is
separated into small groups (2-4 trainees

1. Divide into groups. If training involves stiff from more than one
facility, assign trainees from different facflities to each group.
This promotes sharing of knowledge and infornfl discussion; it also
prevents destructive competition between facilities.

2. Tell all groups to prepare 3 or 4 questions based on the ob'ectives.
Give them 5 minutes to do so.

3. Rotating among groups, have each group ask one question and choose
another group to answer (or allow the first group with an answer to
give it).

Score the answer as follows:

Complete, accurate answer = 3 points
Nearly accurate or nearly complete answer= 2 points
Partially correct answer = 1 point
Incorrect or no answer = 0 points

5. For answers less than 3 points, another teuncan complete or correct
the answer for the remaining points.

6. If no team completes the answer or there is adispute, the team which
asked the question must complete or cornmt die answer. The instruc-
tor acts as arbiter and awards the points ifnecessary. Keep it
friendly. Give the benefit of the doubt.

The Objective Game may be adapted for use in practice activities.

Standard Activit Fault-Findin Game. Teams setup situations in which
there_are flaws involving treatment programs, ethical considerations, philos-
ophy (e.g., normalization), specification of objectives, or legality of
placement or program. The other teams seek out the flaws.

This activity not only makes people sensitive to subtle issues, it also
makes them aware of the difficulties in their own programs. It is common for
teams to design faults that occur in their own facilities. In this game, de-
signing the faults is every bit as enlightening as fimHng them.
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1. Divide into teams of 3 or 4 persons.

2. Assign a topic for the situation.

3. Tell teams that there should be one 0- t ofaults relevant to the_
current module or one covered earlier in detraining.

4. After situations have been written, have defirst group describe its
situation. All teams try to find the fatilth (alternatively, you may
rotate so that team 2 finds faults in th thun 1 situation, team 3
finds faults in the team 2 situation, etc). When describing a fault:,
a team must also give a possible solut104.

5. When one team has finished and all fault% have been found, rotate to
the next team.

6. Score as follows:

Fault + solution = 3 points
Fault + partial solution = 2 points
Fault = 1 point
A team which has designed a clear fault WIWI is not detected may earrmi
points by describing the fault and a solirtion.

Standard Activit-: _Modeling. Models and deMonstrations may be clearer
than descriptions. There are tdo effects of modeliT

1. Observational learning--trainees may learyiew skills by observing
models.

2. Disinhibition/facilitation--seeing a modolperform a behavior may
make a trainee more comfortable and less resistant to practice. An
instructor may specifically demonstrate_bodpoor and_good examples.
This not only improves trainees' abilitle5todiscriminate when tech-
niques are used correctly and incorrecttYo_Nt it may also improve
willingness to practice and reduce fear Oflaking errors.

There are several characteristics of modeling irhJ y enhance its e
fectiveness:

1. Greater imitation will occur if the model a)is an expert or person
of high status, b) is similar in some waY tthe trainee (as, for
example, a well-liked co-worker), or c) contmls rewards for the
trainee.

2. Imitation is increased if the trainees se another trainee rewarded
for following the demonstration. On the other hand, the model will
be less effective if trainees see another trainee criticized for in-
accurate imitation. Thus, try to find something to praise in every
attempt to follow a model.

3. The instructor should a) gain the attentinof the trainees before
modeling, b) tell trainees what specific prnints to look for, c) model
those points directly without unnecessary irrelevant details, d) ask
the trainees to point out how the model dvostrated the points to be
learned, e) ask a trainee to model the sarroskill in the seme or a
similar situation, and f) praise the tra1nee1ibr performing the
modeled behaviors.



4. Modeling should be followed by role-plajedpracice byall tler-ainees
or by actual on-the-job practice.

Standard Activity: Role-Rlay. Many of the techniqu_zes tjght in the mod-
ules may be simulated in role-plays or may be renersed. I n s vie ays
trainees pretend to be involved in a situation Oich migh t 8rie .

Role-plays can serve several purposes. -rheyffiay serve a skill r3ractice,
as a way to apply knowledge in decision-making situations , or osa wai to
develop sensitivity to other persons and to ethical and p-fthiltmephical issues.

Role-plays for skill practice may follow !nodding. The tollowin recom-
mendations may be helpful:

1. Describe very clearly what you want the prticipviant5 lopra ice.
For example, say "Jim, you will teach Ainhow tct:- cut glass. Use the
task analysis to do a whole-task presentation. Ann, flake a few errors
and get a few steps right."

2. Start by practicing only parts of tasks ;in the aboVe exarnp1=, ji m
and Ann might be asked to role-play onlyone stp in 'Oa tasW anal-
ysis. Then, another pair could be asice/Jto rol-plaY that s -Lep and
one more. Finally, another pair could role-play the entire -7Cask.
Ask the rest of the trainees to evaluatenach rcs,ftle-plosaccowr'ding to
the criteria established in the module (using perfortnonoe evluation
check sheets if appropriate). If the 1%41e-playfzr "WtsstueM<," ask
another trainee to suggest what should tocione ruzext.
Provide feedback to the trainee follovlipgrole-Emlay. Point =out what
the trainee did right. Ignore minor errors. If Yotj niuSt point out
an error, describe or demonstrate how t4correci; it andask the
trainee to practice that part of the situation

Role-plays for c_lec-rg_imakin_ may give trainees an oppor-tunity experi-
ence problem-solving processes. Trainees aPPly knowledge-, or pfillosopF,y to
hypothetical situations. They may be assigned Way a particular rc=le (such
as parent or case tanager) or may be themSelveS, This type of role-play is
somewhat less structured than a role-play for pnactice, bp,ut theSarne urecotten-
dations apply.

One procedure which promotes communication among sta.._ff is 0"ra-tate
problems." Group 1 sets up a problem (from a realwork s ituatiou, if possible)
for Group 2 to discuss, Group 2 sets up a probl efnfor Grcs.oP 3, and so on. So-
lutions are then reviewed by the whole group.

There are a number of ways to use role-playing to prdrnote sensitlvity or
attitude change. Role-reversal involves taking enthe rcv-le ot anthem-- person
with whom the trainee might work. The trainee ttlight be a_ssignedto b= a cli-
ent, parent, or therapist.

Structured role discussions are role-plays lnwhich trainees are assigned
roles and attitudes-to display during a discussicn, Afte-Itn th disousion,
trainees are "debriefed." They read their "attitude desc.zriptions" alc=ald. Then



group rnernbers explain heir feel ings about the discussion and about the indi
viduals as they played their roles.

In a debate, trairmees are assigned to advocate for a position. The topi c
is presentedby the intructor . Debate teams are established in one of the
fol owi ng two ways:

1. A panel of 3-4 trainees per team present the pros and cons of an
is6ue. After the debate, the audience of trainees vote and give
their feelings about the issue.

2. Trainees are d ivided into groups of 2, 4, or 6. They debate in thes
5Na11 groups.

Here i58 common suequence for a debate:

1. Anoounce the tetop c
2. Divide into terns.
3. Allow 5 minute for preparation.
4. Pebnte for 10 rminutes.
5. Allow audience voting and participation, or te l debaters they must

nowswitch sids and argue for the other side.

5



INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMATIC INTRUCTION (RA-1

TASK I: OBJECTIVE GAME
Purpose: Cover all objectives
Duration: 30 minutes
Materials needed: Module text (one per studen)

Instructions: See p. 2

Assure that the following items are coverd:

Steps
Reasons for task analysis
Reasons for baseline
Rei nforcer
Puni sher
Discriminative Stimul us

TASK I. ALTERNATIVE: OPEN DISCUSSION

Purpose: Cover all objectives
Duration: 30 minutes
Materials needed: Module text
Instructions: See p. 1

Reasons for IPP
Reasons for measuring behavior
Criteri for goals and objectives
Reinforement
Punishnint
Extinct-U on

Cover items in Task 1. Remember that thi is an overview. Do not

attempt to get full understanding of each topic.

TASK 2: PRACTICE ON SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
Purpose: Objective 3
Duration: 40 minutes
Materials needed: Module text (one per traine)

One list of objectives per tudent (either from sample or

from actual work setting XPPs)

Instructions:

1. Pass out lists of objectives.
2. Instruct trainees to identify those ojectives which are correctly

written and those which are incorrect_ Next to each incorrectly

written objective, trainees should no-We which criterion was violated.

3. After trainees have had time to check the first three objectives,

discuss those three. Then have traines complete the list.
4. Discuss the rest of the objectives.
5. Ask trainees to correct each incorrec-&ly written objective.

6. Discuss the corrections.

Sample:
Following is a list of sample objectives, both correct and incorrect.
Correctly written objectives are marked _'""; incorrectly written
objectives are marked with the number of '-',.`che criterion which was

violated (see text).
I. Mike will know how to bathe. 1,2,4,6

2. Henry will dress himself without help_ 4,8
3. Mac will ride a bicycle around the bli=rck without assistance and

wi thout stopping. C

6



4. Ch suck will punch the time clock at work on time each day for two
v4a-tteks. C

5. 5iLitsie will learn how to type 60 words per minute. 6
6. DeI-Ibbie will take an entire roll of pictures without covering any

Wi th her finger. C
7. Mk7 ry will be taught to dress herself, with all clothes matching, no

diI rt or holes in any clothes, shoes tied, all buttons, snaps or
ppers fastened, and all clothes tucked in if appropriate, with no

be- lp for three consecutive work days. 3
8. JePihn will pay attention to what his work foreman says. 4,7,8
9. Call-r1 assembles at least 12 correct drapery pullers per hour for three

cotwisecutive.days. C
W, 01-t-ive will fully understand the consequences of sexual intercourse

ferllowing counseling. 1,2,4,7,8 (Note: The statement "following
cdt.sunseling" does not describe the conditions under which the goal
bei-ilavior will occur. Instead, it describes a program for reaching
thEe goal.)

U. Tec:=1 will not burp, belch, or make animal noises. 5,8

TA5-0:

Ptirpose: Obasjective 7, Behavior Principles
Duration: 6E50 minutes
MAteials n0Eeded: Film "Who Did What To Whom?" Available from Research Press.
Ihstructioa:

This fl lilm shows brief v gnettes which illustrate behavior principles.
Using t=he booklet which accompanies the film, show vignettes, and
discuz; them.

145K3ALT6RINATIVE: DISCUSSION OF BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES
PUrpose: Oh_ojective 7, Behavior Principles
PUratthn: 31:0 minutes
MatealS besleded: none
Iftbutioris

hk tre- inees to present one example from their work or everyday life
Aich I- llustrates each of the principles covered in the text. For
nch, d- iscuss,whether it accurately reflects the principle, how know-
ing the principle can affect how trainees will respond to the example,
mA whe-7dler other principles also apply to the example.
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Test Form A-Key

1. Lt_t_lestuj-ln§.yIqaticins/trection.

1. a. Assess skills
b. Use IPP process to determine ls and objectives her "IPP" or

"set goals" is 0.K.)
c. Task analyze if apProPrieta
d. Choose behavior measure
e. Baseline (or, measure behavIa.
f. Assess environment in Whic0 bOhavior is to be used
g. Establish instructional preee-elllee
h. Implement p rocedure and a%e00 effect
i. Modify plan if necessary
j. Establish maintenance or eerleNlization program
k. Communicate results

What is the_n2lAJLIEULIL,A/5,temati_c Instruption?

It is the me - it sets the dieeveten of programs.

For each_of the followin: shoetrtelp ob_ectives for cljents, circle C if
itis_correnallit is incorrectly writ-telt.
a. C I Morton will feel bettel` about himself and accept his handicap.
b. C I Gladys developS meee Nependent living skills.
c. C I Hamilton will brush hiA teeth correctly without help each day

for a week.
d. C I After a week of instreklion, Ned will be able to control him-

self whenever he is ary or frustrated.
e. c I Joan completes heP asIlved work at 50% of industry standard

for two coesecetive WeAks.
f. C I Andrew will go to his e!erk station and begin his task within

one minute after starling time and the end of break, with no
prompts ?or 00e Week.

g. C I The counselor will helP Naomi to express her'feelings, by being
supportive, being avelleble to Naomi whenever she:needs hello,
and by reflecting back Naomi's feelings.

h C I Frank will understand 4)e necessity of being on time for work.
John sorts nuts and be/U with 98% accuracy fer 3 consecutive
days.
In a one-to-one teteHrle session, given a sanitary napkin, Dora
understands how to 0%0 It with 100% accuracy.

giletvorteiltte_ather data when implementing a
asthmatic_ 1nsructioom.

a. Helps in making decisions
b. Accountability

Communication
Required by accreditation standards

5- Why s itespecial1yJortnt tQ e baseline data beforrIntirmlitilA
Sstenuctionr°t'am .

at least one reason.

5. a. Determine whether behavior e 11y is a prcblem
b. Only way to find out whethee_er4qram works

May show you where to start 14 k program
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Test Form A-Key (Con'- )

6. List two reasons for the use of Task Analysis.

6. a. Makes teaching easier
b. Provides an evaluation system
c. Allows individualization
d. Allows consistent training

7. For each of the followini situations, circle th_behaviorprtncjple bein
illustrate_

a. John has been assembling an average of 6 levers per hour. The floor
supervisor decides to let him take a break whenever he has completed
6 levers. After one week of this, John assembles an average of 11
levers per hour .

a. discriminative stimulus c. punishment
b. reinforcement d. None of the above

John has been assembling an average of 6 levers per hour. The floor
supervisor notices that he sometimes seems to daydream. Whenever she
sees him daydream, she tells him to get back to work. She sometimes
has to physically move him to get him started. After a week of this,
he averages 4 levers per hour and seems to be daydreaming more and more .
a. punishment c. reinforcement
b. extinction d. none of the above

C. Lennie comes to the workshop dirty. He does not wash his face or hands
and he usually smells. The Independent Living Coordinator sets up a

contract with Lennie in which he can earn $1 each day he comes with a
clean face and hands and no body odor .

a. extinction c. reinforcement
b. discriminative stimulus th none of the above

d. Hortense frequently.leaves work to rush to the nearest adult (usually
the work supervisor) and hug or touch that_person. The work supervisor
feels that she is seeking attention and afftction. However, the be-
havior is unacceptable. The staff ignore her hugging by continuing
whatever they were doing. At the same time, they seek her out during
break time and talk to her. She begins to try hugging them more and
more, but after a few days, her hugging begins to decrease.
a. extinction c. punishment
b. discriminative stimulus d. none of the above

e. Mac is packaging golf tees. When Dwight is supervising him, he aver-
ages 42 packages per hour. Dwight frequently checks his work and tells
him when he has worked quickly and accurately. Sometimes, however,
Dwight is involved in another area of the workshop. At those times,
Ann has to supervise the tee packaging and wood working areas. She has
little time to check tees. At those times, Mac averages 15 packages
per hour.
a. punishment c. reinforcement
b. discriminative stimulus cL none of the above
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Test Form B-Key

1. List the ste s_in_Systematic Ins__ruction,

1. a. Assess skills
b. Use IPP process to determine goals and objectives (either "IPP" or "set

goals" is O.K.)
c. Task analyze if appropriate
d. Choose behavior measure
e. Baseline (or, measure behavior)
f. Assess environment in which behavior is to be used
g. Establish instructional procedure
h. Implement procedure and assess effect
i. Modify plan if necessary
J. Establish maintenance or generalization program
k. Communicate results

2. What is the role of the IPP in 5stematiç_Ijstruction ?

2. It is the map--it sets the direction of programs

3. For each of the followin short-term objectives_for client, circle
is correctl written and circle I if it is incorrectlLyni

3. a. C I Orville will assemble drapery rods with all parts in the cor-
rect positions at a rate of 10 rods per hour with 95% accuracy.

b. C I Wendy will behave appropriately during breaks and lunch hours.
c. C I_ Given stressful situations involving interpersonal interactions

with potential employers, Doris will demonstrate a clear under-
standing of the employer-employee relationship without inap-
propriate emotional behavior. She will do so each time for one
week.

d C I Ted will punch the time clock at, or within 5 minutes before,
his 9:00 work time, each day for one week.

e. C I In a simulated job interview situation, Rosette will demonstrate
correctly:

Greeting the interviewer
Answering questions with all necessary information
Looking at interviewer 40-75% of interview time
Making at least one statement of confidence
Asking at least one job-related statement
Thanking the interviewer

She will do so for two consecutive simulated interviews.
f. C I Ann will count nickels up to $1 without error for 10 consecu-

tive trials.
g. C I_ Given individual counseling with the counselor for six weeks,

Alan's self-esteem will greatly increase.
h. C I Hugh will show good personal hygiene every day.

T Given a magnet with color coding and ttio color coded boxes, Tim
will separate magnetic from nonmagnetic wires and put them in
the correct boxes with 100% accuracy for three consecutive days.

C I Supervisory staff will praise Ellis each time he makes his bed
for five consecutive days.
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4. Give two reasons wh it is im-ortant a h-r data when iniden1ntin
SylternAtcLjnstruction program.

4. a. Helps in making decision
b. Accountability
c. Communication
d. Required by accreditation standards

5. Why_is it espeially_ilipEtant to take baseline data before
Systematic Instruction _program? Give at least one rem.

5. a. Determine whether behavior really is a problem
b. Only way to find out whether program works
c. May show you where to start in a program

List two reasons for the use of Task Anal s'

a. Makes teaching easier
b. Provides an evaluation system
c. Allows individualization
d. Allows consistent training

i nnin

7. For each of the followin situati-ns circle the _ehavio ein
illus rated

7. a. Don occasionally throws temper tantrums which consist of way ing his
arms wildly and yelling, "No, No, No" over and over, When 'Italie does this
he is taken to the counselor, who has him spend several minutes sitting-
by himself to calm down. After he is calm, the counselor talks to him.
The counselor goes on vacation and Don throws a tantrum. Stff do not
know where to send him, so they make him stay at his station_ _ After
two hours of yelling, he quiets down and starts working. He does this
two more times and he does not throw a tantrum the rest of tHhe week.
a. punishment c. reinforcement
b. extinction d. none of the above

b. Fran picks up items around the workshop and puts them in her mouth.
Any time a floor supervisor sees her do this, sihe firmly s4e/s "No,
Fran! Take it out!" If Fran resists, she is removed from th7---ie work
area and required to wash out her mouth several tines with a mouthwash
that.does not taste .good. Her rate of mouthing objects has ciecreased
from an average of 12.8/hour to an average of 1.2/hour.
a. punishment c. di scrimi nati ve stimul us
b. extinction d. none of the above

c. Erwin is being taught to count money. Every time he counts tt:he correct
change, he is praised and given a penny.
a. reinforcement c. di scrimi nati ve stimul us
b. extinction d. none of the Owe.

d. Annie is being taught how to separate magentic wires froM nortimagnetic
wires. She uses a magnet to determine which wires are. magnet=ic. She
is supposed to put the magnetic wires in one box and the nonmsaagnetic
wires in another. She has been working at about 70 accuracY--. The
floor supervisor puts an orange dot on the magnet ad on one box. She

11



Test Form B-Key (Con't.)

7. d. puts a blue line on the table and on the Other box. She shows Annie
how to put the wire on the blue line and attempt to pick it up with
the magnet. If it sticks to the orange (magnet), it goes in the
orange box. If it stays on the blue (table), it goes in the-blue box.
Using colors, Annie separates wires with 95% accuracy.
a. punishment c. discriminative stimulus
b. reinforcement d. none of the above

e. Fred gobbles his food as fast as he can. From the time he gets his
plate, he eats as quickly as possible. He hardly chews his food and
he never talks to anyone during the meal. As soon as he_finishes, he
holds up his plate for seconds or attempts to take food from someone
else's plate. The staff decide to give him very smell portions and
to require him to say_at least one sentence of conversation before he
can get his_next portion or to wait at least one minute following the
time he finishes a portion. Now he eats each portion quickly and talks
briefly. He is saying at least 10 sentences of conversation each meal.
a. punishment c. extinction
b. reinforcement d. none of the above
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APPENDIX A: IOWA NEEDS SURVEY

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN WITH OTHER SURVEYS, IN ENVELOPE PROVIDED, BY
SEPTEMBER 20.

Needs Assessment

The Iowa Association of Rehabilitation Facilities (IARF),* the Iowa
Assodation of Private Residential Facilities for _the Mentally Retarded
(IAPRFMR),* and the Iowa University, Affiliated Faoility (IUAF) at the University
of Iowa have collaborated in developing and jointly issuing the following
needs assessment. This has allowed us to consolidate our efforts and cut
down on the number of surveys that facilities, already inundatedwith information
requests, would receive. This one instrument will serve the following purposes:

IARF will use the results to update its training needs information
and.to develop a coordinated package of training programs to agencies
offering vocational services.

IAPRFMR will use the results for identifying specific training
needs of their member agencies, especially in the areas of staff
development and human potential training.

ilhe IUAF will use information from the survey results_for the
preliminary planning of a statewide Training Resources Clearinghouse.
The goal of the Clearinghouse is to help IOWA'S service providers
meet the in-service training needs of their staffs by acting as
a "broker" of information about available training resources.
These resources includeboth effective trainers with special expertise
in particular areas and training materials packages (many of which
will be available on a free loan basis from the Clearinghouse's
library)

We appreciate and thank you for your assistance in this joint
effort.

Directions:

Each of the 5 surveys should be filled out by the person in your agency
best described by each of the following staff positions (at the top of each-
survey appears the title of the staff person who would fill out that particular
survey corresponding to the description below

Administrator:

The individual responsible for overseeing the day-to-day administration
of the entire operation of the agency, who usually holds the title of "executive
director" or "chief executive officer."

*IARF and IAPRFMR have consolidated and are known as the Iowa Association
of Rehabilitation and Residential Facilities.
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Program Supervfsor:

An individual charged with_ the responsibility of running a particular
program, or programs within the agency, such as a "vocational director"
or a "supervisor of residential services." A R_groramsupervisor could also
be a professional on the agency's staff charged-with_providing a specialized
service within a disciplinary area, such as physical therapy, occupational
therapy, nursing, psychology, etc.

tase Manager:

An individual designated as the person responsible for coordinating
an individual's program plan. This could be a social worker on the agency's
staff, or someone who is referred to as the "program coordinator."

Direct Care _(Contact) Worker or Trainer

A person working most closely with individuals served by the facility.
This would include group home workers, cottage staff, line supervisors in
vocational programs, and other direct care or contact workers.

Other_personnel:

This category would cover anyone not otherwise described by the preceding
Job titles. Staff in this category might include maintenance staff, house-
keepers, food preparation staff and secretarial personnel.

Individuals completing each of the 5 surveys should respond to all
items within the survey, even if the subject matter doesn't pertain direaTY
to his or her job duties.

To complete the survey, write one of the numbers (listed in the rating
scale below) in the space before each survey item that best represents_your
agency's need for training_in_that_area.

1 = "information we need"
2 = "would be nice, but is not essential"
3 = "no need"
4 = "not applicable to our agency"

Please complete the survey and return it to us in the envelope provided
by September 20, 1982. Thanks.

NOTE: ALL ITEMS ARE TO BE RATED, REGARDLESS OF THE POSITION OF THE
PERSON COMPLETING THE.SURVEY.

I. Individual Program Planning

Organizing the interdisciplinary Behavior modification principles
team
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Interdisciplinary team process AppliZation of behaviormodification
principles

Cooperative staffings with
--other agencies

Current assessment instruments

Modifying assessment instru-
ments

Method for training clients

Program coordinator

Comments:

Efficient data collection record
keeping methods

Case management systems

Involving parents

involving clients

II. Advocacy, Rights, and Human Dignity issues

Orientation to self-advocacy

_Orientation to advocacy

Organizing an agency human
rights .committee

_Organizing an agency behavior
management committee

Identifying age-appropriate
materials

Comments:

Issues in sex education

Client rights

Confidentiality of client records

How to apply the principles of
normalization

Guardianship and other protec-
tive services

III. Developmental Disabilities

Developmental disabilities
general information

Comments:

Developmental disabilities health
information



IV. Accreditation

Introduction to voluntary
accreditation

_____Iowa 055 regulations per-
taining to accreditation

AC/MRDD accreditation

_____CARF accreditation

Convents:

V. Training for Administrators

_____Managing group homes

Managing semi-independent!
individual apartment programs

Organizing an agency volunteer
program

Overview of the service
delivery system in Iowa

funding for comunity
programs

Special education funds

Security benefits
for clients

_____S.F. 572 funds

_____Social Services Block Grant

Role of count in human service
fundIng

_____Supervisory training

_____Coaching" (for improved
staff performance) super-
visory methods

_____Effective Interviewing skIlls

Solving employee dissatis-
faction

Improving corlbliunication

_____Management problem solving
technIques

_____How to run meetings

_____Personnel record

Fiscal management

_____Wage and salary administration

______Appraising performance

Development and implementation
of training programs

_____Developing personnel policies

Working with the board of
directors

Insurance programs

AffIrmative action

_____Marketing methods

_____Contract bidding

_____D.O.L. compliance

_____Pricing

_____Cost estimating
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Writing job descriptions and
setting performance standards

Assessing managerial effective-
ness

Comments:

Time management techniques

VI. Training for program supervisors,
and support staff

Self-esteem training for
clients

Management of aggressive
individuals

CPR Training

How to teach daily living
-skills

Overview of commonly used
medications

How to shape social behavior

How to teach self-help skills

How to teach recreation skills

How to teach communication
skills

Procedures for increased oral
hygiene

Comments:

case managers, direct contact staff,

_Issues in nutrition

Use of modified diets

Food preparation procedures

Safety procedures

filing and record keeping

Telephone techniques

to.prepare clients for job
intervIews

Other job-seeking skills

Vocational production design

Time studies (vocational)

Marketing

Basic
gt!'s1

ealth maintenance for

VII. Human Potential Training

Stress Management

"Adventures in Attitudes"

"Lifepower"

5elf-esteem training programs
staff
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Transactional analysis or

staff

Comments:

Desired Train1n1L Sites. Rank the following training sites according to
Our pref&dhce. Place-a "1" on the blank preceding the training site you
would most prefer, a "2" by your second preference, and so on until you
have ranked all items listed below:

training at your facility

training provided at nearby facility (within 75 miles)

training provided at community colleges in your area

training provided at University of Iowa, Iowa City

training provided at Iowa State University, Ames

training provided in Des Moines

other:

Desired Training Formats: Rank all the following forma s as you did the
IJ*161-10 sites above. Again, rank the statements according to your preference
for most of the training you desire:

_workshop (short lectures, problem-solving activities)

seminar lecture, information dissemination)

self-instructional materials

reference books and manuals

other:

Check the types of equipment you have access to for use with media software
(films, tapes, etc.

35mm slide projector

slide/tape deck

audio cassette

color monitor (for videotape)

black & white monitor (for
videotape)
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16mm projector

overhead projector

opaque projector

1/2" Beta #2 format video

Othe

cassette playback

3/4" U-matic video cassette
playback

1/2" VHS format video cassette
-playback

1/2" Beta #1 format cassette
playback

1/21 Beta #3 format video casse- _e
playback

What one person is responsible for training at your facility?

Comments:

ame Phone Number

PLEASE RETURN THIS NEEDS ASSESSMENT IN ENVELOPE PROVIDED



Training Needs Assessment

October, 1982

Responses: IARF Administra ors

Rank 5ubject Score

,

Individual Program Planning

1 Method for Training Clients 9

2 Efficient Data Collection Record-Keeping Methods 8.5

3 Program Coordinator 8

3 Application of Behavior Modification Principles 8

5 Current Assessment Instruments 8

6 Case Management Systems 7.5

6 Behavior Modification Principles 7.5

7 Modifying Assessment Instruments 7.5

8 Interdisciplinary Team Process 6

9 Organi/ing the interdisciplinary Team 5.5

10 Involving Parents 5.5

11 Cooperative Staffings with Other Agencies 5

12 Involving Clients 5

Advocacy, Rights and Human Dignity Issues

1 Client Rights 7.5

2 identifying Age-appropriate Materials 7.5

3 Guardianship and Other Protective Services 7

4 Orientation to Advocacy 7

5 Orientation to Self-advocacy 7

5 Organizing an Agency Behavior Management -Committee 7

5 Issues in Sex Education 7

6 Confidentiality of Client Records 7

7 How to Applylhe Principle of Normalization 6.5

8 Organizing an Agency Human Rights Committee 5.5

Developmental Disabilities

1 OD: Health Information 6.5

2 OD: General Information 6.5

Accreditation

1 CARF Accreditation 7.5

2 AC/MRDD Accreditation 6

3 Introduction to Voluntary Accreditation 5.5

4 Iowa DSS Regulations Pertaining to Accreditation 5

Training for Administrators

Supervisory Training' 8.5
Marketing Methods 8.5



3

4

"Coaching" (for improved staff performance) Supervisory
Methods
Assessing Managerial Effectiveness

8.5
8.5

5 Organizing an Agency Volunteer Program 8
6 Cost Estimating 8
6 DOL Compliance 8
7 Time Management Techniques 8
8 Time Management Techniques 8
9 Social Services Block Grant 8

10 Pricing 8
11 S.F. 572 Funds 8
12 Management Problem-solving Techniques 8
13 Solving Employee Dissatisfaction 7.5
14 Writing Job Descriptions and Setting Performance Standards 7.5
15 Appraising Performance 7.5
16 FcfPctive Interviewing Skills_ _ _ _. _ 7.5
17 idging Group Homes 7.5
18 ontract Bidding 7
19 Fiscal Management 7
20 Role of County in Human Service Funding 7
21 Social Security Benefits for Clients 722 Affirmative Action 7
23 Wage and Salary Administration

723 Managing Semi-independent individual Apartment Programs 724 How to Run Minutes 6.524 Personnel Record Keeping 6.525 Developing Personnel Policies 6.5
_25 Working with the Board of Directors 6.527 Special Education Funds 6.528 ICF/MR Funding for Community Programs 6.529 Insurance Programs 6
30 Overview of the Service Delivery System in Iowa 5

Training for Program Supervisors, Case Managers
Direct Contact Staff and Support Staff

1 Self-esteem Training for Clients 9
2 Management of Aggressive Individuals 8.5
3 How to Shape Social Behavior 8.5
4 Marketing 8.5
5 How to Teach Communication Skills 8
6 How to Teach Self-help Skills 7.5
7 Overview of Commonly Used Medications 7.58 How to Teach Recreation Skills 7.5
8 Procedures for increased Oral. Hygiene 75
9 How to Prepare Clients for Job Interviews 7.510 Other Job Seeking Skills 7.5

11 Vocational Production Design 7.5
12 Food Preparation Procedures 7.513 Telephone Techniques

7
14 Use of Modified Diets

7
15 How to Teach Daily Living Skills

716 Time Studies (vocational)
7

17 Safety Procedures
7
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18 Basic Health Maintenance for Clients 6.5

19 issues in Nutrition 6.5

20 CPR Training 6

21 Filing and Record Keeping 5.5

Human Potential Training

1 Stress Management 8

2 "Adventures in Attitudes" 7.5

3 Self-esteem Training Programs for Staff 6.5

4 "Lifepower" 6.5

5 Transactional Analysis for Staff 5.5



Appendix B: DACUM Objectives Planning Chart

General Areas of

Competencies Skills Needed to Perform in Each General Area of Competence

Comunicate Interpret & Interpret Identify & Estimate Bill Cos-

Effectively Fill in Trouble Service & Order ParA Labor & Parts tomers &

Shooting & Repair Manuals Costs for Collect for

Check Out

Charts

to Determine

SpeCific

Repair Work Service Re

pairs & Parts

Procedures

Use & Care for Store & Main- Select & Use Select & Use Select & Use Select & Use Use Nozzle Select & Use Install

Tools & Equipment tain Tools Combination,

Box, & Span-

Flat, Robert-

son & Phillips

Tube Cutters Socket Dri-Wrench

& Flaring vers

Cutters &

Pliers

Blades &

cut with

ner Wrenches Screwdrivers Tools Hacksaws

Clean & Service Turn Off Power Take Down, Remove Panels Use Vacuum Inspect Chimney Inspect & Lubric te Clean & In-

Heating Units Supply Before Clean & Install & Clean Heat Cleaner & Remove Block- Change Air Motors & spect Blower

Servicing Unit Smokepipes Exchanger age Filters Blower Assembly

Bearings

Service & Overhaul

NozZle Assembly

Clean, Replace Remove, Inspect, Clean, Inspect

& Set Elec-Clean & Replace & Replace High

trodes Nozzle Tension Leads

Inspect &

Replace

Air Cone

Inspect,

Clean &

Adjust Nozzle

Adaptor

Service & Adjust Shut Off Fuel InspeCt & Clean Pump Purge Oil Line Identify Types Test Pressure Replace Fuel Inspect Fuel

Fuel Systems Supply Before Replace Filter Strainer & Pump Off Air & Sizes of Oil & Adjust Fuel Tank Gauge for Water

Servicing Unit Cartridge Lines & Fit- Pump

tings

Content &

Drain Off

Adjust & Repair

Mechanical Systems

Adjust Pulley

& Belt Tension

Inspect & Remove &

Replace Belts Replace

Inspect,

Clean & Adjust

& Alignment Couplings Humidifier

Service & Repair Check, Adjust Check & Inspecti Test Clean, Inspect Check High

Electrical Systems Set & Replace Replace or & Adjust Fan Adjust & Re- Limit Control

& Controls Thermostats set Fuses & ContrOls place Stack with Test

Switches & Over-

load Switches

Relay Light &

Replace

Use Measuring & Use Graduated

Testing Devices Cylinder

Listing Of skillS needed to perform in each general area of competence is continued on the following page,
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Appendix 8: DACUM Objectives Planning Chart (continued)

General Areas of

Competencies

Coanunicate

Effectively

Use & Care For

Tools & Equipment

Clean & Service

Heating Units

Maintain Time

h Service Call.

Mileage & Ex-

pense Records

Spread Shrouds,

Collect Dust

& Clean Floors

Service & Overhaul Check & Adjust

Nozzle Assembly Position of

Nozzle Assembly

Service & Adjust

Fuel Systems

Adjust & Repair

Mechanical Systems

Service & Repair Disconnect &

Electrical Systems Replace Elec.

& Controls tric Motors

Use Measuring & Use Draft

Testing Devices Gauge

177

Skills Needed to Perform in Each General Area of Competence

Interpret

Electrical

Schematics

Select & Use Use Hammers

Allen Wrenches

Inspect, Clean,

Replace Parts

& Adjust

Carburetors

Inspect Com.

bustion Chaber

Remove, Inspect

& Replace Pump

Gears & Pumps

Change Rotation

of Motors for

Installation

Use Test Light Use Smoke

Tester

Cement & Seal

Doors & Other

Openings on H.W.

Furnaces

Diagnose Flame

to Determine

Nozzle Mal-

function

Check & Replace

Circulator

Motor &

Couplings

Explain &

Reassemble

customers of

Controls &

Safety

Advise Customer

of Condition of

Unit & Need for

Future Repairs

Cut Sheet Maintain Ve-

Metal Using hicie Tool &

Compound Snips Parts Supply

Adjust Nozzle

Air-Fuel

Mixture

Drill Sheet Use Fire

Metal Using Extinguisher,

Electric Exti ngu i sh

Drill Fires

Inspect & Test Test & Replace Diagnose Shorts Test & Replace

lone Control Cadium Cell in Electrical Transformers

Relay System &

Obtain Elect.

Assistance

Use Fuel Use Stack

Pressure Gauges Thermometer

Use Carbon

Dioxide Tester
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Appendix C: Selecting Instructional Methods

Criteria Primary Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

Traininq Ob'ectives

a. To orient staff to policies, rules,
course purposes, or learning
resources.

b. To introduce a subject, indicate
its importance and present an
overview of its scope.

To give directions to staff on
proCedures to use in later learning
activities.

d. To provide individualized assis-
tance.

e. To illustrate the application of
ules, principles, or procedures.

f. To provide a means of accelerating
individual trainees.

To provide-advanced work for faster,
more able, or more experienced
staff.

To provide an alternate means of
learning for absentees.

To build required common background
for in-class study of a subject.

To provide review of content or
practice of-skills taught in class.

PI CA

PE

PI PE

PI PE

PI PE

PI

PI PE

PI
SA

PI

SA

CA

PI
COM
COM
CA

COM
COM
SA

CA
SA

SA

SA

Key: L - Lecture
C -.Conference
D - Demonstration
PE - Practical Exercise

PI - Programmed Instruction
SA - Study Assignment
CA - Coaching
COM - Combination Instruction



Criteria Primary Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

3

k. To provide a pattern for later
performance and to set standards
for that practice.

PE

1. To teach manual or manipulative PE 0 PE

operations including the use of PE

tools and test equipment, assem- PI

bly, disassembly, or repair of
equipment.

To:teach principles or theories PI PE
COM
COM

(why,something works).

n. To teach operation and functioning PI PE
COM
COM

of equipment (how something works).

o. To teach the execution of tactical PE 0 0

movements or team skills. COM

p. To teach use nr control of the
voice, balance, breath, or muscles.

q. To stimulate staff interest and
thinking through group participa-
tion.

PE D PE
PE

To make use of staff's past experi- C SA
ence in collecting facts and ideas
for the solution of a problem.

s. To teach safety procedures.

To improve reasoning and problem-
solving abilities.

'To illustrate the application of
concepts and principles.

v. To provide for maintenance
skill.

To review, clarify, emphasize, or
summarize material.

PE

PE COM
CA

PI

0

PI

PI



Criteria Primary Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

2 3 6

x. To evaluate learning.

Content

a. Deals mainly with concepts and
principles.

b. Deals mainly with reasoning and
problem-solving

PE

PI

COM

c. Deals mainly with manual or PE
manipulative operations.

PE
practice.

d. Requires intensive individual

Requires intensive group practice. PE

Deals with materials which require
visual or auditory illustration.

g. Requires control over performance PE
to prevent the practice of errors.

Involves hazard.to clients, staff,
or equipment.

Requires absolute control over the PI
sequence of pretentation.

Demands absolute control over the PI
form of staff response.

k. Lends itself to oral presentation.

PI1. Is relatively stable.

m. Is subject to frequent and radical
change.

SA

PE

PE

PE

SA
PI

PE
PE
PI

PI
PI
SA

PE

PI

PI
PI

CA

PI

PI
CA

COM
PI

PI

COM
COM



Criteria Primary Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

3. Staff Learners

a. Are relatively similar in terms of
aptitude, ability, speed of
learning, prior training, or
experience.

b. Have wide differences in aptitude, PI PE PI
ability, speed of learning, prior COM
training, or experience. COM

C. Are mature enough and sufficiently PI PE COM
motivated to work more or less SA
independently.

d. Have the level of reading ability PI COM
required to deal with the instruc- SA
tional material.

Are relatively large in numbers. PI L
L

COM

Are relatively small in numbers. 0 PE COM
C
PE -

Have experiences, backgrounds, or C PE
prior training relative to the COM
content.

h. Have sufficient skill to put
opinions, ideas, and experiences
into words.

Have been prepared for the instruc-
tion by reading, lecture, or
demonstration.

Instructors

Know material to be covered.

PE

0

PE
PI

PE
-

PE

COM
CA



Criteria Primary Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

Have instru_ onal backgrounds.

c. Are available.

d. Are unavailable.

e. Polished speakers.

Competent leaders of group
discussion.

2 3

0
PE

PE -

C
CA

0
0 PE
PE -
C

CA -

PI PE PI

6

COM
COM
CA

CA

0 PE COM

Carefully rehearsed. L 0
0 PE

Skilled in the use of individual PI PE
techniques.

Have adequate time for planning. 0
COM

0 PE COM

Able to work effectively as members COM -
of a team.

k. Masters of a variety of methods and COM -
techniques of teaching.

5. Facilities, Equipment, and Materials

a. Centralized classroom is available.
0
PE

b. Centralized facilities are lacking. PI

PE

PE

COM

SA



Criteria FriMzu Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

c. Training aids are available.

d. Seating permits face _face
communication.

e. Equipment components are large
enough for all trainees to see
them clearly.

Equipment components are too small 0

for all trainees to see them
clearly.

Expense of required mode s is
justified.

h. Equipment and materials are in
adequate supply.

Safety precautions are adequate.

The training area is arranged to
facilitate close supervision.

k. Every staff member has adequate
working space.

1. Furniture is moveable.

3

PE COM
COM

COM

COM

PE COM

PE

PE COM
COM

COM

COM

COM

6. Time

a. A large amount of material must be L 0 PI

taught in a short period of time.
COM

b. A minimum amount of lead time is L D COM
available for the preparation of D PE
instruction and instructional C -

materials.



Criteria Primary Supporting Alternative
Method Method Method

2 6

Lead time for the prepunion
instruction and instrudional
materials is plentiful.

d. Many staff must completetrainirrlg
at the same time.

e. Different course comPletim tineas
are not critical to subsequent
training or assignments,

7. 0_ er

a. Individual and cootinumstaff
progress is essential.

b. Active staff response iscritica_l
to learning.

C. Active staff response ismt
critical to learning.

d. Standardization of instruction ins

PI COM

COM
COM

0 PE 0
PE COM

COM

PI COM PI

COM

PI PE PI

COM

PI PE PI
PE

PI PE
critical. PI

e. Standardization of instructIon i COM SA
not needed.

Mastery of a skill is critical. PE PI
PI

An accurate record of responses s PI PE
needed. PI PE 0

h. Immediate correction of umrs PI PE
critical. PI PE 0

PE -

Problems of integration with othe. r PI PE L
instructional methods areut PI PE
critical. PE -
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Appendix D: A. Selected Resource Listing of Need Assessment
and Curriculum Development Materials

Many fine publications exist that eWore in depth t=he completion of
needs assessment and the development of curriallums. This resource listing
does not attempt to be all inclusive. TheMtliographic nrnaterial for each
publication may lead the reader to further resources thalt will assist in
the planning and development of in-service training programs .



An erson, D. (1981). Evaluatin curriculum uide.
NY: Wiley.

Anciclerson, M. (1949). Teachin entices and e in ' trainifl materi-
als. Chicago, IL: er can ec nica ociety.

Arpouris, C. (1976). Increasing leadership effectiveness. New ?tiro NY:
Wiley.

Asssociation for Supervision and Curriculum Development. (076). Pert

on curriculum development, 1776-1976. Washington, DC: Author.

Ba tel, C. (1976). Instructional analysis and_

Chicago, IL: American Technical Soctety.-

BasEss, B. (1966). Trainin in industr The mane
pany.CA: Wadswort u s ng

Ber-vry, D. (1980). A biblio
edition). Metac_en,

Bicaenvenu, B. (1969). New

materials della el ent.

a h_c uid to education

New York, NY: Ameritafi

carecrow ess.
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and Development.
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Company.
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en handbook: uid
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Dale, E. (1972), Pullding a_ earnin environment B]oocington, phi-
Delta Kappa Education.

Davis, L. (1975). Planning, conductin eyaloatin
uide to staff develo ent. Austin, TX: Learning

work
pts .

mana rr's

DeCarlo, C. (1966). Education in busines. New York, NY:
Center for Applied-WFgEFE5-16-Eaucation.

Denova, C. (1971). Establiina trainin -unction: A dh for -ana e-
ment. Englewood C iffs, NJ: E ucational Techno ns.

Gall, M. (1981). Handbook for evaluatin and select'n
als. Boston, MA: A yn an _aeon.

Galloway, C. (1976). Pscnold7-_ferninandteachiv.
NY: McGraw-Hill.

curriculum materi-

New Y

Gardner, J, (1981). Trainin int rventions in :Qb=5kI11 develo ment.
Reading, MA; Addison-Wes ey.

Grabowski, S. (1981). Pre.arjni educators of adult
Jossey-Bass.

Illinois Department of Mental
LMI abstracts: Materials for staff develo ment and trifl1n Decatur,
IL: The Institute.

Franci sco, CA:

Health, Learning Media InstMe. (1972).

Kaufman, R. (1976). Needs assessment: What ltIs and hO to do it. San
Diego, CA: University Consortium for InstruCtiofla Jevelopment and
Technology.

Kellogg, M. (1967). Closin
develo ment. New Yor

Killian, J. An in-service trainin ro ram for rehabilit4tiOn sonn
Milwaukee, W ew s ocationa

Kirkpatrick, D. (1976). A ractical uide for selectin and
foremen and supervisors. Milwau ee, 141 : University o Wi

Langdon-Dahm, M. (1975). An affective learnin s em fo
Centerville, OH: Learning eve opment y s ems.

Lord; K. (1977). The desi n of the industrial classro
Addison-Wesley.

Mager, R.

wanna.
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Wiley.

Oir -ential
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Readi n MA:
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Belmont, CA: Fearon Publishers.

. (1961). Trainin i- business and "-dos New York, NY:



McNeil, J. (1976). Desi ni Self-ins_r--u- ional modules-
Boston, MA Little rown.

Morgan, H. (1975). Industrial tra ni ad estin . New York==, NY: McGraw-Hill
Book Company.

Nadler, L. (1982). Desi:nin: trainin Ircirams: The critcal events model.
Reading, MA: Ad -scin-WeS ey- u _ s .ng

Nicholls, A. (1978). Develo in a cudculum: A ract=ical guide. New
York, NY: G. Allen : UnwIn.

Odiorne, G. (1975). Ti'ectves. Westfield, MAIst: MBO, Inc.

Ofiesh, G. (1965). Pro ammed 'nstrudion: A suide fr mana'ement. New
York, NY American Management ssoceton.

Oliver, A. (1978). Maximizin, minicourses: A ractical
alternative. New eacers o ege ress,
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Otto, C. (1970). The -mana.ement OF trainin.: A handbmpook for trainin
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teachers. New YoRTNY: Longman.
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Rose, H. (1964). The develo ent and su e vision o r
Chicago, IL: American Technical oclety.

Rosenberger, H. (1956). How to or anizead administer an em lo ee trainin
ro ram: A manual for executives. Wm ington, DC: octElety for Personne
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Appendix E: Forms Used for In-service Training at Area Residential
Care, Inc., Dubuque, Iowa

TO:

FROM: Gary Gansemer and Karen Lange

DATE:

RE: In-service Training

The following staff are scheduled for i service on:

DATE:

TIME:

PLACE:

TOPIC:

Please inform us of any staff not able to attend in-service.



TOPIC:

INSTRUCTOR:

Quality

A.R.C. IN-SERVICE EVALUATION

DATE:

Impo tance to You in
Your Job

High
5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I

Low

What did you like about the session?

What can be improved?
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TO:

FROM: Gary Gansemer

DATE:

RE: In-service Training

You are scheduled for in-service t-aining:

DATE:

TIME:

PLACE:

TOPIC:

Your attendance is mandato y unless your department director grants an exemption
prior to the session.

cc: Department Directr



TO:- Gary Gameifier

FROM:

DATE:

(ernployl

listed below.

has completed the elf-instructed courses

Se i zure Di sorders

Intro to Mental Retardation

Intro to Behavior Techniques

Pretest Teted Out Posttest
(Score) Wes/No) Score)

Program

194

upft-rvisor or Director



NAME:

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE
Attendance Record

TOP_ICS

Job Orientation

Intro to Mental Retardation

History & Philosophy of ARC

Parents Perspective

MusiC Therapy

'Speech-& Hearing Diso de s

Sexuality of the D.D.

Behavior Modification

Client Rights

Abuse & Neglect

Safety Procedures

Physical _Disabilities &
Related Procedures

Medical Problems & Procedures

Medications

Nutrition

Individual Program Planning

Mandt Training

DEPT:

N/A DATE

AD:

AUTHORIZED BY

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR RESIDENT ATTENDANT CERTIFICATION
ptiona or It er a

Multi-Media First Aid

C.P.R.

Vitals

Bathing

Housekeeping

Food Preparation

Communication

Supervision of Daily Living

Recreation and Leisure

195



Appendix F: In-Service Training Curriculum Used at
Area Residential Care, Inc., Dubuque, Iowa

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE

RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

Outline

Hou's

Module 1 Job Orientation and Overview of Mental Retardation 8

Module 2 Communication and Interpersonal Skills 2

Module 3 Working Environment 4

.Module 4 Human Needs 9

Module 5 Medical Problems and Related Procedures 20.25

Module 6 Disabilities and Related Procedures 3.75

Module 7 Nutrition and_ Food Preparation 2

Module 8. Individual Program Planning 8

Module 9 Behavior Patterns 13.75

Module 10 Client Rights/Abuse Neglect 1.75

Module 11 Recreation, Leisure and Community Resources 2.5

Total Hours 75



*For all staff

MODULE NUMBER: 1

GOAL: For staff t,

OBJECTIVE

'.1

lEN7 1 CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Job_Orientation_and Overview of. Mental Retardation

..e 4'1:ar_.:A21.811WARiikitial Department

1151;.(C, R

History & Philosophy of ARC Warilr

-To be familiar with the

history & philosphy of

Area Residential Care.

B. Mental Retardation

Introduction*

Self-taught

1/84

CONTENT OUTLINE

I. History

II. Philosphy--Normalization

III. Agency T.O.

IV. Accreditation

I. MR/DD

pretest

Developmental Disabilities

Overview of Mental

Retardation

Historical Summary

Levels of Mental

Retardation

Causes of Retardation

Characteristics of

Retarded Persons

Social Competence

Learning Disabilities

Affective Traits

The Normalization Principle

The Developmental Mode

Post Test

11. Mental Illness

METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Lecture

Handouts

Pre/Post Test

Programmed Text

No handouts

1 1/2 hours

1 1/2 hours



MODULE NUMBER: 1

AREA RESIDENTIAL 011ELJESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE', Job Orientation and Overview of Melltal Retardation

GOAL: For staff to
ritf,ItialDeartment___becomefamiliarl.

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS /MATERIALS TIO

o complete orientation to

the job before having

direct care responsibili-

ties

Parents Perspective*

-To become familiar with the

experiences and views of

parents of the develop-

mentally disabled

Program Super-

visor

Roy Schmeichel

Peliqlprocedures Manuals

Joio kriptions

ACMRN1B5S and Board of Health

ReOttions

Clieffries

41000-iandbook

1, Olth of a Retarded Child

0 How It Affects the

hrents with Resulting

19Limas

k Disbelief

Anger

Self Incrimination

Relationships with Other

hlatives and How it

Wects Them and Parents

III hlationships with Other

Sibrings

IV, Olgoing Stress & Created

Illigollems in Family

V, hg::tions of Neighbors &

Hemnds

VI, R9c=tion of Siblings as

lierw_Grow and Develop

Early Age

Growing Years

Jidolescence

Lecturegostratimi/

Rehling

Handouts

Lecture

Handouts

4 holl7is



AREA RESSTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 1 TITLE; _Job Orientation and Overview of Mental Retardation

GOAL: For staff to become fs121123mr_lillgidentill_2ipartment

BJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Why Some Siblings

Never Accept & Adjust

To the Retarded Child

VII. School Years & Problems

VIII. Constant Impending Fears of

Parents Regarding Their

Retarded Child

A. Sexual Attacks

B. Adolescent Development

C. Possible Marriage

IX. Future

A. Providing for Retarded

Child After Parents

are Deceased

B Guardianship

C. Keep Retarded Child

Active and Involved

X. Rolft of Clerics

XI. Relamtionship with Care

Propiders

XII. Labetls and Devastating

Effezcts to Retarded Child

Restifiting from Labels

XIII. Ther-le is Hope & Happinus

A. 'Redefining Relation-

-ship with Normal

:Siblings & Retarded

Werson with Other

:Siblings During Adult-

Mood



AREA RE IDENTIAL CARE RESIDENUENDANT COURSE

MJL NUNIBER: 2
TITLE: _215111211l2LITILIDItgAN1211Js

OAL: .kprovide staff with knowled-e and ractice inomunication and intt*.er ersonal skills

NECIrIVE

CAUtiltitiori

hfse efgxtive

otoultItiOn Es and identify

ty.004001-nication

INSTRUCTOR CONTENTEINE COENDDS AND MATERIALS TIME

Dan Emmert

Mary Drees

I. Communicatio

generaNginition

B. Types

1. VerOl

2. Norqbal

3. Writ

C. Sender Skills

1. Questioning

24 Verb1 Skills/

pitO,toneoolume

3. Gesioll Skills

4. Writiq Skills

5. Preotation Skills

D

14 Listming Skills

2 Colahension and

Retation

3 Feekk

E. Problemlinalysis

Technios

1. Brailitorming

24 Invatigation Of

Proks

F. Specialhips

1. Admkration

2. Peers

3 Profasional

Sent Staff

4. Pares

5. Publit

6. CliatIResident

A.

LectLiffe

Halbouts
2 hours



MODULE OBER: 2

AREA RESIDENTlAL_CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Communication and Inter ersonal_Skills

GOAL: To prcvid e staff with knowled e and iractice in communication and interigsnal skills

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

G Basic Interview

Techniques

K. Telephone Communica-

tion



MODULE NUMBER: 3

AREA RE IDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Workiujnvironment

GOAL: jumikstaff with information to_handlipmency_situatips

OBJECTIVE

A. Safety Procedures*

-To learn fire safety and

emergency evacuation pro-

cedures for dorms, apart-

ments, and group homes.

INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

-77..
Nancy Huttig I. Safety

Cathy Chambers A. Fire Prevention

1. Elements of Fire

a. Fuel

b. Oxygen

c. Heat

2. Causes & Prevention

a. Smoking

b. Electrical

c. Spontaneous

d. Rubbish

e. Cooking

Fire Emergencies

and Drills

a. Agency Policies

b. Reporting

c. Drill and

Evacuation Pro-

cedures

d. Use of Fire

Extinguishers

4 Sources of Infor-

mation

a. Fire Drills

b. Learn Not to

Burn

c. Fire Depart-

ment

B. Disasters

1. Definition

2. Plan

Lecture/Discussion 2 1/2 hours

2 08



MODULE NUMBER: 3

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COUR E

TITLE: Workin Environment

GOAL: To irovide stiff with in ormation to handle emer enc situations

OBJECTIVE

Housekeeping Techniques

-To be familiar with basic

housekeeping techniques

for safety and sanita-

tion purposes.

INSTRUCTOR

Roger Conry

CONTENT OUTLINE

C. Environmental

Accidents

II. Aseptic Techniques

A. Definition

B. Transfer of Bacteria

C. Prevention

I. Handwashing

2. Antiseptic

D. Housekeeping

Agency Policy and Procedures on:

A. Soiled and contaminated

clothing

B. Infection control

C. Washing & handling

of dishes

D. Laundry procedures

E. General cleaning

requirements

F. Specific cleaning

Requirements

METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Lecture

Hantuts

I I/2 hours

210



AREA RESIDENTIAL .CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 4_ TITLE: Human Needs

GOAL: _To explore basic human needs

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

A. Supervision of Daily Living Emmy Miller, RN I. Observation

A. Signs & Symptoms

1. Objective

21 Subjective

3. General Signs of

Illness

B. Reportable Symptoms Handout

1. Definitions and

Discussions

II. Human Needs

A. Food Intake (fluid

intake)

B. Sleep, Rest, Exercise

1. Control of

Environment

2. Safety

C. Prevention of Infection

& Communicable

Condition

I. Handwashing

2. Cross Contamination

3 Infection Control

Policy

-To assure the client's

physical needs are met

211

Direct Care:

Daily Observations

Log Recording

Reporting to Nursing

III. Daily Hygiene Measures

A. Oral Hygiene

1. Brushing (teeth,

tongue)

4 hours

212



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 4

OBJECTIVE

213

TITLE: Human Needs

GOAL: To ex lore basic human needs

INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

24 Flossing

3. Hyperplasia

44 Bone Destruction

5. Demonstration

6. Return Demonstra-

tion

B. Skin Care

1. Tub/Shower/Daily

Required (minimum)

2. Care of the Eyes

3. Care of the Ears

4. Dry Skin (clean,

dry, moisturize)

5. Oily Skin (clean,

dry powder)

6. Deodorant

C. Hair Care

D. Genital Hygiene

(perineal care)

I. Male

2. Female

3. Procedures

E. Foot Care

14 Problems (dry,

corns, callouses,

athletes foot)

2. Prevention/

Treatment

3. Proper Foot Wear

F. Nail Care

14 Toes, Fingers

EMI=

214



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 4 TITLE:

OBJECTIVE

215

GOAL: _I2y0pre basic human need

INSTRUCTOR

Human Needs

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATEFALS TIME

2. Procedures on clip-

ping

3. Hygiene & Safety

Menstrual Cycles

1. Hygiene

2. Monitor (proper

use of products)

3 Collect Data (dates,

length, flow)

4. Report to Nursing

(data plus prob-

lems)

5. Dysmenorrhea

IV. Elimination Needs

A. Bowel

1. Diet

2. Fluid (H20) Intake

3. Exercise

4, Privacy

5. What's a NORMAL

pattern?

6. Know your client's

individual normal

pattern

7. Associated behav-

iors

8. Chemical use -

diarrhea

constipation

9. Collect Data

10. Report to Nursing 216



AREA RES.IDENTIAL CARE_RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 4 TITLE: _Human Needs

GOAL: Ialore basic human need

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

B. Bathing Demonstration

-To understand bathing

techniques

C. Vital Signs

-To demonstrate the ability

to measure vital signs

9.17

B. Bladder

1. Incontinence

(Behavior vs.

Pathophysiology)

2. Fluid (H20; Intake

3. Strong Urine Odor

4. Signs & Symptoms

of Possible

Infection

5. Collecting speci-

mens

Emmy Miller, RN I. Bathing

A. Purpose

B. Types of Baths

C. Demonstration of

Complete Bed Bath

1. Equipment (soap,

towels, powder,

lotion)

24 Environment

3. Comfort

4. Socialization

54 Back Massage

No return demo

Emmy Miller,RN I. Temperature

II. Pulse

III. Blood Pressure

Lecture

Demonstration

Discussion

3/4 hour

2 hours

218



AREA RE IDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: _'L TITLE: juman_Needs

OBJECTIVE

D. Sexuality of D.D.*

.To learn to be sensitive

to and deal with the

sexuality needs of the MR

219

GOAL: Jo_ explore basic human _needs

INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Gary Gansemer I. Introduction

Emmy Miller5 RN A. Definition-Group Input

B. Rumors-Telephone Game

II. Film

III. Agency Policy and Proce-

dures

IV. Case Study.Group Exercise

V. Characteristics of the Sex

Educator

VI. Resources

Lecture/Handouts/

Exercises

220

2 1/4 hours



MODULE NUMBER: 5

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Medical Problems and Related Procedures

GOAL: To increase-the skills to adeguatelyjeet a clients medical robl_em

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

A. Nursing Policies & Proce-

dures*

B. Medical Problems*

-To understand how to deal

with client medical

problems

221

Emmy Miller, RN 1. Functions

A. Appointments (dental,

physical, health con-

cerns, injuries)

B. Administration of

Medications

C. Monitor Seizures/

Blood Levels

D. Health Consultant to

Staff Regarding

Clients (RN, LPN)

E. Health Record Keeping

(height/weight, ADL,

Menses, T.T., etc.)

F. IPP's

G. Group Home Visits

H. Special Diets -

Nutritional Concerns

I. Nursing Policy/

Procedure Handbook

J. Notifying Physicians

II. Workmen's Comp Policy Handout

Lecture

Handouts

Emmy Miller, RN I. Seizures (Epilepsy)

A. Definition

B. Types

I. Grand mal

2. Petit mal

3. Psychomotor

4. Jacksonion

C. Aura

Lecture

Handouts

3/4 hours

2 1/4 hours

222



MODULE NUMBER: 5

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Medical Problems and Related Prcedures

GOAL: To increase.* skills to ade-uatel m et a clients medical roblem

06JECTIVE

223

INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

D. Causes

E. Care of the Client

During Seizure

(P.O.R.K.) *Reporting

(recording)

F. Care of the Client

After Seizure

1. Post-ichthal state

G. Anti-convulsive Drug

Therapy

I. Side Effects/Toxic

Signs (Handout)

2. Indications for

Direct Care Staff

3. Indication for

Nursing

H, Glossary

II. Downs Syndror

Characterict'rs

I. Similaritles

2. Uniqueness

Atlanto-axil Dislo-

cation

C. Skin Problems

D. Ear Problems

III. Diabetes

A. Pancrease-Insulin

B. Management

I. Diet

2. Oral Medications

Insulin Injections

224



MODULE NUMBER: 5

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: _Medical Problems and Related Proc dure-.

GOAL: To increase the skills to adequately meet a clients medical problem

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

C=. Multimedia First Aide

=To become certified by

Red Cross in Basic First

Aide

225

IV. Common Medical Emergencies

A. Lacerations

B. Injury to Eyes

C. Injury to Head

D. Injury to Back

E. Vomiting/Diarrhea

I. Policy for client

illnesses requiring

nursing management

F. Choking - Heimleich

I. Film

2. Practice

G. Procedure for Client

Emergencies Between

10:00 pm . 7:00 am

ARC Staff Multimedia Basic First Aide

I. Introduction

II. Respiratory Emergencies

III. Direct Pressure, Elevation

IV. Poisoning

V. Burns

VI. Bandaging

VII. Head Injuries, Internal &

Gunshot Wounds

VIII. Injuries to the Eye

IX. Infection, Tetanus &

Bites

X. Splints

Xl. Fractures

XII. Fainting/Epilepsy

XIII. Escaping from Fire

Lecture/Reading/Exer. Hours

cise/Practice

226



MODULE NUMBER: 5

GOAL: To increase the

OBJECTIVE

D. CPR

.To become certified

through the American

Heart Association in CPR

E. Medications*

-To be familiar with

medications used in

therapy for physical

& psychological symptoms

227

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Medical Problems and Rel_ated Procedur s

-kills tp.ade uatel meet a clients medical roblem

INSTRUCTOR
CONTENT OUTLINE

XIV. Electrical Emergencies

XV. Exposure to Radiation

XVI. Emergency Rescues

ARC STAFF CPR

I. CPR Basic

II. Risk Factor

III. Early Warnings

IV. Handling an Emergency

V. The Unconscious Victim

VI. Critical Timing

VII, Legal Considerations

VIII. CPR Action Diagram

IX. The ABC's of CPR

X. Breathing

XI. Circulation

XII. Two Person Rescue

XIII. Conscious with Airway

Obstruction

W. Infants and Children

XV. Enrichment

METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Peggy Walz, I. Use of Drugs Lecture
LPN A. Replacement Therapy Handouts

B. Alleviate Symptoms

C. Diagnosis

D. Cure

II. Health Personnel Involved

A. Physician

B. Pharmacist

C. Licensed Nurse

D. Certified Med Aide

hours

1 hour

228



AREA RE IDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 5 TITLE: Medical Problems and Related Procedures

GOAL: To increase the skills to ade uatel meet a clients medical roblem

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METhODS AND MATERIALS TIME

III. Rules & Regulations

A. Storage

B. Administration of Drugs

IV. Special Considerations

for Clients on Drug

Therapy

A. Types of Drugs

1. Behavioral

2. Antibiotic

3. Cathartics

B. Therapeutic Reaction

C. Side Effects

V. Observations

A. Know Your Clients

1. General Appearance

2. Behaviors

B. Be Aware of Their

Medications

C. Report

229



MODULE NUMBER: 6

AREHMENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Disabilities and Retarded Proc dulls

GOAL: To be aware of_client distlities and methods of treatment

OBJECTIVE

A. Physical Disabilities and

Related Treatment Pro-

cedures*

-To be aware of the most

common physical disabil-

ities

231

INSTR1R CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS MATERIALS TIME

Anne Stett I. Description of 0.T. Lecture
OTR

A.-- Identification as part Demonstratimi

of ARC

B. Functional Use of Every- Handouts

day Activities

II, O. -r. Services

A. Methods & Test Used in

Client Assessment

B. Treatment Modalities

1. Adaptive Devices

a. Self Care

b. Feeding

c. Splinting-

Braces

d. Positioning-

Transfer

e. Ambulation

2. Exercises

a. Range of Motion

b. Upper Extremity

Strengthening

c, Cardio-vascular

Programs

Perceptual-Motor &

Developmental

Disabilities

a. Visual discrimi-

nation

b. Gross & Fine

Motor Coordi-

nation

232

1 3/4 hurs



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 6 TITLE: Disabilities and Retarded Procedures

GOAL: _To_be aware of client disabilities and methods of treatment

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

B. Speech & Hearing Disorders

-To understand common

hearing & speech disorders

& their treatment

approaches

233

c. Tactile-

defensive

d. Sensory Losses

i. Blind

ii. Deaf

III. Procedures for Client

Referral to OT

IV. Clients' Physical Disabil-

ities

A. Cerebral Palsy

B. Scoliosis

C. Syndromes Associated

with Mental Retardation

D. Diseases Affecting

Neuro-muscular

Functioning

V4 Staff Experiencing Use of

Adaptive Devices, Equip-

ment, Assessment Tools,

Using Proper Techniques-

Body Mechanics, etc.

Karen Ricketts, I. General Overview

M.S. A. Full-Time Therapist

and Part-Time Aide

B. Evaluation, Consulta-

tion, Direct Therapy

II. Speech vs. Language - Who

Fits Where & Why

III. Speech Programs

A. Articulation Factors

1. Downs Syndrome

Lecture

Demonstration

Handouts

hour



MODULE NUMBER: 6

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Disabilities and Retarded Pr cedure

GOAL: To be aware of client disabilities and methods of treatment

OBJECTIVE

235

INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

2. General Structural

Anomalies

3. Hearing

IV. Language "Verbal and Non-

Verbal"

A. Receptive Language-

Define

14 Attending

24 Matching Items)

Pointing to

Pictures on Command

34 Object Labeling &

Recognition

4 Following Commands &

Colcepts Reasoning -

Talk About Autism

Characteristics

5. Memory Constraints

6. Yes/No Responses

B. Expressive Language

Verbal & Non-Verbal

1. Yes/No Response

2. Simple Vocabulary

'Content Words"

3. Singing

4. Phrases & Sentences

V. Deafness & Hearing Loss

A. Definition & Causes

B. Types of Loss and

Treatment 236



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 6 TITLE: Disabilities and Retarded Procedures

GOAL To be aware of didn't disabilities and methods of treatment

OBJECTIVE

237

INSTRUCTOR

-G155.5=m-

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

I. Conductive

2. Sensori.neural

3. Mixed

C. Communicative Recom-

mendations 'Dealing

with Hard of Hearing"

VI. Manual Communication

"Total Communication"

A. System for Deaf People

B. System Used by Client

with Little or No

Language or Who are

Unintelligent

C. Basic Rules

I. Staff Sign to

Clients and Expect

Clients to Sign

Back

a. Learn by Exam-

ple

b. Need to Associ-

ate word with

sign

2. Sign i Speak

a. Gives Client

More Input

Visual and

Auditory

b. Sign Concrete

Words

Client Variations

238



AREA RESI.DENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

' 'MODULE NUMBER: 6 TITLE: Disabilities and Retarded Procedures

GOAL: To he aware of client disabilities and methods of treatment

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

a. Physical Limi-

tations

b. Memory Span

C. Level of promp-

tingt "GAo GPI

111, I"

4. Demonstration of

Signs

C. Music Therapy* Eileen Frey, I. General Information

RMT A. Definition of Music

-To understand role of
B. History of Profession

music therapy in client
C. Why Music as a Thera-

treatment
peutic Tool

II. Music Therapy at ARC

A. Duties of Music

Therapist at ARC

B. Major Areas of Need

Covered by the Music

Therapist

C. Review Music Therapy

Program Priorities

D. Review Guidelines for

Referral to Music

Therapy

III. Relaxation

A. Basic Discussion on

Stress

B. Programs Used by Music

Therapist at ARC

2 9 C. Review Relaxation

Checksheet

1 hour

240



MODULE NUMBER: 6

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Disabilities and Retarded Procedures

GOAL: To be aware of client disabilities and methods of treatment

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

D1 Review Guidelines for

Referral to Relaxa-

tion Therapy

E. Experience a Short

Progressive Relaxation

Program

IV. Group Music Therapy

A. Review Group Session

Goals & Objectives

B. Experience Some Group

Music Therapy Activity

C1 Discuss Non-musical

Needs Worked on Through

the Music Therapy

Activities

241

242



AREA_RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 7 TITLE: Nutrition and Food Pre aration

.GOAL: To understand basic -rinci-les of nutrition and food trearation

OBJECTIVE

A. Nutrition*

INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

I hour
Sally Voels, I. Introduction to Nutrition

Dietitian A. Pre-Test

-To understand basic infor-
B. Basic Four Food Groups

mation as it relates to
and Amounts Needed

clients
I. Meat/Meat Products

2. Milk/Dairy Products

3. Fruits/Vegetables

4. Breads/Cereals

C. Key Nutrients for Each

Food Group

D. Food-Medication Inter-

action

1. Primary Medications

Used

2. Possible Side

Effect

E. Modified Diets

1. Emphasis on Calorie

Restricted Diets

2. Altered Food

Consistencies

F. Dietary Intervention

With Bowel Elimination

B Food Preparation

-To understand proper food

preparation procedures

G. Hydration

H Questions

I. Post-Test

Lecture

Pre & Post Test

Verna Cardh I. Licensure Regulations Lecture I hour
CDA A. Food Supplies

I. General

a. Contamination

b. Labeling

244



MODULE NUMBER: 7

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: _Nutrition_and Food P e aration

GOAL: To understand bnic principles of nutrition and food preparation

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

245

2. Special Require-

ments

a. Fluid Milk

b. Pasturized Milk

c. Fish

d. Eggs

B. Food Protection

1. General

2. Emergency

C. Food Storage

1. General

a. Type

b. Containers

c. Conditions

d. Packaging

e. Identifying

2. Refrigerated

Storage

3. Hot Storage

D. Food Preparation

1. General

2. Fruits & Vegetables

3. Hazardous Food

4. Dry Milk

5. Eggs

6. Reheating

7, Non Dairy Products

B. Thermometers

9. Thawing

E. Food Service

1. Hazardous Food

2. Milk

24r



iatg IDENTIAL CARE R SILENT ATTENDANr ERSE

MOM NUMBER: 7 TITLE: Notrition and Ffre,aratjo n

DI', To vdetLILaLd bas1 r1sof nutrilkLati-E foodreIartj

BJECTIVE

247

I N CONNTENT OUTLIg METHQUS AND MATERIALS TIME

3. Nondairy

4. Condiments

5. Ice

5. Reservice

7. Tableware

248



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE_RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 8

GOAL: To learn_how_to deyelo

TITLE: Individual Pro ram Plannin

an Individual Prograffl Plan

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

A. IPP Trening*

-To be able to write an IPP

and participate effec-

tively in meetings

249

Gary Gansemert

MSW

Jane Dubert

Ann Wojdyla

I. Individual Program Plan

A. Overview of IPP

B. Team Process

II. Explanation of ARC

System

III. Components

A. Goals

B. Objectives

C. Strategies

O. Data Collection

Lecture

Videotapes

Handouts

Exercises

250

8 hours



MODULE NUMBER:

AREA _RESIDENTIAL CARE gENT ATTENDANT CORSE

TITLE: Nhiflor Patterns

GOAL: To inc ease skills in successful
qtlialltATItEtijUlient behavior atterns

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR

A. Behavior Modification*

-To understand basic

behavior modification

principles & their

application at ARC

251

Ann Wojdyla

COM OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

I. Maslowilierarchy of NeEE2ds Lecture

A. POological

84 SO
C. Belingness & Love

Neds

D. Selisteem Needs

E. SeActualization

Neds

F. Holhis Hierarchy Frits

rt khavi or Modifi---

II. Overviu of Behavioral

APPro06

A. Whfi Behaviorism

Abu:

B. WlOogram

C. Behdoral ABC's

O. Dehing Behavior

E. Aosing Adaptive

8ehdor

III. Meas0Behavior

A. Meting Behavior

B. Tpeof Data

C. Nolo Graph Behavi0

1 hr. N test given to

small Pos at this tim

Large pp will then

revielli0 answers.

IV. Goal Wog/Increasing

Behavl

A. hilSetting 252

5 3/4 hours



MODULE NUMBER: 9

IlEA RE IDENT 1AL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Behavior Patterns

NAL: To increase skills isuccessfu1 and1in undrstan- of client behavior atterns

OBJECTIVE INIUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

B. Increasing Behavior

C. Type of Reinforcement

D. lbw tO Effecti vely
I3crease Behavior

E. Schedule of Reinforce.
ment

1 hr. Post test gi yen to

small group at this
time. Large group will

review the answers

V. Discussion Behavior

A. hat is a Puni sher
B. lin to Decrease

Behavior Effectively

C. Ways to Decrease

Behavior

D. Behavior Management

Git idel Ines

VI. Teachi ng New Behaviors

A. Ay Teach New

Behaviors

B. Tisk Analysis

C. Techniques for Teach-

ing New Skills

D. Sk ill Generali zation

1 hr. Post test gi ven to
small groups, large group

will then review the
answers.

VII. Developing and Implementing

Programs



fs,

AREA RE IDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 9 TITLE: Behavior Patterns

GOAL: To increase skills in successful_handlinuld understandin of client behavior patterns

OBJECTIVE

B. MANDT Training*

-To be familiar with the

255

INSTRUCTOR

z

Dan Emmert

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

A. Selecting Behaviors

to Change or Teach

B. Steps in Developing

Behavior Change Pro-

grams

C. Steps in Teaching a

New Skill

D. Your Relationship with

the 'Learner'

E. Consistency in Program-

ming

F. Program Evaluation

I hr. Post test given to

small group and the

answers reviewed by the

large group

VII. Behavior Modification

Policy & Procedures at

ARC

A. Agency Hierarchy

B. Behavior Management

Committee

C. Human Rights

Committee

D. Isolation Time Out

E. Mechanical Restraint

F. Definition of

Hierarchy

I. Introduction

A. Graded System

B. Stance Training &

Lecture/Demonstration/ 8 hours

Practice Handouts

256



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: 9 TITLE: Behavior Patterns

GOAL: To increase skills in successful handlin

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR

NANDI system to reduce

injury and eliminate abuse

to persons with "acting-out"

behaviors and to reduce

injuries to staff members

257

and understandin of client behavior atterns

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Body Movement

I. Gestural

2, Verbal

3. Body Positioning

II, Getting Out of or Gaining

Control of an Individual

Using Least Amount of

External Control

A. Finger Holds

B. Wrist Holds

C. Upper Arm Holds

D. Shoulder Holds

E. Clothing

III, Escorting, Holding, Re-

straining, Lifting and

Transporting Techniques

IV. Other Techniques

A. Hairpulling

B. Hand Choke

C. Arm Choke

D. Head Lock

E. Pinching

F. Biting

G. Hugging

H. Being Pushed Against

Wall

I. Shaking

J. Kicked While Sitting/

Standing

K. Chair Throwing/Jabbing

L. Separating Two People



MODULE NUMBER: 10

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Client Ri hts/Abuse and Ne lect

GOAL: This unit will increase the
awareness of abuse and ne lect as it relates to Iowa Law and to the

ethical rofessiona

OBJECTIVE

A. Client Rights*

-To know and protect the

rights of our clients

B. Abuse/Neglect*

-Determine initial under-

standing of what is abuse/

neglect

-Present definitions of

abuse/neglect and the

resultant impact on daily

, employee work dynamics

259

INSTRUCTOR

For all staff

For all staff

For all staff

res onsibilities of in employee

CONTENT OUTLINE

Client Rights

A. Professional Services

B. Compensation for Work

C. Housing

D. Guardianship

E. Sexuality

F. Privacy

G. Protection from Harm

H. Due Process

I. Assembly

J. Religion

K. Business Transactions

II. ARC Human Rights Committee

A. Rationale

B. Purpose

C. Composition

D. Meeting Schedule

E. Responsibilities

F. Procedures

METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Lecture

Handouts

List of questions to be answered Pre-test

yes/no on a variety of abuse/

neglect related situations.

Definitions of Abuse

Definition of Neglect

Review Situational Definitions

of Abuse/Neglect

Lecture

1hour

3/4 hour

260



MODULE NUMBER: 10_

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Client Riti11212use_and Neglect

GOAL: This unit will increase the awareness of abuse and,mlect as it relates to Iowa Law' and to the

ethicai7RiNfial res onsibilities of an employee

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR

-Review Iowa Abuse/Neglect

Law and Assault/Battery

implications

-Determine level of under-

standing of this presen-

tation

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Review law and resultant policy Lecture

and procedures of the Agency.

A. Summary

B. Questions & Answer Period

C. Post-test Questionnaire Handouts to take with

D. Evaluation of

Presentation

Discussion



MODULE NUMBER: 11

AREA RESIDENTIAL ARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Recreation Leisure and Comnunity Resources

GOAL: To rec -nize the si nificance of recreation in the

OBJECTIVE

A. Recreation & Leisure

-To recognize various

components that need to

be taken into consider-

ation before actual

program planning takes

place

B. To recognize the many areas

of needs that recreation

programming aides in

INSTRUCTOR

lannin of recreational ro rams for clients

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

Moses Prasad I. The Rationale for Thera- Lecture, Discussion 1/2 hour

peutic Recreation Service Handout "Leisure Time

A. Definitions Rights"

1. Leisure Time

2. Recreation

3. Therapeutic recrea-

tion

B. Therapeutic Recreation

Programs

C. Value of Plan Handout "Components of

1. Social Movement"

2. Cognitive

3. Behavioral Handout "Labin Theory"

4. Physical

D. Developmental Charac- Handout "Development

teristics of Play Characteristics of Play"

1. Individual Play

a. Imitative Play

b. Fantasy Play

c. Parallel Play

21 Parallel Play

3. Group Play

a. Cooperative

Play

b. Competitive

Play

E. Assessments

Therapeutic Recreation

Service

A. Therapeutic Use of

Handout "Activity Analy-

sis Rating Form"

Discussion, Lecture 1/2 hour

Handout "Therapeutic

Use of Recreation"



AREA_RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: II TITLE: Recreation Leisure and Coiuniti Resources,_

GOAL: To reco nize the si nificance of recreation in the planning of recreatipall

-OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

developing; also, the many

various types of activities

that can be offered

C. To discuss the psychological,

f social and physical aspects

of participation in Special

Olympics

Recreation

I. Social Development Handout "Overall Goals

2. Physical Develop- of Recreation

3. Vocational Develop- Programming"

ment

4. Constructive Use of

Leisure Time

B. Overall Goals of Rec-

reation Programming

C. Range of Activities

I. Arts & Crafts Handout "Range of

2. Dance Activities"

3. Drama

4. Entertainment

5. Hobbies or Special

Interests

6. Music

7. Nature & Outdoor

Recreation

Activities

8. Outing Activities Handout "Organization

9. Physical Activities Suggestions to Con-

10. Social Activities sider"

11. Special Events

I. Introduction to Special

Olympics

A. What i$ Special

Olympics

B. Who Qualifies

C. What Sports are

volved

1/2 hour



AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

MODULE NUMBER: II TITLE: Recreation Leisure and Cociinunity Resources

GOAL: To recognize thelynificance of recreation in the planning of recreational ro-rams for clients

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

II. Psychological

A. Positive Experience

B. Better Self-Image

III, Social

A. Sportsmanship

B. Opportunity to Have

Experience in Sports

IV. Physical

A. Components of Fitness

I. Strength

2. Flexibility

3. Endurance

4. Balance

5. Ability

6. Speed

7. Coordination

8. Reaction Time

B. How Fitness Attributes

Affect Performance

V. Training Suggestions

A. Proper Warm-ups

B. Experience Before

Events

C. Provide Training Accor-

ding to Individual

Needs

D. To discuss success.
I. Selection of Appropriate Discussion/Demonstra- 1/2 hour

oriented methods of playing Activities tions/Handouts

games A. Factors to Assess Selec-

tion of Leisure Skills

267 268



MODULE NUMBER: 11

GOAL: To reco nize the

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Recreation- Leisure_and Communit Resources

nificance of recreation in the ilannins of recreational ro rams for_clients

OBJECTIVE INSTRUCTOR CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

E. To learn to use the free

resources available in

Dubuque and surrounding

area

269

F. To recognize the importance

of the services volunteers

B. What is the Need for

Adapting Activities

C. Teaching Suggestions

II. Suggestions for Modifying

Activities

A. Arts and Crafts

B. Swimming

C. Softball

D. Soccer

E, Basketball

I. Follow A.R.C. Guidelines Lecture/Discussion

for Taking Clients Out and Handouts

Into the Community

A. Discuss the Guidelines

B. Discuss Situations

Which May Occur During

An Outing

1. Situation A

2. Situation B for Client in the Com-

II. Discuss the Resources Avail- munity," "Discount and

able in Our Area free outing"

III. Outings Which are Free or

at a Discount for A.R.C.

A. Which Places Allow

A.R.C. Discounts or

Free Admission

B. The Procedure to

Receive these Benefits

Handouts on 'Guidelines

I. Reasons why Individuals

Donate Precious Time



MODULE NUMBER: 11

GOAL: To r o nize the si

OBJECTIVE

provide for our clients and

agency

AREA RESIDENTIAL CARE RESIDENT ATTENDANT COURSE

TITLE: Recreation Leisure and Comunity Resources

nificance of recreation in the Tannin of recreational
1

INSTRUCTOR

ro rams for clients

CONTENT OUTLINE METHODS AND MATERIALS TIME

A. A Reason for Each

Personality

B. A Sincere Desire to

Help Others

II. How Some Residents View

Volunteers

G. To recognize the agency's I. Recruitment

role in an organized volun-
A. Prospecting

teer program
B. Selecting

C, Presenting the job

D, Placing the Person

II. Training and Orientation

A. Showing thefacility

B., The History, Purpose

and Objectives of the

Agency

C. The Administrative

Structure

D. Personnel Policies

E. Rules Pertaining to

Volunteers

F. Familiarizing the

Volunteer with His Job

III. Supervision

IV, Recognition

V. Record Keeping

VI, Personnel Records

VII. Insurance & Liability
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